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Editorial
The new economic millennium is surprisingly rushing with Innovation and Technology.
There is a sharper focus on deriving value from the widespread global integration in almost
all spheres of social, economic, political and technological subsystems. In the quest of
making this earth a better place to live we have to make a strong hold upon sustainable
energy source. Sustainable energy sources include all renewable energy sources, such as
hydroelectricity, solar energy, wind energy, wave power, geothermal energy, bioenergy, and
tidal power. It usually also includes technologies designed to improve energy efficiency.
Energy efficiency and renewable energy are said to be the twin pillars of sustainable energy.
Renewable energy technologies are essential contributors to sustainable energy as they
generally contribute to world energy security, reducing dependence on fossil fuel resources,
and providing opportunities for mitigating greenhouse gases. Although the discipline like
electrical engineering has narrated academic maturity in the last decades, but the limitations
of the non renewable energy sources, turbulence and disturbances in the energy propagation
cascades various insightfulness and stimulation in post classical electrical era. Evidence
shows that there are phenomenal supplements in power generation and control after the
introduction of Energy Management System (EMS) supported by Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA). As there is increasing focus on strengthening the capacity of the
power houses with the existing resources or constraints some new dimensions like FACTS,
Optimal System Generation, High Voltage DC transmission system, Power Generation
Control, Soft Computing, Compensation of transmission line, Protection scheme of generator,
Loss calculation, economics of generation, fault analysis in power systems are emerging.
Since the world is suffering with water, food, and energy crisis, energy consumption has
social relevancy.
Let me highlight some of the recent developments in Electronics discipline. The new
integrated devices did not find a ready market. Users were concerned because the individual
transistors, resistors, and other electronic circuit components could not be tested individually
to ensure their reliability. Also, early integrated circuits were expensive, and they impinged
on the turf that traditionally belonged to the circuit designers at the customer's company.
Again, Bob Noyce made a seminal contribution. He offered to sell the complete circuits for
less than the customer could purchase individual components to build them. (It was also
significantly less than it was costing us to build them!) This step opened the market and
helped develop the manufacturing volumes necessary to reduce manufacturing costs to
competitive levels. To this day the cost reductions resulting from economies of scale and
newer high-density technology are passed on to the user—often before they are actually
realized by the circuit manufacturer. As a result, we all know that the high-performance
electronic gadget of today will be replaced with one of higher performance and lower cost
tomorrow.
The integrated circuit completely changed the economics of electronics. Initially we looked
forward to the time when an individual transistor might sell for a dollar. Today that dollar can
buy tens of millions of transistors as part of a complex circuit. This cost reduction has made
the technology ubiquitous—nearly any application that processes information today can be
done most economically electronically. No other technology that I can identify has undergone
such a dramatic decrease in cost, let alone the improved performance that comes from
making things smaller and smaller. The technology has advanced so fast that I am amazed we
can design and manufacture the products in common use today. It is a classic case of lifting

ourselves up by our bootstraps—only with today's increasingly powerful computers can we
design tomorrow's chips.
In the advent of modern research there is a significant growth in Mechanical Engineering as
Computer Aided Design has become instrumental in many industrialized nations like USA,
European Countries, Scotland and Germ Other CAE programs commonly used by
mechanical engineers include product lifecycle management (PLM) tools and analysis tools
used to perform complex simulations. Analysis tools may be used to predict product response
to expected loads, including fatigue life and manufacturability. These tools include Finite
Element Analysis (FEA), Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), and Computer-Aided
Manufacturing (CAM). Using CAE programs, a mechanical design team can quickly and
cheaply iterates the design process to develop a product that better meets cost, performance,
and other constraints. No physical prototype need be created until the design nears
completion, allowing hundreds or thousands of designs to be evaluated, instead of a relative
few. In addition, CAE analysis programs can model complicated physical phenomena which
cannot be solved by hand, such as viscoelasticity, complex contact between mating parts, or
non-Newtonian flows.
As mechanical engineering begins to merge with other disciplines, as seen in mechatronics,
multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) is being used with other CAE programs to
automate and improve the iterative design process. MDO tools wrap around existing CAE
processes, allowing product evaluation to continue even after the analyst goes home for the
day. They also utilize sophisticated optimization algorithms to more intelligently explore
possible designs, often finding better, innovative solutions to difficult multidisciplinary
design problems.
Apart from Industrial Development there is also an hourly need for creation of an influential
professional body which can cater to the need of research and academic community. The
current scenario says there exists a handfull of bodies like American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME). Hence we must strive towards formation of a harmonious professional
research forum committed towards discipline of Mechanical Engineering.
In the current scenario of scientific development robotics takes a center stage in solving
many social problems. As agriculture is the mainstay of many developing nations, efficiency
building measures should be incorporated in the field to boost efficiency and productivity. In
the context Robotics in agriculture has attracted much attention in the recent years. The idea
of robotic agriculture (agricultural environments serviced by smart machines) is not a new
one. Many engineers have developed driverless tractors in the past but they have not been
successful as they did not have the ability to embrace the complexity of the real world. Most
of them assumed an industrial style of farming where everything was known before hand and
the machines could work entirely in predefined ways – much like a production line. The
approach is now to develop smarter machines that are intelligent enough to work in an
unmodified or semi natural environment. These machines do not have to be intelligent in the
way we see people as intelligent but must exhibit sensible behavior in recognized contexts. In
this way they should have enough intelligence embedded within them to behave sensibly for
long periods of time, unattended, in a semi-natural environment, whilst carrying out a useful
task. One way of understanding the complexity has been to identify what people do in certain
situations and decompose the actions into machine control.
The use of MATLAB is actually increasing in a large number of fields, by combining with
other toolboxes, e.g., optimization toolbox, identification toolbox, and others. The Math
Works Inc. periodically updates MATLAB and Simulink, providing more and more advanced
software. MATLAB handles numerical calculations and high-quality graphics, provides a

convenient interface to built-in state-of-the-art subroutine libraries, and incorporates a highlevel programming language. Nowadays, the MATLAB/Simulink package is the world’s
leading mathematical computing software for engineers and scientists in industry and
education.
Due to the large number of models and/or toolboxes, there is still some work or coordination
to be done to ensure compatibility between the available tools. Inputs and outputs of different
models are to-date defined by each modeler, a connection between models from two different
toolboxes can thus take some time. This should be normalized in the future in order to allow a
fast integration of new models from other toolboxes. The widespread use of these tools is
reflected by ever-increasing number of books based on the Math Works Inc. products, with
theory, real-world examples, and exercises.
The conference is designed to stimulate the young minds including Research Scholars,
Academicians, and Practitioners to contribute their ideas, thoughts and nobility in these two
integrated disciplines. Even a fraction of active participation deeply influences the
magnanimity of this international event. I must acknowledge your response to this
conference. I ought to convey that this conference is only a little step towards knowledge,
network and relationship
I express best wishes to all the paper presenters. I extend my heart full thanks to the
reviewers, editorial board members, programme committee members of the conference. If
situations prevail in favor we will take the glory of organizing the second conference of this
kind during this period next year.

Convenor
Bikash Chandra Rout
Technical Editor, IOAJ

MICRO UTILITIES : UTILITIES ON MOBILES
JAYALAKSHMI SRINIVASAN
Departmnet of Information Technology
V.E.S. College of Arts, Science & Commerce, Mumbai,India

Abstract- With the advent of 3G networks and subsequent increased speed in data transfer available, the possibilities for
applications and services that will link people throughout the world who are connected to the network will be unprecedented.
One may even anticipate a time when the applications available on wireless devices will replace the original versions
implemented on ordinary desktop computers. Taking the current state of the technology available for accessing 3G networks
into consideration although this situation is far from reality as mobile networks evolve into a more powerful medium for
information sharing and the devices that are connected to them inevitably grow in their ability to process the data at
increasingly faster rates. Chat applications are built-in with only some brand of mobile phones and they are compatible with
them alone. They are costly and difficult for the naïve ones to procure. As per the recent statistics, out of 93 million mobile
users only 7 million users are using internet on their handsets. So to serve the rest of 86 million users, designing mobile
application with necessary utilities is mandatory. This research paper “Micro Utilities” is an attempt to bring the overall
effectiveness of mobile applications with mail server and chatting via Bluetooth in a cost-effective manner to satisfy all types
of mobile users. In this context, this paper is going to analyze the first section of the research, “Literature survey”- a detailed
study on J2ME, the technology to design mobile applications.
Keywords- J2ME, 3G Networks, Blue Tooth Transfer, Information sharing via mobile networks, mail transfer, mobile
utilities.

server. Thus it acts as SaaS. It is platform
Independent and does not require web browser and
separate client portal for long in.

I. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Cell phones have becomes a part of our daily lives
they have evolved to such a point now, that they have
functions, than making call. a cell phone user can
now take pictures, play games and most importantly
send ,receive and store data.
The Problems identified in the following areas:
9 No provision for Bluetooth chatting;
9 Limited support in sending the
characters via SMS;
9 Limited device support in the sense that
accessing of email needs web browser
with proper authentication details,
which is time-consuming;
9 No Centralized control especially in
intranet over e-mail services;
9 Lack of enhancement in the character
support.(Traditional char set such as
EBCDIC,ASCII etc).;
9 For sending the email one has to access
the web browser & must have email
account this process is time consuming.
SOLUTION: Micro ‘U’
The Micro ’U’ provide unique and innovative way to
chat using Bluetooth technology, SMS sending
module & Email sending facility .The system is ideal
for professional corporatists ,hobbyist users, students
or all other users of a mobile phone. Using MicroU
puts you ahead of the crowd when it comes to
communication; this is achieved very fast, saving
transmission cost and valuable working time. Thus it
is user friendly, cost effective, innovative and
effective. The Email module can be use as Service
provided by any corporate firm to give facility to its
employees to send Email via company’s SMTP

II J 2 M E
Sun Microsystems defines Java 2 Micro Edition
(J2ME) as “A highly optimized Java runtime
environment targeting a wide range of consumer
products, including pagers, cellular phones, screen
phones, digital set-top boxes and car navigational
systems”. Below is a diagram showing what devices
and platforms each of the three editions of the Java
technology are designed to provide solutions for. Java
2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) provides solutions for the
enterprise environment, Java 2 Standard Edition
(J2SE) for desktop development and low-end
business applications, and J2ME for consumer and
embedded devices.
III. ARCHITECTURE
TECHNOLOGY

OF

THE

JAVA

Java and the Java VM together provide a set of
services that Java programs can rely on, regardless of
the underlying hardware and operating system.
Announced in June 1999, J2ME brings the crossplatform functionality of the Java language to smaller
devices, allowing mobile wireless devices to share
applications. There is no J2ME specification due to
the fact that it isn’t a single standard. It is, instead, a
group of related specifications that define what Java
technology looks like on resource-constrained
devices. Before I discuss and explain the various
specifications that J2ME consists of, it’s important to
appreciate the broad variety of devices that could
implement J2ME, ranging from mobile phones to
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9
9

Limited memory – 512 KB or less
A limited power supply (typically a
battery)
9 Limited or intermittent network
connectivity
9 A simple user interface, if any at all
9 Limited screen size
9 Limited input abilities
CLDC is concerned with applications destined for use
on mobile phones, pagers, Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs), and similar devices. In order for the CLDC
to fit onto these devices with such memory
limitations much of the standard functionality present
in the Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE) is abandoned.
For example, the java.util.package, which contains
forty-seven classes and interfaces in the J2SE, was
reduced to only ten classes in the CLDC. The result is
that CLDC does not provide all of the functionality
required to build useful applications (E.g. user
interface classes). But this was Sun’s intention, as
CLDC was not intended to be a complete solution; it
is a common base upon which profiles targeted at
specific product types can add functionality too.

entertainment systems. From this appreciation it is
easily recognizable that it would be impossible to
define a single technology that would be optimal, or
even close to optimal for all these devices. The
differences between them as regards processor power,
memory, persistent storage and user interface are
simply too severe. To address this problem, Sun
divided and then subdivided the definition of devices
suitable for J2ME into sections. The first division
separated devices based on processing power,
memory, and storage capability. This resulted in the
creation of two J2ME configurations:
Connected,Limited Device Configuration (CLDC)
and
Connected Device Configuration (CDC).

VI: MIDP
The Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) adds
to the CLDC the functionality necessary to build
useful applications for mobile phones, two-way
pagers and similar devices. MIDP re-implements
functionality to support user interfaces, timers, simple
persistent storage, networking and messaging.
Applications developed to the MIDP specification are
called Midlets. An application developed for use on a
MIDP device is referred to as a MIDlet. It does not
have a main method; instead, a MIDlet extends the
‘javax.microedition.midlet.MIDlet’
class
and
implements its three abstract methods:
1. startApp(),
2. pauseApp(), and
3. destroyApp().
A MIDlet must also define a public noargument
constructor which is the method instantiated by the
Application Management Software (AMS) on the
MIDP device when a MIDlet is launched. In order to
develop an application to the MIDP/CLDC
specifications, the MIDP and CLDC class packages
must be downloaded [JavaSun J2ME, 2001] and their
locations added to the classpath in the IDE where the
MIDlet is being developed. All the class files
belonging to a MIDlet are packaged into a single JAR
file. This can then be downloaded and installed onto a
wireless device via a serial cable connected to a PC or
over-the-air (OTA) via a wireless network. This JAR
file must also include a manifest file. A manifest file
contains attributes describing the contents of a JAR
such as name, version, and vendor of the MIDlet. One
more file which the JAR must include is an
application descriptor which is used in the
deployment process of a MIDlet (especially OTA).

IV: J2ME CONFIGURATION
Fengetal(2001) has defined a configuration as: “A
J2ME Configuration defines class libraries for a
category or grouping of devices based on similar
requirements for a total memory budget and
processing power.” Because there is such variability
across user interface, function, and usage even within
a configuration, these areas are not defined within a
typical configuration. The definition of that
functionality belongs, instead, to what is called a
Profile.
V: J2ME PROFILE
Fengetal (2001) has stated that a profile is “Built on
top of a specific configuration, a J2ME profile
defines class libraries to address the specific demands
of certain market segment.” In other words a profile
addresses a specific class of device, such as pagers
and mobile phones. It supplements the already
existing functionality in a configuration for these
devices by sitting on top of the configuration. There
are currently two profiles: the Foundation Profile
(FP) which supplements the CLDC, and the Mobile
Information Device Profile (MIDP) which
supplements the CLDC.CLDC is the smaller of the
two J2ME configurations, aimed at serving devices
that have the following characteristics:
9 16-bit or 32-bit processor
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forms of communication: HTTP, Sockets, Datagram,
Serial Ports, and Files. CDC is the larger of the two
J2ME configurations (the other being the CLDC
already described above). It is best used for
developing applications for television set top boxes,
entertainment systems, automobile navigation
systems (GPS), home appliances, point-of-sale
terminals, and other devices of that scale.
These devices generally have the following
features:
9 Are powered by a 32-bit processor.
9 Have 2MB or more of memory.
9 Are connected to a network, often a wireless
connection which is inconsistent and has
limited bandwidth.
9 Are designed with user interfaces that have
varying degrees of sophistication, or maybe
have no interface at all.
9 They
can
support
a
complete
implementation of the standard Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) and Java language.
The CDC JVM named the CVM must be compatible
with the standard JVM and Java programming
language (J2SE). CDC provides the minimal set of
APIs required to support the standard JVM. The CDC
configuration adds APIs for file input and output,
networking, security, object serialization, and a few
more along with the ones
already available in the CLDC. But CDC like CLDC
does not include any type of user interface classes, as
user interfaces vary considerably from device to
device. Like MIDP is the profile that supplements the
CLDC, similarly Foundation Profile (FP) is the
profile defined for CDC. It extends considerably the
APIs provided by CDC; however it does not provide
the user interface APIs. FP must be augmented by
one or more additional profiles that provide user
interface support. Personal Profile is one such profile.

Before a JAR is downloaded to a device, the
application descriptor is checked by the AMS to
ensure the MIDlet is suited to the device. One other
point to be made about packaging a MIDlet is that the
code must be pre-verified in addition to compiling.
Traditionally in J2SE, the verification process is
performed at runtime by the Java Virtual machine
(JVM). But due to the resource constraints on
wireless devices, class verification is performed
partially off-device and partially on-device to
improve run-time performance. The off-device
verification is referred to as precertification. The
pre-verifier inserts a stack map attributes into the
class file to help the in-device verifier quickly scan
through the byte codes without costly operations. To
aid with the packaging of MIDlets Sun provide the
J2ME Wireless Toolkit (J2MEWTK) [JavaSun
J2ME, 2001]. With this toolkit one can streamline
several of the necessary tasks (creation of manifest
file and application descriptor, compilation using
MIDP compiler, and precertification) into one easy
step. This facility is provided by a part of the
toolkit called the Ktoolbar. Alternatively the
J2MEWTK can be integrated with the ‘Forte for
Java’ IDE. These features are subsequently accessible
via ‘Forte for Java’ instead. The User Interface
defined in MIDP is logically composed of two sets of
APIs: 1. High-level UI API which emphasizes
portability across different devices –
2. Low-level UI API which emphasizes
flexibility and control.
The portability in the high-level API is achieved by
employing a high level of abstraction. The actual
drawing and processing user interactions are
performed by implementations. Applications that use
the high-level API have little control over the visual
appearance of components, and can only access highlevel UI events. On the other hand, using the lowlevel API, an application has full control of
appearance, and can directly access input devices and
handle primitive events generated by user interaction.
However the low-level API may be devicedependent, so applications developed using it will not
be portable to other devices with a varying screen
size.

VIII:KVM – CVM
J2ME configurations also simplify the features of
their underlying Java virtual machines compared with
the standard JVM. CDC and CLDC each come with
their own optimized virtual machine. The underlying
virtual machine for CLDC is the K Virtual Machine
(KVM). The KVM is a very small, yet very
functional Java virtual machine specifically designed
for resource-constrained devices. The K stands for
Kilo as its memory is measured in kilobytes. The
virtual machine for CDC is the C Virtual Machine
(CVM). CVM is a fully featured, small footprint
version of the standard JVM used with the J2SE
specifically designed for high-end consumer devices.
The figure below depicts the relationship between the
different virtual machines, configurations and
profiles. It also draws a parallel with the J2SE API
and its Java virtual machine.KVM and CVM can be
thought of as shrunken versions of the J2SE JVM.

VII: NETWORK PROGRAMMING IN J2ME
MIDP
J2ME replaces the networking packages in J2SE with
the Generic Connection Framework. To meet the
small-footprint requirement necessary in mobile
devices, the Generic Connection Framework
generalizes the functionality of J2SE’s network and
file I/O classes: ‘java.io’ and ‘java.net’. It is a precise
functional subset of the J2SE classes, but much
smaller in size. The J2ME classes and interfaces are
all
included
in
a
single
package
javax.microedition.io’, which supports the following
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to continually upgrade applications on a device and to
interoperate with a variety of devices because it is an
industry standard”.

IX: J2ME PROSPECTS
Cahners In-Stat Group has predicted that: “The
number of MID subscribers will grow to more than
1.3 billion in 2004 with sales of more than 1.5 billion
wireless handsets, PDAs and Internet appliances.” A
majority of companies are already choosing and
supporting J2ME in order to provide a solution for
their wireless applications. Companies that have
worked on the MIDP include Ericsson, NEC, Nokia,
NTT, DoCoMo, Palm Computing, Samsung, Sony,
Alcatel, Psion, Siemens, Motorola and many more.
Taking the lead in defining the MIDP is Motorola.
The previous list of well-known mobile device
manufacturers and mobile service providers shows
that there is a significant vested interest in the J2ME
technology. Considering this strong industry backing
J2ME can really become the new platform to serve
millions of mobile users with new, truly interactive,
graphically appealing content. “Java’s requirements
exceed what today handset delivers” Hence, the
wireless handsets available today need to evolve
further before they will be capable of providing the
services that become possible when using J2ME. But
as I mentioned earlier, there is a large alliance of
companies working to improve this situation, by
producing more powerful handsets. Some of these
companies are designing Java enabled phones for use
with the current second-generation (2G) of networks
and the 2.5G of networks, although the vast majority
is focusing their interests on phones that are usable on
3G networks. According to Java Mobiles, 2001 there
are about 34 Java enabled phones available at present,
provided by various manufacturers. Below are some
examples of some java enables phones, Motorola,
Accompli 008, Nokia 7650 and Siemens SL45i: An
example of such a company is Sprint PCS who says
it’ll use applications based on the Java language when
it deploys its third-generation (3G) of wireless
networks in mid-2002. Sprint is the forth-largest
wireless carrier in the US. They are supporting J2ME
because of its support for more graphical and
personalized interactive services, as well as games.
Sprint said “The Java platform will enable consumers

X: CONCLUSION
After successful analysis of the problem statement
and the literature survey is being done, the research is
entered into the next phase that is implementation in
the methodology. The implementation details will be:
9 Development of chat controller application
and code to enable chat between users via
Bluetooth
9 Developing a midlet that connects user to
SMTP port and sends the messages to the
specified address
9 Code to implement deflation algorithm,
which is the combination of Huffman
coding and run-length pair, for achieving
compression of files in mobiles.
Surely the research “Micro Utilities” will provide the
better feeling to the mobile users with the utilities
being added onto their handsets. The micro utilities
can be included with recycle bin in the near future.
The future enhancements regarding this project are 9 Multiple chatting
9 POP3 implementation
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HAND HELD TARGET DATA ACQUISITION DEVICE
BHAVANI.K & U.SUKRUTHI
ECE Department, Shri Vishnu Engineering College for Women, Bhimavaram– 534 202, A.P., India.
Abstract— In this paper, a design the hardware for interfacing the Charge Coupled Device(CCD), Thermal
imager(TI),Global Positioning System (GPS), Laser Range Finder (LRF), Digital magnetic Compass (DMC), Organic LightEmitting Diode (OLED) modules to FPGA processor(EP2S30F484). This paper involves the study of processor architecture,
peripherals required for interfacing and code development tools.
Keywords—Target Data Acquisition, CCD,TI,DMC,GPS, LRF,OLED.

effective engagement of targets. The target
coordinates can be viewed in wgs84UTM format or
in Indian grid.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hand Held Target Acquisition device so desired by
the infantry should be a light weight and ruggedized
device to enable day and night view of the desired
area include video, still photographs and able to
display the captured data to the user.

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM
As shown Fig 1[1]. the FPGA EP2S30F484 is
interfaced to GPS,DMC,LRF through RS232
protocol. CCD and TI is interfaced through
multiplexer followed by analog to digital converter.
The control lines of CCD is interfaced with switch
box to FPGA. Each block need different power
supply range 12V to 16.8V So adjustable power
supply is used. FPGA need 3.3V.Target video along
with co-ordinates and range can be viewed in OLED,
this OLED preceded by DAC and interfaced to FPGA
processor.

Hand Held Target Acquisition Device is a compact
multi function device for all weather and harsh battle
field conditions. The TI is based on uncooled
technology, Thermal imager for all ..Weather day and
night observation and also consists of color CCD
camera for day observation, eye safe LRF for range
finding, digital magnetic compass for azimuth and
elevation and GPS for latitude and longitude
information. This is highly useful to army for

Power on/off
TI/CCD on/off

Switch
box

TI/CCD Type
Zoom in/out
Range switch
10v
9v

Power
supply
12v to
16.8v

5v

CCD

Mux

RS232

Video
out

ADC
FPGA
16

TI

RS232

DMC

DAC

OLED

16

RS 232
RS 232

5v
GPS
5v

RS 232
LRF

3.3v

Fig 1. Block Diagram of Hand Held Target Data Acquisition Device
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film coatings. The ranges achieved by thermal
imagers are much higher when compared to image
intensifier based night vision devices.

A . CCD
The KAF-0400C is a high performance silicon
charge – coupled device(CCD) designed for a wide
range of color image sensing application in the 0.4µm
to 1.1µm wavelength band. Common applications
include scientific , military , machine and industrial
vision , copy stand , film digitizer and electronic still
photography among others. The KAF-0400C consists
of one vertical(parallel) CCD shift register , one
horizontal (serial ) CCD shift register and one output
amplifier. Both registers incorporate two level
polysilicon and true two-phase buried channel
technology. The vertical register consist of 9µm x
9µm photo capacitor sensing elements (pixel) which
also server as the transport mechanism. The pixels are
arranged in a786(H) x 512(V) array in which an
additional 16 columns and eight rows of non-imaging
pixels are added as dark reference. As shown in Fig 2.

Thermal imaging sensor image here in the Long
Wave Infrared band 8-12µm.Since the infrared
detector is the heart of any Thermal imaging camera.
It is made out of Amorphous silicon, to coat the
micro bolometer, a thin layer of 25µm vanadium
oxide was used. This is based on the uncooled
technology. Target detection 1.5km, recognition
0.5km and identification 0.3km.
It has electronically generated zoom that is 2x and
4x.The ability to see crystal clear picture through
darkness, fog ,.haze and smoke all depends on the
quality of the detector.
C.DMC
The Digital Magnetic Compass accurate and reliable
Digital Magnetic Compass available today.It should
be withstands under severe and extreme
environmental conditions .Magneto resistive sensor
circuit is a trio of sensors and application specific
support circuits to measure magnetic fields. With
power supply applied, the sensor converts any
incident magnetic field in the sensitive axis directions
to a differential voltage output. The magneto resistive
sensors are made of a nickel-iron (Perm alloy) thinfilm and patterned as a resistive strip element. In the
presence of a magnetic field, a change in the bridge
resistive elements causes a corresponding change in
voltage across the bridge outputs. These resistive
elements are aligned together to have a common
sensitive axis (indicated by arrows on the pin outs)
that will provide positive voltage change with
magnetic fields increasing in the sensitive direction.
Because the output only is in proportion to the onedimensional axis (the principle of anisotropy) and its
magnitude, additional sensor bridges placed at
orthogonal directions permit accurate measurement of
arbitrary field direction provide high performance for
a wide range of consumer applications, including
military applications .Azimuth and Elevation are
angles used to define the apparent position of an
object relative to a specific observation
point..Azimuth angle is the angle between true north
and target. Elevation angle denote the how much
heading of object with respect to the observer. Its
Azimuth accuracy≤1˚ and Elevation accuracy≤0.5 ˚.
DMC Calibrated temperature range -32 …+55 °C.
Communication interface is RS232, Serial interface

Fig 2 CCD camera functional block diagram

B. TI
Thermal Imaging devices work in absolute
darkness. They do not require any ambient light to
form an image. The principle of working is based on
the fact that every object emits thermal radiations at
temperatures, above absolute zero i.e., 0°K. These
radiations fall in “Infrared band”. The infrared
radiations transmit through atmosphere in the
wavelength bands of 3-5µm, and 8-12µm. An
infrared detector in thermal imager detects these
radiations and gives electrical signal which when
processed form a visible image on a display. As glass
is opaque to infrared radiation, optics based on
Germanium, Silicon etc are used in the thermal
imagers. These materials have good transmission
characteristics over the specified wavelength bands,
which get further enhanced by the application of thin
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baud rate from 9600 to 38400. Device weight is
25grams.It needs 5v power supply.

than 2100 meters with an absolute accuracy of better
than 1 meter. Based on a diode laser working at a
wavelength of 1.5 μm, the rangefinder is eye safe
according to laser protection class 1 and is not to
detect with night vision devices based on image
intensifier tubes.
The lightweight, compact optical and mechanical
design allows for easy integration into various
handheld, mobile or stationary measuring or fire
control systems. Especially, its low power
consumption recommends the
rangefinder as light infantry equipment The
rangefinder is configured as a rangefinder module
and can be controlled via a RS232 interface. It is
suited for usage under harsh environmental
conditions.
F.OLED

D.GPS
Global Positioning System is for latitude and
longitude information of the target. Latitude is
measured from the equator, with positive values
going north and negative values going south.
Longitude is measured from Prime Meridian (which
is the longitude that runs through Greenwich,
England), with positive values going east and
negative values going west. So, for example 65˚ west
longitude, 45˚ north latitude is -65˚ longitude,
+45˚latitude. Indian standard Longitude passes
through Allahabad and Kakinada. Target co-ordinates
can be viewed in WGS84UTM format, that is in
metres.

PT6808 is a 64-channel segment driver for dot
matrix OLED graphic display systems. It utilizes
CMOS Technology and provides display RAM, 64bit data latch, 64 bit drivers and decoder logics. It
features the internal display RAM used as storage for
the display data which are transferred from an 8-bit
microcontroller. It generates the dot matrix OLED
driving signals corresponding to the given stored
data. Paired with PT6807 (Common Driver IC),
PT6808’s pin assignments and application circuit are
optimized for easier PCB Layout and cost saving
advantages. It is shown in fig

E.LRF
Laser Range Finder is a device which uses a Laser
beam to determine the distance to an object. It
operates on the time of flight principle by sending a
laser pulse in a narrow beam towards the object and
measuring the time taken by the pulse to be reflected
off the Target and returned to the sender.
/2
C: speed of light in the atmosphere
t:Round trip between observer and Target
/
: phase delay
: Angular frequency of optical wave
since

D = C /2
Its wave length is 1.54µm and maximum range is
2km.

Fig 4. OLED interface with PT6807

III. SIMULATION RESULT
In this section the performance of the proposed
recognition method is analyzed using simulated data.
The result of Hand Held Target data Acquisition
device. The Minimum period of this device is
5.733ns. the maximum operating frequency is
174.414MHz. The minimum input arrival time
before clock: 5.507ns. The maximum output required

Fig 3 Laser Range Finder

Long operating range combined with compact design
shape enabled by micro optics is characteristic for the
DLEM series of laser rangefinder modules. The
DLEM 2k measures distances from 10 meters to more
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time after clock: 0.849ns. The maximum
combinational path delay: 0.890ns. The entire system
uses number of Slice Flip Flops 448 and number of 4
input Look Up Tables 467. Delay of signals between
modules is 1.274 ns.
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EMULATING THE ACTIONS OF HUMAN INTERFACE DEVICES
USING BLUETOOTH TECHNOLOGY
AMIT BHANJA
B.E (Hons.) Computer-Science, BITS Pilani University
Abstract- Bluetooth Hid Emulation means emulating the behavior of any Human Interface Device on any host like
Windows XP, Windows 7, etc. The Bluetooth hid emulation can be used to emulate various kinds of HIDs, which are
available in the market, in reproducing the behaviors without having the real device available locally. There will be only the
need of the configuration files of the human interface devices. The data pattern of the HIDs can be manually fed or can be
generated from the traces collected remotely using the real device. In essence, the Bluetooth HID Emulation needs the
Bluetooth protocols being implemented which would be used a Bluetooth device to set up a connection and then replicate the
data which is to be emulated. This data could be collected by a real Bluetooth device or the data could be generated
according to the protocol for a HID Data. Sometimes all the Human interface devices would not be available at all the time.
Then the actions of the concerned human interface device could be emulated to get the desired behavior. The configuration
file of the HID could be provided and the actions of the HID could be emulated. This method would be used for automation
of the devices as per requirement.
Key words: Emulation, Bluetooth, HID , Configuration file, data pattern

hopping spread spectrum, which chops up the data
being sent and transmits chunks of it on up to 79
bands (1 MHz each; centered from 2402 to
2480 MHz) in the range 2,400–2,483.5 MHz
(allowing for guard bands). Bluetooth is a packetbased protocol with a master-slave structure. A
master bluetooth device can communicate with a
maximum of seven devices. The devices can switch
roles, by agreement, and the slave can become the
master. At any given time, data can be transferred
between the master and one other device (except for
the little-used broadcast mode). The master chooses
which slave device to address; typically, it switches
rapidly from one device to another in a round-robin
fashion.[1]
There are two types of connections possible:
Synchronous Connection Orientated (SCO), or
Asynchronous Connection Less (ACL).
The SCO (Synchronous Connection Oriented)
channels are used for voice transfer by reserving
slots, they are symmetric between the master and a
slave. There is a maximum of three in a piconet, a
slave being able to control two originating from
different masters. One can use the voice packets or
the mixed voice/data packets. [3]
An ACL (Asynchronous Connection Less) channel
supplies an asynchronous access between master and
slave (a single channel per couple), with the slot as
base. The data packets only are used. In addition, a
slave can only transmit after having received a packet
from the master (the following slot). For this purpose,
the master can send polling packets to the slaves
(when there is nothing more asynchronous to
transmit). [3]The specific characteristics of Bluetooth
are low consumption management modes.
Active Mode: - In this mode, the Bluetooth module
participates actively on the transmission channel. The
master regularly sends a packet to the slaves (polling)

I. INTRODUCTION
Bluetooth Hid Emulation means emulating the
behavior of any Human Interface Device on any host
like Windows XP, Windows 7, etc. The end use of
this concept is to emulate various kinds of HIDs that
are available in the market, in reproducing the
behaviors in the lab without having the real device
available locally. A Bluetooth Human Interface
Device emulation script could be written which could
be configurable to various Human Interface Device
behaviors based on a configuration file which would
be provided. The data pattern of the HIDs could be
used to emulate the actions of a particular Human
Interface Device. In essence, the script would act as a
complete HID in the lab with respect to behavior and
it does implement the Bluetooth protocols as needed
by the HID.
II. DESCRIPTION
A. IMPORTANT TERMS
Bluetooth is a propriety open wireless technology
standard for exchanging data over short distances
(using short wavelength radio transmissions) from
fixed and mobile devices, creating personal area
networks (PANs) with high levels of security.
Created by telecoms vendor Ericsson in 1994, it was
originally conceived as a wireless alternative to RS232 data cables. It can connect several devices,
overcoming problems of synchronization. [1]
Bluetooth
technology
is
a
short-range
communications technology that is simple, secure,
and everywhere. The key features of Bluetooth
technology are robustness, low power, and low cost.
The Bluetooth Specification defines a uniform
structure for a wide range of devices to connect and
communicate
with
each
other.[2]
Bluetooth uses a radio technology called frequency-
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to enable the slaves to be able to send a packet to the
master and re-synchronise themselves. [3]
Sniff Mode: - This is a low consumption mode. A
Bluetooth module in the Sniff mode stays
synchronised in the piconet. It listens to the piconet at
regular intervals (Tsniff) for a short instant. This
enables it to re-synchronise itself with the piconet and
to be able to make use of this Sniff window to send or
receive data. The consumption is as low as the Tsniff
is large (compared to the Sniff window). If Tsniff is
in the region of a second and the duration of Sniff
(Twin) is in the region of several ms, the
consumption will be about 1 to 5% of the maximum
transmission consumption. (average consumption of
1mA to 5mA approximately).[3]
Hold Mode: - The module remains synchronised.
This is lower consumption mode than the Sniff mode.
Only the counter on the Bluetooth chip in hold mode
is active. At the end of the Hold period, the Bluetooth
module returns to the active mode.[3]
Park Mode: - A Bluetooth module in this mode is no
longer an active member of the piconet. However, it
remains synchronised with the master and can listen
to a broadcast channel (Beacon Channel). [3]

between the baseband and the RF block allows the
baseband block to control the timing and frequency
carrier of the RF block. The RF block transforms a
stream of data to and from the physical channel and
the baseband into required formats. [5]

A human interface device or HID is a type of
computer peripheral device that interacts directly
with, and most often takes input from, humans and
may deliver output to humans. The term "HID" most
commonly refers to the USB-HID specification. The
term was coined by Mike Van Flandern of Microsoft
when he proposed the USB committee create a
Human Input Device class working group.[4]
Example of some HIDs include Keyboard, Mouse,
Trackball, Touchpad, Pointing stick, Graphics tablet,
Joystick, Gamepad, Analog stick, Headset, Webcam,
Driving simulator devices and flight simulator
devices have HIDs such as gear sticks, steering
wheels and pedals., Wired glove (Nintendo Power
Glove)
A Bluetooth HID is a wireless Human Interface
Device which uses the Bluetooth technology to
transmit data.
BD_ADDR:- BD_ADDR is the address used by a
Bluetooth device . It is received from a remote device
during the device discovery procedure.

2.2 Link Controller: - The link controller is
responsible for the encoding and decoding of
Bluetooth packets from the data payload and
parameters related to the physical channel, logical
transport and logical link. [5]
2.3 Baseband Resource Manager: - The baseband
resource manager is responsible for all access to the
radio medium. It has two main functions. At its heart
is a scheduler that grants time on the physical
channels to all of the entities that have negotiated an
access contract. The other main function is to
negotiate access contracts with these entities. An
access contract is effectively a commitment to deliver
a certain QoS that is required in order to provide a
user application with an expected performance. [5]

2. Baseband layer: - The baseband layer block
consists of link controller, baseband resource
manager, device manager.
2.1 Device Manager: The device manager is the
functional block in the baseband that controls the
general behavior of the Bluetooth device. It is
responsible for all operation of the Bluetooth system
that is not directly related to data transport, such as
inquiring for the presence of other nearby Bluetooth
devices, connecting to other Bluetooth devices, or
making the local Bluetooth device discoverable or
connectable by other devices. The device manager
requests access to the transport medium from the
baseband resource controller in order to carry out its
functions. The device manager also controls local
device behavior implied by a number of the HCI
commands, such as managing the device local name,
any stored link keys, and other functionality. [5]

3. Link Manager Layer: - The link manager is
responsible for the creation, modification and release
of logical links (and, if required, their associated
logical transports), as well as the update of
parameters related to physical links between devices.
The link manager achieves this by communicating
with the link manager in remote Bluetooth devices
using the Link Management Protocol (LMP.)The LM
protocol allows the creation of new logical links and
logical transports between devices when required, as
well as the general control of link and transport
attributes such as the enabling of encryption on the
logical transport, the adapting of transmit power on
the physical link, or the adjustment of QoS settings
for a logical link. [5]
4. HCI: - HCI (host controller interface) is an
interface between host layer containing the

B. BLUETOOTH PROTOCOL STACK
The HID stack in the picture above represents the
actual HID. The emulation could use the same stack
as the one used by the host and up to the HCI driver.
Layers in Bluetooth:
1. Radio Layer (RF): - The RF block is just like the
physical layer in the OSI model. The RF block is
responsible for transmitting and receiving packets of
information on the physical channel. A control path
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•
There would be a HCI connection request
sent and the script would wait for the event of
connection complete to take place. After the
connection being established, the required parameters
could again be sent through HCI commands for the
emulation of the concerned Human interface device
on the host. Then pairing would be done by either
pin code request or without any pin code request.

application layer, L2CAP layer SDP layer and
controller layer which consists of link manager layer,
baseband layer and radio layer. [5]
5. L2CAP layer: - L2CAP layer (Logical Link
Control and Adaptation Layer) is layered over the
Baseband Protocol. L2CAP provides connectionoriented and connectionless data services to upper
layer protocols with protocol multiplexing capability,
segmentation and reassembly operation, and group
abstractions. L2CAP permits higher level protocols
and applications to transmit and receive L2CAP data
packets. There are different types of L2CAP requests
and responses like connection, configuration,
disconnection, etc. [5]
6. SDP Layer: - The service discovery protocol (SDP)
provides a means for applications to discover which
services are available and to determine the
characteristics of those available services. Like
L2CAP, there are different types of SDP requests and
responses like SDP service search, SDP attribute and
SDP service search attribute. This helps to transfer
the service records requested by the host. [5]

•
After all the initiation, the script would wait
for some events initiated by the host. If it is an ACL
event, it would handle as a L2CAP request in the
script. Then L2CAP layer on the remote device
machine would interact with the L2CAP layer on the
host side. It would respond to the requests or
responses provided by the host by sending the
corresponding requests or response packets. The
packets could be sent according to the format set by
the specifications provided.
•
The SDP channel has to be set up as it
would provide a means for applications to discover
which services are available.

7. HID PROFILE: - Hid emulation script would be
able to send and receive HCI commands and events.
The implementation of the emulation could
encapsulate the L2CAP/SDP and the HID behavior
and would emulate the HID behavior based on the
configurations and the data pattern fed to the script.

•
After the SDP channel would be set up for
transfer of requests, the host could start sending SDP
requests or responses. Accordingly the device
machine which is the one on which the script is run
would send the corresponding requests or responses.

III. IMPLEMENTATION
The emulation of Bluetooth human interface device
could be achieved through the implementation of
L2CAP layer and encapsulation of Service Discovery
protocol in the implementation. The emulation could
use the existing HCI protocol for the emulation to be
successful. The emulation script could act as the
human interface device. The implementation could
depend on the compiler present to convert the format
of the data to the ones required for the transfer
through Bluetooth technology.
The implementation would need the script to be
treated as the device and any system on which the
emulation is required be treated as a host.

•
After all the SDP transactions would be
over, the host would send the request for HID control
channel to be set up. Through this channel the control
packets are sent and received. After this the HID
interrupt channel could be created through which the
actual data that has to be passed to the host side for
emulation of HID.
•
After both the channels are created, the data
would be passed to the host. During this period, we
could see the emulation of HID on the host side. And
then SDP, HID control and HID interrupt channels
could be disconnected respectively. After the
disconnection complete event, the script would end
execution.

•
At first, the Human Interface device would
be initiated. The initiation would mean that the script
would check for the existence of any Bluetooth
connection on the ports and assign the name to it.
This connection will act as the Emulated HID.

The summary of the implementation of the script
could be as follows:- The script sets the Bluetooth
device as any HID, enables page scan and enquiry,
accepts incoming connection from a host, handles
SDP transactions, sets up HIDC and HIDI
connection, sends HID data and disconnects.
Human Interface Device 1st Connection Sequence
1.
Set up HCI parameters, Enable Scan HID_Init

•
The configuration file of the actual Human
interface device to be emulated could be read and
stored. Then the needed parameters could be retrieved
from the storage and sent as parameters of the HCI
commands.
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2. Accept Incoming Connection, Set encryption HID_Init

2.
Create connection to stored BD_Addr, Set
encryption - HID_Init

3. Host initiates SDP connection and SDP
Requests - event_resp

3.
Emulation script initiates HID Control and
Interrupt channels - event_resp

4. After
successful
completion
of SDP
Transaction, host initiates HID Control and Interrupt
channels - event_resp.

4.
Emulation script can start sending data once
HID Interrupt and Control Channel are configured.
V. CONCLUSION
The emulation script could be used for emulating any
Human Interface Device. The concept could be used
for emulating the actions of any human interface
device needed in the lab. It could be used for
conducting automated work at particular periodic
intervals without the presence of the real device.

5. Emulation script can start sending data once
HID Interrupt and Control Channel are configured
IV. ENHANCEMENTS
A. Sniff Mode Implementation: - Now the Sniff mode
could be implemented properly. Before sending the
actual data to the host, the script could enter the sniff
mode and it could utilize all the sniff parameters
extracted from the configuration file it sends the data
to the host. However it would help a bit to show the
actual emulation of any HID.
B. Reconnection:-The script could store the
BD_ADDR (Bluetooth Device Address) of the
concerned Human Interface Device and then the HCI
link would be set up. Then there is only the
requirement for connection request. The SDP channel
doesn’t need to be set up. The HID control and
Interrupt channels could be setup for the transfer of
actual data for emulation.
Following is the sequence of events for the
reconnection of the Human Interface Device
Human Interface Device Re-Connection Sequence
1.
Set up HCI parameters, Enable Scan HID_Init

VI.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS

More detailed study could be made regarding the
different low consumption management modes of
operation mentioned. The Emulation script could
enter and exit the sniff mode at various times. It could
enter into other mentioned modes and transfer the
data accordingly. This would result in showing more
realistic behavior of the human interface devices.
VII. REFERENCES
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEM FOR PUBLIC SAFETY
GURUDUTT DURGADAS SHETTI, SOORAJ JAYENDRAN,
SUDHANSHU DIXIT & B.PAVAN KUMAR
Department of Instrumentation Technology
Dr Ambedkar Institute of Technology- B’lore-56
Abstract: The dictionary describes an accident as “an unexpected and undesirable event” and it describes safety as “free
from harm or risk ". There are many ways to reduce accidents: regulations, proper infrastructure, and human behavior and as
also many devices to assure safety at various areas. According to a news paper titled The Sunday Guardian, India’s rank in
global prosperity and well-being index slipped down by 10 spots since last year and one of the major reasons for such a slip
is Safety. Safety does play a crucial role and do determine the state of development i.e. developing, developed , under
developed, developed nations have very low chances of accidents due to high safety regulation and implementations at
various levels . Most of citizens try to be unfettered from the safety rules and regulations; their assumption of being the
veterans of safety also creates havoc situations.
key words : PLC, IR sensors, sensors

viii.

Perimeter Monitoring

“PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE”
Our idea was to monitor all the above eight
parameters continuously and indicate it to the
required authorities in case of any problem or
malfunctions. In most of industries today they use a
high speed automation device called PLC i.e.
programmable logic controls, it’s totally based on
operation of logic gates. It works as preprogrammed
by the user. We have preferred cause of fast response
time of about 100 ms and it’s very easy in terms of
programming.

The above proverb has inspired us to think over
safety. Prevention is only possible at an area only
when we follow safety measures or standards. Safety
at all aspects is necessary - design, operations,
regulations, planning, standards, testing, behavioral
safety, and across different sectors, such as Fire,
Transportation, Consumer, Industrial, Informal
Sector, Buildings and Structures. Structures include
our old monuments, houses, big apartments and
commercial malls.

Gas leakage Identification system
Introduction: In our daily life, we come across
various situations in our surroundings where we feel
strongly that a better safety parameter should be
adopted. One of the most non-terminating news that
we get to see in the newspaper is “Gas leakages” in
every corner of the world; it could be industries,
homes any where possible. The Bhopal Gas Plant
tragedy that took some 2 decades ago is still
influencing the lives of people over there with some
unpredictable and incurable diseases. The main
objective is to introduce safety at all corners of life
i.e. homes, living place. For a safer nation, safety
begins from within the day to day practices. So we
are trying to propose a safety idea that would
decrease the human interference to remarkable level.

As we can see from the diagram, the rectangular
shape would act as diaphragm the darker line will act
as a switch, hence forth acting like a pressure switch.
It is designed that it would be in equilibrium state at
normal pressure any change in pressure would lead
the misbalance and thereby operating the switch,
which would send signal to PLC and further action,
can be taken.

Safety at homes : For this safety idea to be more user
–beneficial, we have done a survey from the residents
of 4-5 apartments and from the feedbacks from over
1.5k residents. We could infer the following were
safety parameters which they require :
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Power Overloading
Many of residents complained of existing method of
tripping of MCB in case of overloading stating that
tripping has really caused damage to other electrical
goods also. So instead of tripping of MCB we can
actually indicate the particular home or flat about
overloading condition.

Gas leakage identification system
Power Fluctuation system
Water leakage system
Failure of motor
Elevator malfunctioning
Parking Space
Fire Safety
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Water Leakage System:

The above is setup for parking system, to left is plan
at parking lot , the thick lines indicate IR sensors if
the vehicle cuts the path of IR then Led will glow at
the security end the right diagram shows the LED
setup as soon as the all the lights glow a temporary
parking gate opens up automatically indicating
security person.

Many of residents have complained about irregular
water flow coming and in order to chuck that problem
we have thought introducing a water wheel as shown
in diagram that rotate at a fixed speed and if only the
speed is lower than the threshold the switch is
operated
actuating
a
signal
to
PLC.

Fire safety
We use ionization smoke detectors that would detect
fire and actuate signal to PLC which would inform
the local near by fire brigade to take necessary action.

Automatic motor ON/OFF

Perimeter Monitoring
We use same idea that’s used for parking in case of
signal interruption an alarm snoozes and a message is
sent to nearest Police Station.

There will be two floats that are placed at low levels
and maximum levels so that they actuate the switch
according to the water levels. In case of two motor
facilities the second motor would switch on if first
motor is not operating in 20 seconds.
Elevator malfunction
The motor is provided with the shaft, the purpose of
shaft is to indicate any cases of lift getting struck
between two floors. Every lift comes with a
microprocessor; we would program processor such a

way that it continuously sends an electric pulse to
PLC stating its working condition, in case of failure
of message to PLC within seconds the message
appears on Engineering Console stating about the
malfunction.

REFERENCE :
[1]. Introduction to Programmable Logic Controllers (3rd Edition)
by Gary Dunning

Parking Space

[2]. PLC online material from NPCIL website
[3]. 3. Muhammad Ali Mazidi and Janice Gillespie Mazidi and
Rollin D. McKinlay; “The 8051 Microcontroller and
Embedded Systems – using assembly and C ”- PHI,
2006 / Pearson, 2nd 2006
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APPLICATION OF WIDE AREA MONITORING AND CONTROL
SHIKHA SWATI, KIRAN KUMARI, MAUSUMI SAHOO, A.NALINI
Dr. M.G.R. Educational and Research Institute, Chennai, Tamil Nadu-600037
Abstract :Presently India as well as other nation are facing a lot of problem in power sector. It is well known that power
sector is a standard field which can raise the bar of India economy. The development and innovation can change the whole
scenario and system to make the dark day into bright. In power sector, the protection of system is the major issue to provide
a better onitoring and control. Wide Area Monitoring And Control system is one of the major part of it. It support and govern
the data and area in short interval of time. In this system data ability and functioning need a proper step, to take work
forward. Different types of faults like instability thermal overload are occurring in present system. This paper is basically to
analyze and develop a new pattern of governing the power sector through wide area monitoring with the help of simulator.
These simulators provides techniques for visualization of stability monitoring and control applications & data for phasor
measurement unit.
Keywords: Phasor measurement unit, PMU, wide area measurement and control WAMS, on-line stability assessment

INTRODUCTION

WAMC APPLICATIONS

Today power system is the essential need for the
development of any of the country. Power sector is a
field which we can increase the economy scenario of
any of the country the increase demands on
powersystem is increasing system problems such as
instabilities and collapses. The recent series of
blackout in different countries has emphasized the
need for operator to have better information regarding
the actual state of the power system they are
operating. One of the promising way to provide a
system wide protection and control is wide area
measurements system based on phasor measurement
units (PMUs). This has become a proven technology
and are seen by many utilities as one of the ways of
providing phasor information. WAMS provide
measure at update rates of 10-20 HZ which enables
monitoring of voltage &load evolution dynamics as
well as faster phenomena such as oscillatory.
Transient and frequency dynamics WAMC system in
PMUs offers the measurement of phasors of voltage
&current together with a satellite triggered time
stamp in time interval down to 20ms. An important
role of WAMs to serve as the infrastructure necessary
to implement ide area stability control or system
protection schemes. This paper present algorithms for
power system applications such as frequency stability
assessment oscillation detection and voltage stability
assessment for few key location. WAMs project
equipped with PMUs have more advanced
applications such as state and topology calculation
and provide snap shots of the powers system 10-20.
Time per second load ability calculation using
optimization
techniques & facts set point
optimization.This paper also describe on simulation
platform used visualize to the output of the basic &
advanced application. This tool can simulate any
combination of events or load changes and observe
the effect on computed stability margin.

There will be two different types of applications.
Firstly there are applications that can be implemented
based on phasor measurements from a few key
locations. Secondly, a range of more advanced
applications based on a detailed network model can
be used, once a sufficient number of PMUs has been
placed so that the network state ca be completely
observed.
APPLICATION IN KEY LOCATION
A. Transmission corridor voltage
stability
Practical application of methods for
detection of voltage instability are generally based
solely on local measurements. The first methods
were based on a local voltage measurement; if
voltage becomes abnormally low (below a preset
threshold value). Other approaches are based on the
estimation of a Thevenin equivalent of the network at
a single bus. The current through a single line feeding
that bus is used to estimate an equivalent Thevenin
equivalent of a potentially complex network and the
generation at the remote end.

Figure1: T- and Thevenin equivalents of the transmission
corridor

This method uses measurements from both ends of
the transmission corridor, enabling the splitting of the
estimation part into two stages. Firstly, the arameters
of a T equivalent of the transmission corridor can be
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determined through direct calculation. Secondly a
Thevenin equivalent of the feeding generators is
computed. Once the parameters of the T- and
Thevenin equivalents are known, stability analysis
can be carried out analytically and various stability
indicators. The main advantage over the present state
of the art is that parameters of the equivalent network
can be computed from a single set of phasor
measurements, and thus this method does not have
the time delay. Applying Ohm’s and Kirchhoff’s
laws, with the known complex quantities (measured
phasors) v1, i1and v2, i2 , we can calculate the
complex impedances ZT, Zsh and Zl as follows.

B. Oscillatory Stability Monitoring
The oscillatory stability monitoring algorithm uses
the collected measured data from one or more
locations to estimate the frequency and damping of
the dominant electro-mechanical oscillatory modes
during normal operation of the power system.
Electromechanical oscillations occur in power
systems due to lack of damping torque at the
generator rotors. Oscillations of the generators rotors
cause oscillations of other power system variables,
e.g., bus voltage and frequency, and reactive and
active powers on transmission lines. Depending on
the number of involved generators and the size of the
power network, power system oscillations have been
reported in the range of 0.05–2 Hz. In general, power
system oscillations are ever-present, poorly damped,
and not dangerous as long as they do not become
unstable. The objective has been to develop an
algorithm for a real-time monitoring of oscillations
from online measured signals; in other words, to
estimate the parameters characterizing
the
electromechanical oscillations such as frequency and
damping and to present this information to the
operator in a user-friendly environment of the
operator station. An adaptive Kalman filter is used to
evaluate the parameters of a reduced-order linear
equivalent dynamic model of the power system based
on selection of the measurement inputs.

If the genV2erators have voltage controllers and can
be assumed to stay within their capability limits, Eg
can assumed to be constant and Zg could then be
calculated using:
It is therefore preferential to calculate the equivalent
complex voltage of the generators as follows:
Once we have calculated the parameters of the T- and
Thevenin equivalents, a second Thevenin equivalent
for the combined generation and transmission
corridor can be calculated as follows:

Figure2:- Illustration of T- and Thevenin equivalents of
transmission corridor and generation (a), and the reduction to
a second Thevenin equivalent modeling the combined
generation and transmission corridor (b).

Figure4:-The graphical output of the monitoring
algorithm.

In the time series to the left, the top curve shows the
signal on which the damping and frequency
estimation is based, and the middle and lower ones
show
the estimated damping and frequency,
respectively. In this case, the system is initially well
damped. At around 40 seconds the parameters of the
generator power system stabilizers are changes such
that the oscillation becomes poorly damped, and
between 80 and 90 seconds the system is made
unstable.

Figure3:- Closeup of the output of the Corridor
Voltage Stability Monitoring Algorithm.
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actions to reach the desired frequency are computed
and proposed.
D. Topology detection and state calculation
Topology detection and state calculation are used to
provide snapshots of the power system 10-20 times
per second. The present topology of the network
isinferred from the raw PMU measurements, and
therefore the WAMS need not rely on other sources,
such a SCADA system for topology information.
Following topology
detection, an islanding
identification is made to detect if the system has
separated in to smaller areas. State-calculation is
executed once for each island, and serves the purpose
of computing the voltages and currents at each bus in
the island, also those where no PMUs have been
installed. Figure shows the buses

Figure5:- Graphical output of the Oscillatory Stability
Monitoring Algorithm

APPLICATION BASED ON WIDE LOCATION

F. Measures against frequency/angular instability

When enough measurements are available, it is
possible to completely detect the status of each
network element and to calculate each voltage and
current of the network. This opens up for more
advanced applications as described in the following
sections.
A. Line Temperature Monitoring
Loading of the lines is in many cases constrained
more by thermal limits than by voltage instability
concerns. The thermal limit of a line is usually set
according to conservative and stable criteria, i.e. high
ambient temperature and no wind. This results an
assumption of very limited cooling possibilities and
thus low loading. However, often the ambient
conditions are much better in terms of possible
cooling. This is possible if an on-line working tool for
line temperature assessment is available. One of the
algorithms serves precisely this purpose.

Figure 6:- Voltage instability prediction and load Shedding.

Frequency/angular instability occurs after the tripping
of generators or heavily loaded trans- mission lines.
In the event of imbalance of generation and load, the
optimal actions have to be determined to restore
equilibrium taking the actual network topology into
account. To prevent the spreading of frequency
instability, which leads to large area disturbances, it is
necessary to have information available on the power
system conditions at several locations in terms of
voltage and current phasors. In addition to this, a
defence plan has to be established to determine which
circuit breakers are to be blocked or to be tripped for
under-frequency initiated load-shedding or, as last
defence measure, islanding of subsystems. It
mightalso be necessary to adapt the setting of the
protection relays concerned.

B. Power Oscillation Assessment Power Oscillation
Assessment is the algorithm used for the detection of
power swings in a power system. The algorithm is fed
with the selected voltage and current phasors. The
algorithm processes the input phasors and detects the
various swing (power oscillation) modes. The
algorithm quickly identifies the frequency and the
damping of the least damped swing modes, that can
e.g. lead to angular instabilitycausing major power
system disturbances (blackout) The algorithm
employs adaptive Kalman filtering techniques.

PROPOSED PLATFORM FOR WAMC

C. Frequency Stability Assessment
Frequency Stability Assessment receives the data
from Basic Monitoring. It early detects the
disproportion between the consumed and generated
power. The Frequency Stability Assessment
algorithm estimates the impact of such a power
unbalance on the frequency by modeling of the loads’
responses and the generators’ inertias. If the
estimated frequency is not acceptable, the proposed

The core idea of the WAMC systems is the
centralized processing of the data collected from
various locations of a power system, aiming at the
evaluation of the actual power system operation
conditions with respect to its stability limits. In this
section, we discuss this fundamental structure of the
proposed WAMC system both from the hardware and
software point of view.
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4) OPC history data access (OPC HDA) provides a
set of standard interfaces that allow clients to access
historical archives of measurements to retrieve and
store the data in a uniform manner.
SIMULATION PLATFORM

HARDWARE PLATFORM
The hardware can be explained based on the three
stages of the data handling in WAMC.
¾
¾
¾

Data acquisition
Data delivery
Data processing

We use SIMULINK as a computational engine and
MATLAB for the various application and user
interface codes. The simulator is comprised of main
parts.

Figure 9:-Simulation engine structure.
Figure 7:- Hardware model of WAMS.

POWER SYSTEM MODEL

SOFTWARE PLATFORM

The power supply module contains a built-in, self
regulated DC/DC converter that
provides full
insulation between the terminal and the external
battery system. The PSM, converts a DC input
voltage range either from 24 to 60 V or from 110 to
250 V, including a ±20% tolerance on the EL voltage.
The output voltages are +3.3, +5, +12 and -12 Volt
and the module can provide 50W. The core of the
simulation is the dynamic model of the power system
that contains the network, the connected loads and
generators as well as connected PMUs. The simulator
uses a test network based on an actual customer
network shown above. The network used here has a
longitudinal structure with a clearly defined
generation area in the northern end above Cut
1. Generation here is about 2400 MW and the local
load is about 600 MW and contains also shunt
reactors rated at a total of 275 MVAr. In the southern
end is a load area with about 2200 MW of load and
700 MW local generation. In between the cuts is a
transmission corridor with five parallel transmissions
lines but also about 300 MW of load.

The software structure is modular, as shown in Fig 8.

The software packages can be divided into two
groups.
¾ Instability
assessment
and
control
applications,
¾ Auxiliary programs common to all
installations of WAMC:
1) Object linking and embedding (OLE) for a process
control (OPC) server connecting the PMUs to the
platform.
2) The platform itself—storing the data and linking
the software packages together.
3) A GUI interpreting the result of the measurement
and instability assessment to the user (dispatcher/
operator); history data package.

SYNCHRONIZER
The synchronizer collects the data from PMU
measurements that are received through the
communication network. Each measurement are timestamped and based on those time stamps, snapshots
of synchronized phasors are assembled according to
the individual requirements by eachapplication. Data
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is collected and accordingly
original data.

compared with the

Figure 10:- Visualization of frequency dynamics in 3D and
results of oscillatory stability monitoring.

CONCLUSION
The aim of this paper is to describe the simulation
platform that will demonstrate and implement the
application of wide area monitoring and control.
Some of the application is operating in room
environment can be operated and control with the
help of simulation. The described online monitoring
applications will in the future to significantly reduce
investment cost for utilities while guaranteeing high
levels of dynamic grid loading and availability. Wide
Area Monitoring extends the capability of existing
local monitoring and protection equipment to further
levels of asset utilization.

MONITORING AND CONTROL
APPLICATIONS
Monitoring includes collecting, recording
and
reporting information which is received from the
synchronizer each application executes independently
at a predefined interval. Monitoring applications
mainly process measurement snapshots into stability
indicators that are displayed by the graphical user
interface. Controlling process uses data from
monitor activity to bring actual performance to
planned performance. Control applications determine
preventive or corrective controls based on these
stability indicators and/or the measurement snapshots
received from the synchronizer.
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Abstract— In this paper we introduce the notion of leak detection, water environment monitoring and management within
the context of properties of the water. More specifically, we investigate the microcontroller based water level sensing and
controlling in a wired and wireless environment. Water Level management approach would help in reducing the home
power consumption and as well as water overflow. Furthermore, it can indicate the amount of water in the tank that can
support Global Water types including cellular dataloggers, satellite data transmission systems for remote water monitoring
system. Moreover, cellular phones with relative high computation power and high quality graphical user interface became
available recently. From the users perspective it is required to reuse such valuable resource in a mobile application. Finally,
we proposed a web and cellular based monitoring service protocol would determine and senses water level globally.

I. INTRODUCTION
water quality forecast must be prompt and accurate.
Compared with the present water detecting methods,
constructing a monitoring system based on the WSNs
(wireless sensor networks) would present us with
several advantages such as low cost, convenient
monitoring arrangements, collection of a variety of
parameters, high detection accuracy and high
accountability of the monitoring network, etc. A
WSN (wireless sensor network) is an ad-hoc network
system composed of a great number of tiny low cost
and low power consumption sensing nodes which are
capable of sensing, calculating and communicating
data . It is also an intelligent system, which
automatically accomplishes all types of monitoring
tasks in accordance with the changing environment.
The existing automated method of level detection is
described and that can be used to make a device
on/off. Moreover, the common method of level
control for home appliance is simply to start the feed
pump at a low level and allow it to run until a higher
water level is reached in the water tank. This is not
properly supported for adequate controlling system.
Besides this, liquid level control systems are widely
used for monitoring of liquid levels, reservoirs, silos,
and dams etc. Usually, this kind of systems provides
visual multi level as well as continuous level
indication. Audio visual alarms at desired levels and
automatic control of pumps based on user’s
requirements can be included in this management
system. Proper monitoring is needed to ensure water
sustainability is actually being reached, with
disbursement linked to sensing and automation. Such
programmatic approach entails microcontroller based
automated water level sensing and controlling.

The water environment, consisting of the surface
water environment and underground water
environment, can be differentiated to water bodies
like rivers, lakes, reservoirs, oceans, swamps,
glaciers, springs, and shallow or deep underground
waters. The water environment, as well as other
environmental elements like soil, organism and
atmosphere, etc, constitute an organic complex. Once
a change or damage to the water environment is
observed in this complex, changes to other
environmental elements inevitably occurs. Detecting
and repairing leaks is one of the main components of
water conservation. Old or poorly constructed
pipelines, inadequate corrosion protection, poorly
maintained valves and mechanical damage are some
of the factors contributing to leakage. Leak detection
has historically assumed that all, if not most, leaks
rise to the surface and are visible. In fact, many leaks
continue below the surface for long periods of time
and remain undetected. With an aggressive leak
detection program, water systems can search for and
reduce previously undetected leaks. Water lost after
treatment and
Pressurization, but before delivered for the intended
use, is water, money and energy wasted. Accurate
location and repair of leaking water pipes in a supply
system greatly reduces these losses. Once a leak is
detected, the water utility must take corrective action
to minimize water losses in the water distribution
system It is obvious that in a country like India,
which has such an enormous water area, so diverse
water bodies, so scattered spots on a water
monitoring network, it will be insufficient to rely on
the present numbers of monitoring stations and
traditional monitoring technologies to satisfy the
current monitoring needs, which emphasizes the fact
that water environment monitoring must be
continuous, dynamic, macro-scale, and swift; the
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• Volume change method
• Pressure change method
• Acoustical leak detection

1. LITERATURE SURVEY
1.1. REVIEW ON LEAK DETECTION AND
LEAK LOCATION IN UNDERGROUND
WATER PIPE LINESs

1.1.3. BENEFITS OF LEAK DETECTION AND
REPAIR
Minimizing leakage in water systems has many
benefits for water customers (and their suppliers).
These
benefits include:
• Improved operational efficiency.
• Lowered water system operational costs.
• Reduced potential for contamination.
• Extended life of facilities.
• Reduced potential property damage and water
system liability.
• Reduced water outage events.
• Improved public relations.
Some added benefits of leak detection and repair that
are difficult to quantify include
• inspecting hydrants and valves in a distribution
system;
• updating distribution system maps;
• using remote sensor and telemetry technologies for
ongoing monitoring and analysis of source,
transmission, and distribution facilities. Remote
sensors and monitoring software can alert operators
to leaks, fluctuations in pressure, problems with
equipment integrity, and other concerns.
• inspecting pipes, cleaning, lining, and other
maintenance efforts to improve the distribution
system and prevent leaks and ruptures from
occurring. Utilities might also consider methods for
minimizing water used in routine water system
maintenance.

1.1.1. LEAK DETECTION AND REPAIR
STRATEGIES
There are various methods for detecting water
distribution system leaks. These methods usually
involve using sonic leak-detection equipment, which
identifies the sound of water escaping a pipe. These
devices can include pinpoint listening devices that
make contact with valves and hydrants, and
geophones that listen directly on the ground. In
addition, co-relator devices can listen at two points
simultaneously to pinpoint the exact location of a
leak. Large leaks do not necessarily constitute the
greatest volume of lost water, particularly if water
reaches the surface where they are usually found
quickly, isolated, and repaired. However, undetected
leaks, even small ones, can lead to large quantities of
lost water since these leaks might exist for a long
time. Ironically, many small leaks are easier to detect
because they are noisier and easier to hear using
hydrophones. The most difficult leaks to detect and
repair are usually those under stream crossings. Leak
detection efforts should focus on that portion of the
distribution system. Active leak detection is crucial in
identifying unreported water leakage and losses in the
distribution system. Finding and repairing water
losses through an active leak detection program will
reduce water loss and, in many cases, save substantial
money. Without a leak detection program, leaks may
only be found when they become visible at the
surface, or when major infrastructure collapses.
Active leak control will reduce expensive emergency
overtime repairs and the associated liability costs.
The impact on customers is also greater in emergency
repair situations as is the possible impact on other
infrastructure (roads, sewers, utilities) and on the
environment due to possible discharges of
chlorinated water. Detecting leaks is only the first
step in eliminating leakage. Leak repair is the more
costly step in the process. On average, the savings in
water no longer lost to leakage outweigh the cost of
leak detection and repair.

1.1.4. ACOUSTIC LEAK DETECTION
Signal detection is the most important part of passive
acoustic leak detection. The leak generates a quasisteady state signal, which is super imposed on
background noise (caused by pumps, flow through
the pipe, vehicle etc.). To locate the leaks in this
environment it is necessary to find a signal
characteristics that belong only to the leaks itself and
that cannot be a part of the background. This was
accomplished in the experiment by bracketing a
suspected leak site with two sensors and then
searching for similarities in the signals produced by
both sensors. When such similarities were found, the
time difference of their arrival at each sensor was
determined. Using the time difference and sensor
placing, it was possible to determine the location of
the leaks. The detection frequency of the sensor that
is used to detect the sound from underground
pressurized pipeline leaks is another major
consideration. Environmental noise, such as tht from
pumps vehicles and so forth tends to have most of its
energy at low frequencies that is below 30 khz.

1.1.2. LEAK DETECTION METHODS
A few leak detection techniques are known. Their
performances regarding to detecting sesitivity are
presented in . Because of their advantages we shall
concentrate attention on the helium mass
spectrometer tecniques but at first a short description
of others is presented,
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Attenuation of the sound, however, increases wit ythe
frequency of the sound. Thus, although the leaks
might stand out more from environmental noise at
higher frequencies (have a better signal to noise
ratio), the sensor spacing needed to reliably detect the
leak that could be so small as to be impractical. To
obtain information on this effect, sensor resonant at
15 khz, 30khz,150khz were used. 15 khz produce the
most reliable leak location across the variety of leak
sources. However for specific leak sources even 150
khz sensors produced useful results.
Another
interesting result was how variations in the pressure,
as well as the introduction of nitrogen gas into the
fluid in the pipe line, helped to enhance leak location.
In order to precisely locate a leak in a pipeline it is
necessary to determine a time difference,
using the following five steps:
1. Position two sensors so that they bracket
(surround) the possible leak. If the sensors do not
surround the leak, location cannot be done, no matter
what signal processing method is used!
(Only leak detection can be accomplished if the
sensors do not surround the leak.)
2. Acoustically couple the sensors to the pipe so that
both sensors receive distinct leak signals.
Leak location cannot be performed without signal
arrivals at both sensors. This step implies that
quick, reproducible methods exist to acoustically
couple sensors to pipes in the field.
3. Measure the distance between the sensors along
the pipe, D, and determine the velocity of
sound in the media contained in the pipe, V.
4. Use signal processing (coincidence detection,
cross-correlation, etc.) to determine a time
difference, Δt, for the arrival of a specific signal
feature at both sensors.
5. Using the time difference (Δt) obtained in Step 4,
calculate the location of the leak using the
following equation:
Location from first sensor detecting signal(L) = (D (V *Δt)) / 2

2. REVIEW ON TINY LEAK SYSTEM FOR OIL
TRANSSMISSION PIPELINES.
• leak detection plays an important role in
ensuring
public
safety,
protecting
environment.
• Pipeline leak detection methods commonly
used can be divided into direct and indirect
detection method.
• Direct detection method is to detect the
leakage material outside the pipeline, such
as cable leak detection method, optical fiber
leak detection method.
• indirect detection method is to locate the leak
through detection of pipeline’s operating
parameters, such as negative pressure wave
method, mass balance method, pressure
gradient method.
2.1. THE PRINCIPLES OF DETECTION
• a sphere detector is used to records pipe wall
corrosion, wall defects and conditions etc.
The wall defects can be used to determine
whether there is a leakage.
• spherical detector adjusts its internal mass
distribution and rolls around an axis of the
sphere at the bottom of the pipe.
• The leak will be located after the data is
processed by wavelet transform methods.
• The location of leak can be identified through
the acceleration data from the rolling
process and magnetic induction intensity
data.
2.2 MACHANISM OF ACOUSTIC WAVE
GENERATED BY LEAKS
• When there is a leak the product gushing
through the leak produces eddy current due
to different pressure inside and outside.
• The vortex generated oscillatory changes with
pressure or sound waves The sound waves
can spread and reflect leakage point.
ACOUSTIC SENSOR
2.3. THE PRINCIPLE OF LEAK LOCATION

computer
A/D

A/D

A/D

Acoustic sensors

leak

V* t

L

L

D
Fig:- leak location by acoustic correlation

• As the spherical detector rolls forward around
an axis along the bottom of the pipe the
acceleration of gravity shows variation in at
least one component in the three axis
components.
• The basic function of the detector is to
simultaneously
of sensor data
L collect kindsLEAK
in the process of detection using different
communication protocols.
• Accelerometer, magnetometer and sound
modules use SPI, IIC, IIS communication
protocols.
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• The power management is crucial to ensure
the smooth progress of detecting
• The obvious advantage of this design is to
achieve a balanced distribution of the quality
so as to ensure the spherical detector rolls
forward around an axis.
• Power management module converts the
battery voltage of each module to a suitable
operating voltage, and uses the analog
switch to operate these voltages according to
control signal of microprocessor.

DO, conductivity etc. To facilitate network
management, the WSN is divided into several sensing
clusters according the distance and rangeIt onsists of
wireless sensor nodes, sink nodes and a
ata
monitoring center. The sensor nodes are deployed in
the water field. The system mainly includes sensor
node and sink node.
1.The sensor node :- the sensor node mainly consists
of three parts: water environmrnt sensor, control and
wireless communication module, and power supply
module.
I) Water environment sensor.
2) Control and communication module.
3) Power supply.

2.2 SUMMARY
• In this paper, a spherical detector is designed
based on varieties of pipeline leak detection
methods. The device has low risk in pipe
blockage and its diameter is smaller than the
measured pipe’s damage.
• The detector rolls close to the leak in the
pipeline internal.
• The results show that the detector has low
cost, but sufficient safety and reliability
benefits in the pipeline tiny leak detection.
3. REVIEW ON A NOVEL DESIGN OF WATER
ENVIRONMENT MONITORING SYSTEM
BASED ON WSN
3.1. WATER MONITORING
This paper explains the method of monitoring the
water environment by a system based on wireless
sensor network. The quality of water which includes
PH value, DO, Conductivity etc. The system
possesses typical WSN structure with a novel design
of sensor nodes, which is easy configured as an
arbitrary parameter or multi-parameter monitoring
networks. Comparing with the traditional water
monitoring system, it has the following merits: the
sensor nodes are low cost and low power; the
monitoring parameters are flexible; the sensor
network on the monitored area is self-organization;
the capacity of network is big and the node
distribution can be much denser. With the
local/remote data monitoring center, a complete
monitoring interface can be implemented to carry out
historical data queries, real-time data and network
state display, data analysis and alarming for nonnormal status, etc.

Fig:- structure of sensor node.

2. The sink node:- It also uses CC2430 as main
processor to transmit monitoring data based on the
ZigBee protocol between the sink node and the data
monitoring sub-network. Since the sink node works
outdoors, a large capacity battery and reliable DC-DC
converting circuit are required for the power supply.

3.2. SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The WSN-based water environment monitoring
system is shown. It consists of wireless sensor nodes,
sink nodes and a data monitoring center. The sensor
nodes are deployed in the water field, it is responsible
for the collection and storage of site- pecific
parameters, such as water temperature, PH value,

Fig:- structure of sink node
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4. REVIEW ON MICROCONTROLLER BASED
AUTOMATED WATER LEVEL SENSING AND
CONTROLLING:
DESIGN
AND
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUE

4.2. PROPOSED WATER LEVEL
MONITORING NETWORK
• Water is the most important basic needs for all
living beings. But a huge amount of water is being
wasted during daily life due to lack of control.
• We tried to overcome these problems and
implemented an efficient automated water level
monitoring and controlling system.
• We established a flexible, economical and easy
configurable system which can solve our water losing
problem.
• We used a low cost PIC microcontroller in this
system which reduced the cost.
4.2.1. DATA COMMUNICATION
• The WLS could be connected to a computer via
wireless or USB cable. Controlling server should get
serialized data in a fixed time duration via external
port.
• Each of these bits represents different sensors
activities. Microcontroller should deliver data in data
communication.

4.1. AUTOMATION ON MOTOR
In this paper we introduce the notion of water level
monitoring and management within the context of
electrical conductivity of the water.
The water level sensing and controlling system are
consist of some basic part :
• Water level indicator
• Water level sensor
• Water pump controlling system
• Microcontroller
4.1.1. PIC MICRCONTROLLER:
• PIC is the integrated circuit which is developed to
control peripherals devices. We are using a low cost
8-bit PIC microcontroller.
4.1.2. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION:
• System architecture:
Microcontroller is to control overall system which
reduces the design and control complexity. It takes
input from the sensor unit which senses the water
level.
• Sensor unit:
Water level sensor unit consists two parts, one sensor
is used in reserved tank and other four sensors placed
inside water tanks.
• Control unit:
It performs two operations:
• Off-operation: when microcontroller sends 0 volts
to the base of the transmitter it becomes OFF and its
emitter and collector becomes open. Then no ground
signal is collected.
• So the negative side in cable of motor pumps
getting positive signal at one side and due to this
motor pump will turn OFF and 220v ac at other side.
• On- operation: when the microcontroller sends
positive signal and its emitter and collector becomes
short the transistor becomes ON. Then the circuit and
motor pump will get ground signal at negative side.
• Due to this it become ON and 220v ac to the other
side.

4.2.2. DATA ACQUISITION AND
REPRESENTATION
• Received data should store in buffer and process
stored data. Data should be transformed into
XML format.
• Data sending method should maintain interface
serializability.
4.2.3. REMOTE COMMUNICATION
• Data should be in the graphical interface for
integration of the wireless water level
monitoring.
• Display the the whole network structure for
maintenance user.
6. CONCLUSION
• A new leak location method, based on passive
acoustic techniques, is being investigated under an
applied research program sponsored by SERDP.
• This method offers significant speed and cost
advantage over established techniques that are based
on volumetric changes and on pressure loss.
• Choose low-power and the sleeping function
devices to design coordination of wireless sensor
networks and sensor node.
• The sensor node was designed to suit with
arbitrary parameter or multi-parameter sensor
modules such as PH, DO, conductivity and
temperature.
• Appling the advanced WSN technology and wide
coverage of GPRS technology for data collection
and transmission, it can solve numerous difficulties.
• The automation of motor helps in reducing the
water loss as whenever the leak is detected the
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[2]. Cao Jian, Qian Suxiang, Hu Hongsheng, et al. ireless
Monitoringand Assessment System of Water uality Based on
GPRS, ICEMI'07. 8th International Conference on Electronic
Measurement and Instruments, Xi'an,China, Aug. 16 2007,
vol 2, pp: 124 - 127.

motor is switched on and as the leak is repaired
motor is switched on.
• Beside this the sediment is prevented from entering
in the motor by sensing the sediment level and
indicating if it reaches the pre-defined level and
hence the motor is protected from damage and
continuous supply of water to the needed areas.
• It finds application in both industrial and domestic
use.

[3]. Microcontroller chip Technology,
Datasheet www.microchip.com

2001,

PIC16F84A

[4]. ”Acoustic Leak Survey of the Underground Potable Water
System”.Sean Morefield Engineer Research and Development
Center, Construction Engineering Research Laboratory, 2902
Newmark Drive, Champaign, IL 61822-1076, USA and John
Carlyle
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ASSESSMENT OF MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING (MPPT)
TECHNIQUES FOR SOLAR PV SYSTEMS
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Abstract- Presently so many methods are available for maximum power point tracking (MPPT) of solar photovoltaic (PV).
There are some constraints like accuracy, ease of implementation, cost and tracking time, which decides the advantages and
disadvantages of the particular methodology. In this paper an assessment among the common methods with comparison is
given. This helps in further research, in the direction of maximum power point tracking of solar PV.
Keywords- MPPT Techniques, Solar PV, Renewable energy.

I. INTRODUCTION
Now a day’s mankind is facing a massive challenge.
The overall socio economic growth results the energy
demand more and more, as we know to fulfill this
energy needs the conventional sources of energy is
not sufficient. Many factors are there but the most
important is that the sky-rocketing growth of fossil
fuels prices shows that we are approaching the ceiling
of oil supply. Another factor is that the carbon
emission by the conventional energy sources cause
increase in the global warming. Renewable energies
like solar and wind energy are the best option to
achieve all above requirements[11].
Solar energy is a large source of energy which is free
of cost, and available to all at fairly equal manner.
Two methods are there to extract the solar energy 1)
Solar thermal plants 2) Solar cells i.e. photovoltaic
cells. Among wide variety of renewable energy
projects in progress the photovoltaic cell (Solar PV)
is the most promising future energy technology
option. The direct conversion of solar radiation to
electricity by PV cells has a number of significant
advantages as an electricity generator. but some
significant challenges to be overcome to make use of
Solar energy like Energy cost, Energy fluctuation,
Location dependence, Huge investment requirements.
The efficiency enhancement is a big issue in reducing
cost of PV system since maintenance requirement is
very low in PV systems the only real cost savings to
be made is in reducing capital cost of installation.[28]
Figure 1 shows the IV characteristic and power
versus voltage curve of a solar PV system; from the
figure it is clear the only one point is there at which
solar PV gives maximum power. For extracting the
maximum power from the cell the operating voltage
or current should be corresponding to the maximum
power point (Pmax) i.e. Vm and Im respectively under a
given temperature and solar radiation.[6][7]

Figure1. Solar PV characteristic. [10],[11]

Since the solar radiation falling on the solar PV
module varies with time the operating point or
maximum power point (MPP) also changes. The
phenomenon of tracking the maximum power point is
same as impedance matching by tape changing
transformer in case of AC. Here we can use the DC to
DC converter and match the resistance by changing
duty ratio.

Figure2. Maximum power point for different time [10],[11]

In figure 2 three operating time consider, as an
example i.e. 12 noon, 2 pm and 4 pm. With change in
time solar radiation also changes. Solar PV in this
example with a load resistive type gives the three
characteristic with different time also the maximum
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power points would be change. Maximum power
point tracking is all about the solar PV module to run
at the maximum power point A’, B’ and C’ instead of
operating point A, B and C. Also the electronic
circuitry used to track the maximum power point is
known as maximum power point tracker. So many
methods are there to track the maximum power point.
In this paper we discuss some usual methods.[10][27],[29]-[34]

point. In figure 1 the power versus voltage curve of
solar PV shows that, change in power with respect to
voltage (dP/dV) is positive, negative and zero for
region before maximum power point, after maximum
power point and at maximum power point
respectively.
This method is applied by perturbing the duty cycle at
regular interval. And oscillate around the point
dP/dV=0 i.e. MPP [3]

2. EXISTING MPPT TECHNIQUES

TABLE I
METHODOLOGY OF P&O METHOD [3]

Many techniques of finding are MPP reported in
literature. Few among them are listed here.

Perturbation
Positive

Change
in power
Positive

Positive

Negative

Negative

Positive

Negative

Negative

2.1 Constant voltage [5][11]
Constant voltage method is based on the observation
that is the maximum power point is occurs between
72-78% of the open circuit voltage Voc for the
standard atmospheric condition. The solar PV module
is always operates at this constant voltage. The duty
ratio of the DC to DC convertor ensures that the PV
voltage is equal to:

Next perturbation
Positive (increment in duty
cycle ‘d’)
Negative
(decrease in duty cycle ‘d’)
Negative
(decrease in duty cycle ‘d’)
Positive (increment in duty
cycle ‘d’)

Start
…………….1
Where K = 0.72 to 0.78
2.1.1 Advantages and disadvantages of the method

Set duty

A) Simple method
B) Easy to implement
C) Not highly accurate
D) Voc needs to be measured at regular interval
E) Fast method
F) Only used where temperature varies very little.

Read Vnew, Inew

Vold = Vnew, Pold = Pnew
d = d + Δd

Pnew = Vnew* Inew

2.2 Constant current

No

Constant current method based on the same
phenomenon of the constant voltage method. The
maximum power point arrives between 78-92% of the
short circuit current Isc. [3]

Pnew > Pold

Yes

Vnew > Vold

No
Vnew > Vold

…………….2
Where K = 0.78 to 0.92

Yes
Yes

No
d = d − Δd

2.2.1 Advantages and disadvantages of the method
A) Simple method
B) Easy to implement
C) Less accurate
D) Isc needs to be measured at regular interval
E) Fast method

Vold = Vnew, Pold = Pnew

Figure 3. Flowchart of P&O method [11]

2.3 Perturb and observe (P&O) or Hill climbing

2.3.1 Advantages and disadvantages of the method

Perturb and observe (P&O) method is basically
iterative approach in this method the operating point
of solar PV oscillates around the maximum power

A) Easy to implement
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and the average value of the input voltage of the
Power Conversion Stage to determine the duty cycle.
At MPP the ratio of oscillation amplitude and average
voltage is constant [1][2]
2.5.1 Advantages and disadvantages of the method

B) Less accurate operating point oscillate around
MPP
C) Iterative approach
D) Slow method, not suitable for fast changing
condition
E) Solar characteristic not required to be known
earlier
F) Oscillation can be minimized by reducing
perturbation step size which slow down the MPPT
G) Voltage and current both to be measured.
H) Some modification in P&O methods also there:
a) Variable perturbation step size
b) Two stage P&O tracking: in which fast
tracking is obtained in first stage and finer
tracking in second stage. [4]

A) Easy to implement
B) Only voltage needs to be measure
2.6 Ripple correlation control (RCC)
This method takes advantage of the signal ripple,
which is automatically present in power converters.
The ripple is interpreted as a perturbation from which
a gradient ascent optimization can be realized.
Oscillation in power provided through all pass filter.
[1][2]

2.4 Incremental conductance (IC)
2.6.1 Advantages and disadvantages of the method

Power

A) Voltage and current both required to be measured
B) Easy to implement, simple circuitry
At true MPPT

2.7 Temperature method
In this method temperature of solar PV measured.
Variation in MPP with respect to the temperature is
obtained in similar way of constant voltage method.
[1][2]
2.7.1 Advantages and disadvantages of the method

Where dI/dV
I/V
Before MPP

:
:

Incremental conductance
Instantaneous conductance

A) Easy to implement, simple circuitry.
B) Voltage and Temperature both required to be
measured
2.8 Beta method

After MPP

In this method a constant called beta (β) is given, the
value of β is given by the formula

At MPP
Where ‘k’ is Boltzmann’s constant, ‘η’ is diode
quality factor, ‘T’ is ambient temperature in Kelvin
and ‘q’ is electric charge.
It is clear from above equation β is independent from
the solar radiation but depends on the temperature. In
this method the solar PV operates near to this value
β.[1][2]

In this method MPP can be found by comparing
Instantaneous conductance to the Incremental
conductance by changing the duty ratio (d) [8][9]
2.4.1 Advantages and disadvantages of the method
A) MPP is not exactly obtained, oscillation around
the MPP.
B) As compared to P&O more time required for
computation
C) Voltage and current both to be measured.
D) Required extra circuitry, Complexity increased.
E) Modification can be done same as in case of P&O.

2.8.1 Advantages and disadvantages of the method
A) Applicable for changing solar radiation but
temperature should be constant.
B) There is inverse relationship between the value of
β and temperature.
C) Tracking speed is high.

2.5 System oscillation

2.9 Some methods are also available which uses the
optimization techniques such as fuzzy logic control,
Neural Network, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
which gives excellent results.[35][36][37]

This method is based on the principle of maximum
power transfer and based on comparing the ac
component (due to the variation of the duty cycle)
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[12] O. Wasynezuk, “Dynamic Behaviour of A Class of
Photovoltaic Power Systems”, IEEE Transactions on Power
Apparatus and Systems, Vol. 102, No. 9, September 1983,
pp. 3031-3037.

III. CONCLUSION
There are so many methods to obtain Maximum
Power Point in solar PV. Some of them are discussed
in this paper. There are some constraints which are
associated with MPPT techniques like cost, ease of
implement, tracking time, accuracy etc., for different
application of solar PV out of above constraints, one
or two of them are more imperative. Selection of the
particular MPPT technique for a specific application
is decided by those imperative constraints. For
example P&O and IC are widely used where low cost
is imperative factor. This assessment of MPPT
techniques helps in further research in the area of
MPPT also for choosing MPPT technique for specific
application.

[13] G. Vachtsevanos and K. Kalaitzakis, “A Hybrid Photovoltaic
Simulator for Utility Interactive Studies”, IEEE Transactions
on Energy Conversion, Vol. 2, No. 2, June 1987, pp. 227231.
[14] S. Rahmam, M. A. Khallat, and B. H. Chowdhury, “A
discussion on the Diversity in the Applications of PhotoVoltaic System,” IEEE Transaction on Energy Conversion,
Vol. 3, Dec. 1988, pp. 738–746.
[15] F. Mocci and M. Tosi, “Comparison of Power Converter
Technologies in Photovoltaic Applications”, IEEE
International Conference on Industry and Education in
Energy and Communication Engineering MELECON 89,
1989, pp. 11-15.
[16] Hebertt Sira-Ramirez, “ Non Linear PI Controller Design for
Switch mode dc-to-dc Power Converter”, IEEE Transaction
on Circuits and Systems, Vol. 38, No. 4, April 1991, pp. 410417.
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Abstract-In this paper we are designing a system which is capable of switching ON/OFF the electrical devices based on the
speech (command) and monitor through web, which indicates the status of the device. Home automation systems must
comply with the household standards and convenience of usage. This system creates a new era in the automation system.
This system integrates human-machine interface. Here Zigbee based remote control system that transmits the wireless
signals according to the input being selected based on speech commands given by the user through PC using microphone.
Zigbee is a wireless technology developed as an open global standard to address the unique needs of low-cost, low-power;
wireless sensor networks and is the set of specs built around the IEEE 802.15.4 wireless protocol. Speech is the primary and
most convenient means of communication among human beings. Speech recognition is the process of recognizing the
spoken word to take necessary actions accordingly. The controlling device of the whole system is done using ARM-7
Microcontroller. The ARM-7 Microcontroller performs appropriate task related to the data received like devices ON/OFF
control, intensity control and is programmed using Embedded C language. The system can also control the intensity of the
light using Dimmer Interfacing Circuit, though speech commands from the user up to two levels. The ARM-7
microcontroller is also interfaced with GPRS module which is used to display the devices monitoring status directly to the
predefined webpage. The microcontroller also takes the responsibility to announce the feedback of the operated devices
using APR 9600 voice circuit. The tests involved a mix of male and female subjects with different English accents. Different
voice commands were sent by each person of these commands was recognized correctly.
Key Words:- Home Automation, Zigbee Transreceiver, GPRS, Voice Recognition

I.

requirements of homes in the usage of easy-to-use
technologies for security and comforts of the
residents. There have been several commercial and
research projects on smart homes and voice
recognition systems. Figure 1 shows an integrated
platform for home security, monitoring and
automation (SMA) from uControl [3]. The system is a
7-inch touch screen that can wirelessly be connected
to security alarms and other home appliances. The
home automation through this system requires holding
and interacting with a large panel which constraints
the physical movements of the user [4].

INTRODUCTION

Today, the energy consumption in private households
is great potential to make the consumers aware of their
own consumption patterns so that they will actively
help to change their energy use and habits. There is
already a lot of electronic equipment in private homes
with features which can help to manage and reduce
energy consumption and improve comfort in the
home. Unfortunately, only a few people can find ways
to apply it in everyday life. This means that there is a
large untapped potential for energy savings and
amendment of energy-using behavior and habits in the
home without compromising the comfort of the users.
In some applications, human beings have been
replaced by unmanned devices that will acquire data
and relay the data back to the base[1]. Caring for and
supporting this growing population is a concern for
Governments and Nations around the Globe [2].
Home automation is one of the major growing
industries that can change the way people live. Some
of these home automation systems target those
seeking luxury and sophisticated home automation
platforms; others target those with special needs like
the elderly and the disabled. The aim of the reported
Wireless Home Automation System (WHAS) is to
provide those with special needs with a system that
can respond to voice commands and control the on/off
status of electrical devices, such as lamps, fans,
television etc., in the home. Home automation security
system is a specialized field dealing with specified

Fig. 1 uControl Home Security, Monitoring and
Automation system.

Some
applications
adding
remote
accessibility are detailed in [5] and [6], which are built
to collect and send data through a modem to a server.
Although these are well-built systems that serve the
purpose for a specific task, the user cannot interact
with the system. Another unidirectional data transfer
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is presenteed in [7], whicch uses the Gloobal System foor
Mobile Coommunicationss (GSM): a popular wirelesss
choice forr connectivity between the data-acquisitio
d
on
units and clients.
c
There are also severral systems thaat
allow dataa to be remotely accessed. As
A a solution tto
wireless daata collection through the In
nternet, Generaal
Packet Raddio Service (G
GPRS) is a po
opular choice iin
several app
plications. A surveillance
s
syystem based oon
GPRS is presented in [8]. A recentt work [9] haas
presented a GPRS soluution to the data-acquisitio
d
on
problem for
f
remote areas.
a
A distrributed system
m
capable off road vehiclle locating, monitoring,
m
annd
telemeterinng with GPRS is presented in
i [10]. A longgdistance data-collection
d
system for the Earth tidde
gravimeterr, collecting information
i
o temperaturee,
on
humidity, atmospheric
a
prressure, etc., iss designed witth
GPRS usinng a hardcodedd static Interneet Protocol (IP
P)
address. These
T
systems use GPRS wiithout concernns
about miniimizing the cosst of data transffer.
Siimilar types off Internet-based
d systems, succh
as those inn[11]–[13], aree designed to gather
g
a bulk of
o
data beforre serving th
hem upon reqquest. In thesse
applicationns, data are com
mpiled in a cen
ntral server annd
are then served
s
to the clients via thee Internet. Thhe
client fram
mework is in a central server and has all thhe
applicationns. A person that
t
needs to access
a
any datta
must first access the serv
ver. An indirect access to thhe
data-acquissition unit mak
kes the system unattractive foor
real-time control
c
applicattions, where diirect interactioon
with the system may be required. The need tto
maintain an
a additional server will alsso increase thhe
setup costss and the costts to maintain the acquisitioon
systems, such
s
as regulaar maintenancee costs, system
m
updates, ettc.
In Section II, wee will introducce the details oof
the designeed system oveerview. In Secttion III, we will
provide thhe hardware design in detail that will
introduce some
s
of the caapabilities of thhe system usinng
a collectio
on of modulees. The softw
ware design iis
detailed inn Section IV. The experimeental results arre
discussed in Section V.
V Section VI
V presents thhe
conclusionn.

established, queried datta can be relay
yed to the clieent
via a centrral server. Usinng a central seerver to relay thhe
acquired data
d has some disadvantagess. First, a centrral
server neeeds a cliennt interface framework.
f
A
An
additionall data transferr corresponds to time delayys
before thee data are maade available to
t the client. In
addition, since the servver acts as a relay, no direect
bidirectionnal communiccation betweenn the client annd
the embeddded system caan be establisheed.
Direct
D
commuunication, on the
t
other hannd,
enables access
a
to onlyy relevant info
ormation in thhe
embeddedd system by preprocessing the data. Thhe
embeddedd system shouldd also handle the
t web servicees.
This elim
minates the neeed for a cenntral server annd
reduces th
he amount of ddata sent from
m the remote unnit
since onlyy the queried data will be transferred.
t
Thhis
system is configured to be virtually onnline at all tim
mes
in a GSM
M network. An admin script is
i executed aftter
the boot of
o the operatinng system, initiiating the GPR
RS
connection
n software m
module. A PPP
P connection is
established by a GP
PRS modem that works at
900/1800// 1900 MHz opperating frequeencies.

Fig 2 Sequ
uence of activities in the Wireless Home
H
Automation
n
System

•
•
•
•

Handheld
H
M
Microphone Module
M
whicch
in
ncorporates a microphone with
w RF moduule
(ZigBee protoccol).
Central
C
Controlller Module (PC based).
Zigbee
Z
RF Com
mmunication
Appliance
A
Conttrol Modules.

II. SYST
TEM OVERVIIEW
Th
he Wireless Home Autom
mation System
m
(WHAS) is
i an integrated system to facilitate
fa
elderlly
and disabbled people with an easy
y-to-use hom
me
automationn system that can
c be fully operated based oon
speech com
mmands. The system
s
is consttructed in a waay
that is eassy to install, configure,
c
run,, and maintainn.
The functio
onal blocks off the overall system are show
wn
in Figure 2.
2
G
GSM
and GPR
RS are developped for cellulaar
mobile coommunication. A GPRS coonnection witth
unlimited duration
d
of con
nnectivity is chharged only foor
the data package
p
transffers and adoppted in severaal
mobile rem
mote control/acccess systems. GPRS becomees
a cost-effeective solution only if the daata transfers caan
be optimizzed. Once a GPRS connecction has beeen

Fig. 3 Functional
F
block diagram of the Wireless
W
Home
Automation
n System (WHAS). Legends- A: An
nalogue, D: Digital.

Figurre 3 illustrates the sequencee of activities in
the WHAS. The voice iss captured usinng a microphonne,
sampled, filtered and converted to diigital data usinng
an analoggue-to-digital converter. Thhe data is theen
compresseed and sent serrially as packetts of binary datta.
At the reeceiving end (Central Conttroller Modulee),
binary daata are converrted to analoggue, filtered annd
passed to the computerr through the sound card. A
Visual Baasic applicationn program, run
nning on the PC
C,
uses Miccrosoft Speechh API libraryy for the voice
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Home Auutomation Throughh Wireless Using Voice
V
Recognition
n and Web Status Indication
I
System

recognition
n. Upon recoognition of the
t
commandss,
control chaaracters are seent wirelessly to
t the specifieed
appliance address. Conssequently, app
pliances can bbe
turned ON
N or OFF depennding on the coontrol characterrs
received thhose are based
d on voice intennsity as well as
a
Integratingg variable conttrol functions to improve thhe
system versatility
v
su
uch as prov
viding controol
commandss other than ON
N/OFF comman
nds.

B. Central Controller Module
M
The
T
functionaal blocks of
o the centrral
controller module are shown in Figure 6. At thhe
central controller modulle (coordinatorr), when data are
a
received, is assigned to the dig
gital-to-analoguue
converter (DAC). The aanalogue outpuut of the DAC is
filtered an
nd fed to the coomputer.

III. HARD
DWARE DES
SIGN
A. Handheld
H
Microophone Modulee(MM)
The components off the microphoone module arre
shown inF
Figure 4. The system
s
capturees human voicce
using a sam
mpling rate (fs) of 8 kHz. It iss known that thhe
highest frequency compoonent of the hum
man voice is 220
kHz, how
wever the mo
ost significantt parts of thhe
informationn is encoded in frequenciess between 6 H
Hz
and 3.5 kH
Hz. To meet Nyquist
N
samplling criteria, aan
anti-aliasinng filter is usedd to block all the frequenciees
above the Nyquist
N
frequeency (Fn).

Fig 4 Blocck diagram of thee handheld Microophone Module

Fig. 6 Centraal Controller Mod
dule.

C. ZigBeee RF communication
Zigbee
Z
protoccol is the communicatioon
protocol that’s
t
used in tthis system. Ziigbee offers 2550
kbps as maximum
m
bauud rate, howevver, 115200 bpps
was used for sending aand receiving as this was thhe
highest sppeed that the U
UART of the microcontrolller
could be programmed to operate at.. For each byyte
transmitteed, there is a start and stop biit and the Zigbee
RF comm
munication moddule specificatiion are shown in
the below table 1.
munication mo
odule
Table 1 Ziigbee RF comm
specificatiion.

Thhe incoming speech
s
wave goes
g
through a
low pass filter
f
(Figure 5).
5 A 3-pole Butterworth
B
low
w
pass filter is used as an anti-aliasing
a
fiilter. The signaal
is then am
mplified in ordeer to utilize th
he full range of
o
the ADC. A voltage divider
d
and a DC blockinng
capacitor provide
p
a voltaage translation from the filterrs
to the AD
DC. In the microcontroller
m
r, data is firsst
converted to
t digital form
mat using the inn-built ADC, thhe
data is com
mpressed from 12 bits to 6 bitts. Data are sennt
serially froom the microcontroller to the
t ZigBee RF
R
module at the baud rate of 115200 bitts/s. This is thhe
maximum configurable baud
b
rate provided by ZigBeee.
D. Applian
nce Control Module
M
Once
O
the speecch commands are recogniseed,
control ch
harterers are sent to the speecified appliance
address through
t
ZigB
Bee communiccation protocool.
Each applliance that hass to be contro
olled has a relaay
controlling
g circuit shownn in Figure 8.

Fig. 5 Portable Microphone Circcuit.

Fig.. 8 Receiver sectioon of the appliancces control.
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IV. SOFTWARE DESIGN
A. Voice Recognition Application
The
voice
recognition
application
implements Microsoft speech API. The application
compares incoming speech with an obtainable
predefined dictionary. The Microsoft speech API run
time environment relies on two main engines:
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR engine) and
Text To Speech (TTS engine) as shown in Figure 8.
ASR implements the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to
compute the spectrum of the fingerprint data [4].
Comparing the fingerprint with an existing database
returns a string of the text being spoken. This string is
represented by a control character that gets sent to the
corresponding appliance’s address and it is shown in
figure 9.

Fig. 10 Flow chart of the Voice Recognition application

Fig. 11 Voice Recognition GUI

Fig. 9 Voice Recognition application Hierarchy.

The designed graphical user interface (GUI) offers the
user the choice of selecting the desired serial
communication port as well as it provides a record of
all the commands that have been recognised and
executed. The application implements the hierarchy
described earlier in Figure 8 and the flow chart shown
in Figure 9. The Application window is shown in the
Figure 12. When designing the programme GUI,
making it a user friendly application was a huge
priority since the target clients need to avoid any
possible complications in the system. A screen shot of
the GUI is shown in Figure 11. Control characters
corresponding to the recognized commands are then
sent serially from the central controller module to the
appliance control modules that are connected to the
home appliances.

Fig. 12 Application Window

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The prototype of the system has been
fabricated and tested. Figure 13 shows the complete
transmitter model and Figure 14 shows the appliances
control module. The tests involved many subjects; the
trails were conducted with people with different
English accents. The test subjects were a mix of male
and female and different voice commands were sent
by each person. When a command is not recognized
correctly, the software ignores the command and does
not transmit any signals to the device control modules.
The accuracy of the recognition can be affected by
background noise, speed of the speaker, and the clarity
of the spoken accent. Finally the status of the device
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predefined webpage using GPRS module. The
preliminary test results are promising.

may displayed in the web pages, which can be
interfaced with GPRS.
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DYNAMIC VOLTAGE RESTORER BASED ON FLYING CAPACITOR
MULTILEVEL CONVERTERS OPERATED BY REPETITIVE
CONTROL
LAVANYAREDDY.B & D.CHINNAKULLAY REDDY
Abstract—This paper presents the control system based on the so-called repetitive control for a five-level flying-capacitor
dynamic voltage restorer (DVR). This DVR multilevel topology is suitable for medium-voltage applications and operated by
the control scheme developed in this paper. It is able to mitigate power-quality disturbances, such as voltage sags, harmonic
voltages, and voltage imbalances simultaneously within a bandwidth. The control structure has been divided into three
subsystems; the first one improves the transient response of the filter used to eliminate the modulation high-frequency
harmonics, the second one deals with the load voltage; and the third is charged with maintaining balanced voltages in the
flying capacitors. The well-developed graphical facilities available in PSCAD/EMTDC are used to carry out all modelling
aspects of the repetitive controller and test system. Simulation results show that the control approach performs very
effectively and yields excellent voltage regulation.
Index Terms—Dynamic voltage restorer (DVR), flying capacitor multilevel converter, harmonic distortion, power quality
(PQ), repetitive control, voltage sag.

inverters and the number of isolated dc voltage
sources required. The main drawback of FC
converters is that the number of capacitors increases
with the number of levels in the output voltage.
However, they offer more flexibility in the choice of
switching combinations, allowing more control of the
voltage balance in the dc capacitors. Furthermore, the
extension of a converter to a higher level one, beyond
three levels, is easier in FC converters than in NPC
converters [7], which makes the FC topology more
attractive. A more comprehensive list of the merits
and drawbacks of each topology can be found in [8],
while a detailed description of multilevel-converter
topologies as well as control strategies and
applications can be found in [9]-[11].

I. INTRODUCTION
Power quality (PQ) has become an important issue
over the past two decades due to the relentless
integration of sensitive loads in electrical power
systems, the disturbances introduced by nonlinear
loads, and the rapid growth of renewable energy
sources. Arguably, the most common PQ disturbance
in a power system is voltage sags [1], but other
disturbances, such as harmonic voltages and voltage
imbalances, may also affect end user and utility
equipment leading to production downtime and, in
some cases, equipment terminal damage.
The dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) is one of the
most efficient and economic devices to compensate
voltage sags [2]. The DVR is basically a voltagesource converter in series with the ac grid via an
interfacing transformer, conceived to mitigate voltage
sags and swells [3]. For low-voltage applications,
DVRs based on two-level converters are normally
used [4] and, therefore, much of the published
literature on DVRs deals with this kind of converter.
Nevertheless, for higher power applications, powerelectronic devices are usually connected to the
medium-voltage (MV) grid and the use of two-level
voltage converters becomes difficult to justify owing
to the high voltages that the switches must block.
One solution is to use multilevel voltage-source
converters which allow high power-handling
capability with lower haronic distortion and lower
switching power losses than the two-level converter
[5].
Among the different topologies of multilevel
converters, the most popular are: neutral-point
clamped converters (NPC),flying-capacitor
converters (FC), and cascaded-multimodular or Hbridge converters [6]. NPC converters require
clamping diodes and are prone to voltage imbalances
in their dc capacitors. The H-bridge converter
limitations are the large number of individual

In the past few years, research work has been
reported on the use of FC-converter topology for
flexible
ac
transmission
system
(FACTS)
applications. In [5], a unified power-flow controller
(UPFC) based on a five-level FC multilevel converter
is proposed for power-flow control. The shunt and
series converters are operated by phase-shifted
sinusoidal pulse-width modulation (see [10]) where
the control system uses several proportional-integral
(PI) controllers implemented in the d - q synchronous
reference frame. The same authors developed an
HVDC transmission system by using a three-level FC
converter with interesting hybrid pulse-width
modulation [12]: in normal conditions, a selective
harmonic elimination-pulsewidth modulation (PWM)
(SHE-PWM) is used, which allows eliminating
certain low-order harmonics by choosing the
switching instants and provides a low switching
power loss due to the low equivalent switching
frequency. This kind of modulation produces triple
harmonics in the converter output voltage which are
eliminated by means of the delta or floating starconnected
transformer
secondary
windings.
Nonetheless, for asymmetrical faults, the converter is
required to generate unbalanced three-phase voltages
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exhibiting good dynamic performance. On the one
hand, a closed-loop

and large triple harmonics would appear on the grid
side as they could not be completely cancelled out by
the transformer. For those situations, the solution
proposed is to
change from the SHE-PWM to the phase-shifted
PWM, which does not produces low-order harmonic
voltages, although it exhibits a higher power loss than
the SHE-PWM due to the higher switching frequency
of the converter. Reference [13] studies the design of
a five-level FC converter-based STATCOM and
SSSC connected to a single-machine infinite bus
(SMIB). The
work analyses the stability of the SMIB when the
STATCOM and the static synchronous series
compensator (SSSC) are used to compensate it. Since
in FC converters a specific voltage level can be
obtained by several switching combinations, the
control of the voltage capacitors is achieved by
carefully choosing such combinations for either
charging or discharging the capacitors and, hence, to
balance the voltage capacitors. In this area of work,
the following control techniques have been
employed: PI regulators are used to control the
voltage in the dc link, the root mean square (rms)
value of the voltage at the point of connection (in the
case of the STATCOM), and the injected voltage into
the SMIB (in the case of the SSSC). In [14], a
distribution STATCOM was made up with a fivelevel FC converter. In this paper, hysteresis current
control was designed to regulate the current injected
into the distribution system by the STATCOM, while
a PI regulator was used to control the dc-bus voltage
of the converter. The flying capacitor voltage balance
is achieved by comparing the capacitor voltages with
the reference values by means of hysteresis
comparators. These comparators govern the
charge/discharge actions of the flying capacitors as a
function of the voltage error. This balancing
technique provides good dynamic performance
compared with other methods.
Research work has been reported on several DVR
multilevel topologies [15]-[18], but so far, no work
seems to have been published on DVRs by using FC
multilevel converters.
This paper focuses on the design of a closed-loop
control system for a DVR by using a five-level
flying-capacitor converter, based on the so-called
repetitive control. Repetitive control was originally
applied to eliminate speed fluctuations in electric
motors [19], [20], but it has also been successfully
used in power-electronics applications, such as
power-factor control in three-phase rectifiers and
active-filter control [21]-[23].
The control system presented in this paper has a wide
range of applicability. It is used in a DVR system to
eliminate voltage sags, harmonic voltages, and
voltage imbalances within a bandwidth. Unlike other
control schemes with a comparable range of
applicability, only one controller is needed to cancel
out all three disturbances simultaneously, while

Fig. 1. Phase leg of two different flying-capacitor multilevel
converter topologies. (a) Three level. (b) Five level.

controller, which consists of a feedback of the load
voltage and the repetitive controller, guarantees zero
tracking error in steady state. On the other hand, the
applied control strategy for the voltage balancing of
the flying capacitors, along with a feedforward term
of the grid voltage and a controller for the output
voltage of the DVR filter, provides excellent transient
response.
This paper is organized as follows. The model of a
five-level flying-capacitor DVR is presented in
Section II. The complete control-scheme structure is
studied in Section III, including the three different
control subsystems, namely, the filter output voltage
controller, the repetitive control structure for the load
voltage, and the flying-capacitor voltage regulator
scheme, as well as the modulation method used to
operate the multilevel converter. Simulation results
obtained by implementing the control system and the
five-level flying-capacitor DVR in PSCAD/EMTDC
are presented in Section IV. Finally, the main
conclusions are given in Section V
II. CONFIGURATION OF THE DVR
A. Five-LevelFC
Fig. 1 shows two different topologies of the flyingcapacitor multilevel converter. The converter in Fig.
1(a) provides a three-level output voltage and the
flying capacitor C \ is charged to Vdc/2, whereas Fig.
1(b) depicts a phase leg of a five-level flyingcapacitor converter. In both cases, each phase leg has
the same structure in three-phase converters, and the
flying capacitors of one phase are independent from
those of the other phases. One advantage of the flying
capacitor multilevel converter topology is that the
extension to converters with more than three levels is
easier than in the neutral-point-clamped option (see
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[7] and [10
0]). Nevertheleess, the numbeer of capacitorss
becomes exxcessive as thee number of lev
vels increases.
Regardin
ng the five-leevel topology shown in Figg.
1(b), the fllying capacitorrs Ci, C2, and C33 are charged too
3Vac/4, Vdcc/ 2 and Vdc/4, respectively. Therefore,
T
eachh
switch mu
ust block only
y a voltage value
v
equal too
Vac/4, alloowing the use of switches with lower-ratedd
voltage compared with those
t
used in a conventionaal
two-level converter. Thhere are seveeral switchingg
s
given output
o
voltagee,
combinatioons for the same
which is known
k
as switcching redundanncy [7]. Thesee
switching combinations
c
r
result
in differeent charging orr
discharging
g states of th
he flying cap
pacitors, whichh
provide a degree
d
of freed
dom for balancing the flyingg
capacitor voltages. Com
mprehensive explanations off
the switch
hing combinations and their results can bee
found in [77] and [13].
B. DVRConnectionSystem
The locaation of the DVR
D
placed beetween the gridd
and the sensitive
s
equippment is show
wn in Fig. 2.
Different kinds
k
of
DYNAMIC
D
VOLTAGE
E RESTORER

equipmennt. The DVR consists
c
of a five-level
f
flyinngcapacitorr voltage-source converter and energy storagge
which prrovides the neccessary voltagee to the dc linnk.
The seriees connection of the DVR is achieved by
b
means off a coupling traansformer. A passive
p
L C filtter
has been
n used to fillter out the high
h
harmoniics
generated
d by the PWM
M process (seee, for examplle,
[16]).
The eqquivalent circuuit for the onee-line system in
Fig. 2 is depicted in F
Fig. 3, where v s is the suppply
voltage, Z s models thhe line impeedance, i s i s thhe
current innjected by thee supply, whiich splits at thhe
PCC intoo the current flowing throug
gh the sensitivve
equipmennt i (this current is divided into the curreent
through the
t coupling ttransformer i t and the curreent
through the filter cappacitor i c ) , and
a
the curreent
injected into the loadds i r . The volttage v p c c is thhe
VR
measuredd voltage at thee PCC, u stannds for the DV
voltage which
w
has beenn modelled as an ideal voltagge
source, th
he parameters R and L arre the resistance
and the leakage induuctance, respeectively, of thhe
whereas C f is thhe capacitor useed
coupling transformer w
together with the ccoupling-transfformer leakagge
inductancce to filter out the high-frequuency harmoniccs.
Finally, u c and v are tthe voltages across
a
the filtter
measured voltaage across thhe
capacitorr and the m
sensitive equipment, resspectively.

where the state variablles are i t ( t ) and u c ( t ) , thhe
control innput is u ( t ) annd i ( t ) is a disturbance inpuut.
III. CON
NTROL SYST
TEM AND MODULATIO
M
ON
STR
RATEGY
A.ControlSystemfortheOutputVoltageoft
heLCFilter
Fig. 2.Basic scheme of the sysstem configuratioon with the DVR..

u*(t) + h(i(t))
u(t) =

Fig. 3.Equivalent circuit fo
or the DVR-conn
nection system.

System
m (2) is a seccond-order filtter with naturral
frequency
y u j n = 1 / y j L C f and dampiing coefficientt £
= R / 2 • y J C f j L . This filter exhibits
e
a largge
resonancee since the ressistance R usu
ually has a veery
small vallue and, therefo
fore, the dampiing coefficient is
also veryy small. To ovvercome this problem,
p
closeedloop conttrol of the filterr output voltagge is required.
(3)
A pro
oportional state-feedback co
ontroller plus a
feedforward term are proposed forr (2), with thhe
following
g structure:
where K is the feedbaack-gain matrixx, u * c ( t ) is thhe
referencee value, and thee feedforward term
t
h ( i ( i ) ) is
a function
n of i { t ) which will be calcculated to canccel
out the effect of the disturbance i ( t ) on the voltagge
uc(t).

loads are assumed to be connected to the point off
common coupling
c
(PCC
C), such as lineear loads (e.g.,
induction motors), nonnlinear loads, and sensitivee
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Fig. 4.Filter-output-voltage control scheme.

Fig. 5. Load-voltage closed-loop control scheme including the regulator for the filter output voltage.

following transfer function for the controller is
proposed:
1 - Q(s)e-T°

B.Load-VoltageControlScheme
The control system developed in the previous
section requires further development since it may be
not able to guarantee a perfect compensation of the
load voltage for every situation. In order to counteract
possible disturbances which can affect the load
voltage, an outer closed-loop control system is
required. The control scheme proposed in this paper
uses a feedforward term of the voltage at the PCC to
improve the transient response and a feedback term of
the load voltage to guarantee zero error in steady state
against disturbances.
Fig. 5 shows the complete continuous-time control
system for the load voltage. Assuming that there are
no modelling errors and neglecting any delay in the
control system, the DVR can be seen as an ideal
linear amplifier (see [24]). The coupling transformer,
together with the capacitor C f , has been included in
the figure as well as the detailed control system for
the filter output voltage. The input V * ( s ) is the
setpoint for the load voltage V ( s ) , U ( s ) is the
DVR voltage, and V p c c ( s ) is the supply voltage.
Recalling that
LCfs2 + Cf(R + ki)s + l
Uc(s) =
= G u ( s ) U * c ( s ) . (5)

whereQ (s) is the transfer function of a low-pass filter
[20] with T = 2 T T / U J I ‐ [3, and (3 is a design
parameter which is smaller than the period of the
supply voltage (/3 < 2 n / u j i ) . Transfer functions (7)(8) become
~2-Q(s)e-Ts] Gu{s) 1Q(s)e-Ts + Gu(s) [lGu(s)} [1-Q(s)e-T°] 1 Q(s)e-T» + Gu(s)

F(s) =
Fw(s)

with

V(s)

=

(13)
(14)

F(s)V*(s)

F(s

(7)
+ F w ( s ) V p c c ( s ) (6)

)

(8)
[1 + R(s)} Gu(s)
1 + R{s)Gu(s)
1 - Gu(s)

Then, the load voltage can be calculated as By
analyzing the frequency response, it can be seen that
F ( j u j h ) = 1 and F w ( j u j h ) = 0 for frequencies U h =
h u j \ with . Hence, if the closed-loop system is stable,
this frequency response shows that the error in
steady-state is zero for sinusoidal reference inputs or
sinusoidal disturbance inputs of frequency u u h •
Unfortunately, the implementation of the controller
is not ideal due to factors, such as modelling errors,
inverter time delay [24], or dead-time effects in the
converter switches [25], which may substantially
affect the dynamic performance or even end up in
unstable systems. To solve this problem, the

In order to illustrate the main features of the
repetitive control, a basic transfer function of the
controller R ( s ) is proposed as
R(s) =

(9)

whereu ) \ is the fundamental frequency of the supply
voltage. The substitution of (9)
into (7) and (8) yields
F(s)

(10)

=

th
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l + R(s)Gu(s)-

1 - e-27r/^s + G u ( s ) [1
- G u ( s ) ] [1 - e-2-/^] 1
27r
‐ e‐ /^i* + G u ( s )
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D. Flying-Capacitor Voltage Control
In theory, the phase-shifted PWM method is able to
balance the flying-capacitor voltages. Nevertheless,
in practical implementations, there may be
-Ts
0. factors, such as asymmetrical conditions,
different characteristics of power switches, etc, that
produce voltage imbalances in the flying capacitors.
For that reason, a control scheme, which guarantees
the balance of the FC voltage, is required.
Although there are several research papers which
report on FC voltage control, (see, for example, [7],
[12]-[14]), in this paper, the method proposed in [28]
has been used because of its simplicity and ease of
implementation.
Voltage control is based on a closed-loop control
scheme which corrects, for each switch, the
modulating signal by adding a square-wave in order
to increase or decrease the capacitor voltages. In this
paper, only a brief description of the method is
provided since the algorithm is fully explained in
[28].
Let n and m be the number of FC-converter levels
and the index of the switches be connected to the
positive terminals of the different flying capacitors,
respectively, with . Then, the general law of the
square waveform for each switch can be written as
where "sign" is the sign function, i is the phase
current, D is the amplitude of the square wave, and
Dsmstands for the change of the duty cycle: a value of
Dsm= -1 means a duty cycle decrease, Dsm= 1
corresponds to a duty cycle increase, and the duty
cycle remains no change when Dsm = 0.
The different FC voltages are compared with their
references by means of hysteresis comparators, and
the outputs of these comparators are used as inputs of
a logic function in order to calculate the values of
Dsmand, hence, to modify the
(15) switch duty cycle.
The calculated waveform d m is added to the
sinusoidal modulating signal, and the resulting
waveform is compared with the corresponding carrier
for each switch in order to obtain the switching
instants.

The characteristic equation of the resulting closedloop system is
G(s)

1 + Gu(s) - Q(s)e
In order to guarantee stability, the term G ( s ) in (15)
must comply with the Nyquist criterion: if the number
of unstable poles of the open-loop system G ( s ) is
equal to zero (P = 0), then the number of
counterclokwise encirclements of the point (—1 , 0 )
of the term G ( J U J ) must be zero ( N = 0) with — oo<.
The low-pass filter Q ( s ) has been chosen so that
its poles are stable and, as the poles of the transfer
function G u ( s ) are also stable (see (5)), the number
of unstable poles of the open-loop G ( s ) is P = 0. In
this paper, a continuous-time second-order Bessel
filter has been used since it can be approximated by a
constant time delay ( Q ( j o u ) « le_J/3g) within its
pass-band, with (3Q being the time delay of the filter
[26]. In order to obtain F ( j u j h ) = 1 and F w ( j u j h )
=
0,
the
time
delay
of
the
term
Q ( s ) e ~ ( 2 7 T ^ 1 ~ ' 3 ' > 8 must be 2 - K / U J L Since this
delay is equal to f t q + 2 - K / U J I - f t within the Alter
passband, the parameter f t is chosen to cancel out the
Alter time delay ( f t = f t q ) and, under such
conditions, the closed-loop-system frequency
response will satisfy F ( j u j h ) = 1 and F w ( j u j h ) =
0 while the approximation of a constant time delay is
valid.
Obviously, the bandwidth of the controller will be
limited because the magnitude characteristic of the
filter will decrease as frequency increases.
C. Phase-Shifted Pulsewidth Modulation
Several modulation methods have been used in
multilevel converters according to the switching
frequency [10]. In this paper, the well-known phaseshifted PWM method has been used since its
implementation is simple and provides a certain
degree of flying-capacitor voltage balance [7].
In a scheme with an n-level converter, n — 1
triangular carriers with frequency f c have to be
compared with a common sinusoidal modulating
signal with frequency /m[27]. It is assumed that the
carrier frequency is high enough to consider the
modulating signal as a constant value in a period of
the carrier. The switching instants are determined by
the intersection between the modulating signal and
the different carriers. A shifting phase of 2 - K / ( T I -1) is
introduced in each carrier, which ensures an effective
switching frequency of (n - l)/c and improves the total
harmonic distortion of the output voltage, while the
frequency modulation ratio yields r r i f = ( n l ) f c / f m - For the three-phase case, three modulating
signals with a shifting phase of 120° are used.

IV. STUDY CASE
In order to verify the proposed control algorithm in a
five-level flying-capacitor DVR, the test system
depicted in Fig. 2 has been implemented in
PSCAD/EMTDC. The test system is comprised of a
three-phase voltage source of 11 kV at 50 Hz which
feeds a linear load, a nonlinear load, and a sensitive
load: the linear load is a three-phase squirrel-cage
induction motor of 1350 kW, the nonlinear load
consists of an uncontrolled three-phase rectifier with
a capacitive filter in the dc side of the rectifier in
parallel with an inductive-resistive load. The sensitive
load is made up of a 120-kW three-phase squirrelcage induction motor and an inductive-resistive load
of 300 kVA and power factor PF = 0.92. The five-
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level flying-capacitor converter is connected to the
PCC by means of three single-phase coupling
transformers of 160 kVA, with unity turns ratio and a
star-connected secondary winding. The dc voltage of
the multilevel converter is 8 kV. The output filter
cutoff frequency was set at f c = 2 kHz with a
capacitor C f = 1.05 //F. Finally, the value of each
flying capacitor is C \ = C 2 = C3 = 250 f j F [see Fig.
1(b)], while the switching frequency was set at f s w =
1650 Hz for each switch. For the five-level converter
studied here ( n = 5), the effective switching
frequency is f S W T = 6600 Hz. The main parameters
of the test system are summarized in Table I.
A. Controller Parameters
The parameters of the control systems for the
L C output filter and the load voltage have been
calculated from the values of the copper loss
resistance, the leakage inductance, and the capacitor
C f using MATLAB. The cutoff frequency of the
L C filter is 2 kHz. Hence, the computed matrix gain
that is necessary to obtain this cutoff frequency is K =
[A;,;k u ] = [150.30 0] and, with reference to (3), it is
shown that this design implies that there is no need to
measure the LC-filter output voltage.
In order to design the regulator based on the repetitive control, the parameter LU1was chosen to be LU1 =
2 - n f i = , while the cutoff frequency of the secondorder Bessel filter Q ( s ) was set at 4 kHz. The filter
has a linear phase lag on its passband that is
equivalent to a constant time delay of 68.92 /is. The
Bode diagram of the transfer function G ( s ) is shown
in Fig. 6: the system has zero gain at frequencies and
guarantees the closed-loop system stability since it
exhibits a phase margin that is equal to P M = 34.8°
at a gain-crossover frequency LO0 = 17.8 • 103 rad/s,
and a gain margin G M = 2.91 dB at a phase-crossover
frequency LOU = 23.3 ■ 1()3rad/s. The Bode diagram
of G u ( s ) is also provided, showing

Fig. 6. Bode diagram of the transfer functions G ( s ) (-) and
Gu(s)(-).

that the control system eliminates the resonance peak
that the L C filter exhibits.
Figs. 7 and 8 plot the Bode diagrams of the closedloop
transfer
functions
F(s)
and
F w ( s ) , respectively. As Fig. 7 shows, perfect
tracking of the reference input with zero phase is
achieved within a bandwidth. Furthermore, Fig. 8
shows that the transfer function F w ( s ) has zero gain
at the fundamental frequency and its harmonics
within a bandwidth.
Finally, the amplitude of the added square-wave
signal D , used in the general law (16) to control the
flying-capacitor voltages, was set at 80 V for each
converter leg.
B.SimulationResults
The test system shown in Fig. 2 is used to carry out a
comprehensive simulation scenario where the
multilevel DVR and its control system show their
worth. The following sequence of events is assumed
to take place: 1) the nonlinear load is connected at
time t = 0 s and the charging of the flying capacitors
also starts at this point in time, a process that is fully
completed at time t = 0.6 s; 2) At this point, the
whole control system is activated a
nd the DVR is connected to the grid together with
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to the nonlinear load. The three-phase-to-ground fault
at t = 1.3 s produces a 30% voltage sag and this is
correctly measured by the rms voltmeter block since
this is a symmetrical fault. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the
control system and DVR are able to maintain the rms
voltage supply to the sensitive equipment close to 11
kV, notwithstanding the voltage fluctuations at the
PCC caused by the various disturbances previously
discussed.
Fig. 10(a) and (b) shows the results obtained when
the linear load (induction motor 1) and the nonlinear
load are connected. Fig. 10(a) plots the line-to-line
voltage at the PCC ( v p c C g i h ) : it can be seen that the
waveform is distorted, owing to the harmonic
currents that the rectifier produces. Also, the total
current provided to the linear load, the rectifier, and
the sensitive equipment causes a voltage drop at the
PCC. The voltage at PCC has an rms value of 10.52
kV (95.6% of 11 kV) for the fundamental-frequency
component, while the voltage total harmonic
distortion is THD^ = 8.48%. However, Fig. 10(b)
shows that the line-to-line voltage across the sensitive
equipment is relatively sinusoidal: the fundamentalfrequency component has an rms value of 11 kV,
with a voltage total harmonic distortion THDV =
1.70%. The control system and the multilevel DVR
are not only able to compensate the voltage drop at
the PCC, but also cancel out the harmonic voltages
caused by the rectifier. Fig. 11(a) and (b) gives the
harmonic spectrums of the line-to-line voltages at the
PCC and across the sensitive equipment, respectively.
It can be appreciated that in the frequency interval 0
Hz < / < 2000 Hz, practically all harmonics have been
removed from the voltage across the sensitive
equipment (recall that the control system of the filter
output voltage achieves a closed-loop system with a
cutoff frequency of 2 kHz).
At t = 0.8 s, the asymmetrical fault involving phases
A - C and ground is applied at the PCC; hence, the
three line-to-line voltages have been plotted to assess
the DVR performance more fully. Fig. 12 shows the
unbalanced line-to-line voltages at the PCC: the three
voltage waveforms have different amplitudes and
they also contain harmonic voltages caused by the
rectifier

^0.6 B
< 0.2

10

10
10

Fig. 7. Bode diagram of the transfer function

.

Fig. 8. Bode diagram of the transfer functions F w ( s ) .

the inductive-resistive load (sensitive load); 3) in
the time period 0.7-1.1 s, induction motor 1 is
assumed to be connected with a constant rotor speed
of 0.98 p.u.; 4) from t= 0 .8s tot= l .l s ,a two-phaseto-ground short-circuit fault is applied at the PCC via
a 1.8-^2 resistor; 5) a second induction motor comes
into operation right through the fault period, at t =
0.9 s until the end of the simulation time; 6) the
nonlinear load is disconnected at t = 1.3 s and, at this
point in time, a second short-circuit fault applied at
the PCC takes place; this time, there is a three-phaseto-ground fault, with a duration of 200 ms. The total
simulation time is 1.6 s.
Fig. 9(a) and (b) shows the rms voltages at the point
where the sensitive load is connected and at the PCC,
respectively. The two-phase-to-ground short-circuit
fault produces a 30% voltage sag in the two affected
phases in the time period 0.8-1.1 s. Also notice the
minor voltage dip caused by induction motor 1 in the
period 0.7-0.8 s. It is clear that in the period 0.8-1.1 s,
the induction motor contributes to some minor extent
to the voltage sag but, by and large, the major
contributor to the sag is the short-circuit fault. It
should be noticed that the 30% is not shown quite
accurately in Fig. 9(b) since this is an unbalanced
fault measured with the three-phase root mean square
(rms) voltmeter block available in PSCAD/EMTDC.
At the time of fault clearing, t = 1.1 s, and before the
second short-circuit fault takes place t = 1.3 s, no
voltage sags are present at the PCC, and the only
anomalous phenomenon is the harmonic voltages due

The rms values of the fundamental-frequency
components are
(i)

(1)
VR

= 8.05 kV, V$HC = 9.87 kV, and Vp^ca = 7.52
kV, where the superscript (1) stands for the
fundamental frequency. The voltage total harmonic
distortions are THDV = 6.25%, THD„
= 5.13%,
and THD^ = 2.03%.
pcCab

Pccbc

^pccca

The voltage across the sensitive equipment is plotted
in Fig. 13. The DVR, operated by the control system,
compensates the unbalanced voltages with a fast
transient response owing to the feedforward term of
the sensitive-equipment voltage, while the repetitive
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control ensures zero-tracking error in steady state.
Furthermore, the large current drawn by the induction
motor 2 at its connection time t = 0.9 s (see Fig. 14)
has no influence in the transient response of the
voltage across the sensitive

Fig. 14. Line-sensitive-equipment current i a in amps (0.76 s
<t < 1.14 s).

Fig. 10.Line-to-line voltage (0.68 s <t < 0.8 s) (a) at the PCC
and (b) across the sensitive equipment.

equipment due to the feedforward of the load
current (note that only phase A current has been
plotted in Fig. 14 since the sensitive equipment is a
three-phase, three-wire system and, hence, currents
are balanced). The rms values of the fundamental-frequency components are equal to 11 kV for the three
line-to-line
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1.1
0.85

0.9
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1
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Multilevel-converter output voltages in kilovolts (1.14o, (b) u b 0 ,
and (c) u c 0 .

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

1

1.05

voltages across the sensitive load, while the voltage
total harmonic distortions are T K D V a b = 0.90%,
T E D V b c = 1.02%, and THDVca = 0.91%.
Fig. 15 shows the three output voltages of the fivelevel converter with reference to the point 0 (see Fig.
1). Since phase B is not involved in the fault, the
DVR injects a lower voltage value in this phase than
in the other two phases. Therefore, the voltage has
several unused levels (see [29] for more details),
unlike the voltages u a o and u c 0 , which all use five
levels.
The scenario in the time interval 1.1 s < t < 1.3 s is
similar to the one depicted in Figs. 10 and 11, but

1.1

Time (s)
Fig. 12. Line-to-line voltages at the PCC in kilovolts (0.76 s <t
< 1.14 s): (a) ^Pccab, (b) ^Pccbc, and (c) v p c C c a .
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with only the rectifier and sensitive equipment
connected to the PCC. The main information for this
time interval is summarized in Table II.
At t = 1.3 s, the nonlinear load is disconnected
from the PCC. Simultaneously, the three-phase-toground fault is applied via a resistance of 1.8 f t . Fig.
16(a) and (b) shows the line-to-line voltage at the
PCC and across the sensitive load. Since the fault is
symmetrical, only one of the line-to-line voltages has
been plotted for each case. The rms value of the lineto-line voltage at the PCC is 7.7 kV (70% of its rated
value) with no voltage distortion. The transient
response of the sensitive-load voltage can be seen in
Fig. 16(b): the DVR cancels out the voltage sag

1.35

Time interval (s): 0 <t

V. CONCLUSION

PCC (aft)
Time interval (s): 0.8 <t

THDy (%)

10.52
11

8.48
1.70

< 1.1 (unbalanced conditions)

PCC ( a b )
PCC (6c)
PCC ( c a )
Sensitive equipment ( a b )
Sensitive equipment (6c)
Sensitive equipment ( c a )
PCC ( a b )

Multilevel converters are becoming more popular
in high-power MV applications. Among the various
multilevel topologies, the flying capacitor offers
advantages, such as the flexibility in the choice of
switching combinations, which make this topology
suitable for MV applications. one such application is
in dynamic voltage restorers used to ameliorate
voltage sags as well as other PQ phenomena, such as
voltage imbalances and voltage harmonics.
Nonetheless, such applications of a DVR demand
more versatile control systems than the classical controller, such as the Pi regulator.
To this end, this paper has put forward a DVR based
on a five-level flying-capacitor converter operated by
a repetitive-control scheme. This control structure
simultaneously cancels out voltage sags, voltage
imbalances, and voltage harmonics other than highfrequency switching harmonics. The control system
is split into three subsystems: the first one works to
eliminate the resonance peak of the filter used in the
converter output voltage; while the second one is the
repetitive control, which ensures a fast transient
response and zero-tracking error in steady-state for
any sinusoidal reference and for any sinusoidal
disturbance whose frequencies are an integer multiple
of the fundamental frequency. Finally,
the third subsystem maintains constant, balanced
voltages in the flying capacitors.
The control system, together with the DVR, has been
implemented by using the graphical facilities
available in PSCAD/ EMTDC. Comprehensive
simulation results using an MV test system show the
DVR's excellent performance and the control system
in order to protect sensitive equipment from PQ
disturbances.

< 0.6 (charge of the flying capacitors)
Time interval (s): 0.6 <t < 0.8 (balanced conditions)

Sensitive equipment ( a b )

8.05

6.25

9.87
7.52

5.13
2.03

11

0.90

11
11

1.02
0.91

Time interval (s): 1.1 <t < 1.3 (balanced conditions)
10.84
8.33

Sensitive equipment ( a b )

11

Time interval (s): 1.3 <t
7.7
PCC ( a b )
Sensitive equipment ( a b )

11

1.45

Fig. 16.Line-to-line voltage (1.26 s <t < 1.54 s) (a) at the PCC
and (b) across the sensitive equipment.

TABLE II
FUNDAMENTAL HARMONIC RMS VALUE AND VOLTAGE TOTAL HARMONIC
DISTORTION OF THE LINE-TO-LINE VOLTAGE AT THE PCC AND ACROSS THE
SENSITIVE EQUIPMENT FOR DIFFERENT INSTANTS
V ^ s (kV)

1.4
Time (s)

1.70

< 1.5 (balanced conditions)
0.91

caused by the fault with fast performance. The
Fourier analysis shows that the fundamentalfrequency component of the line-to-line voltage is 11
kV and that the waveform has a voltage total
harmonic distortion THD„ = 0.91%.
Finally, Fig. 17(a)-(c) shows the three flyingcapacitor voltages for the converter legs A , B , and
C , respectively. Each figure plots the three capacitor
voltages of one leg: v c 3 is drawn in solid lines, while
v c 2 and v c x use dashed lines and dashed-dotted lines,
respectively [see Fig. 1(b) for more details]. Capacitors are charged to V d c / 4 = 2 kV, V d c / 2 = 4 kV,
and 3 V d c / 4 = 6 kV. Once the flying capacitors are
charged to their respective voltages, the FC voltage
controller keeps constant voltage without significant
variations and no voltage imbalances in any of the
flying capacitors, regardless of whether there are
voltage disturbances at the PCC during the simulation
period. As the simulation results show, the dynamic
performance of the repetitive control is not impaired
by the FC voltage control system.
Table II summarizes the main information of the
simulation results.
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A SPEED CONTROL OF DIRECT FIELD ORIENTED INDUCTION
MOTOR BY USING PID PLUS FUZZY CONTROLLER
GUNJI DONENDRA & K.S.R. ANJANEYULU
EEE Department, JNTUA College of Engineering, Anantapur.
Abstract:This paper presents the speed control of induction motor by the use of PID controller in series with one of the soft
computing techniques, fuzzy logic. The PID controller is designed based on Ziegler-Nichols (Z-N) tuning technique. The ZN PID is adopted because its parameter values can be chosen using a simple and useful rule of thumb. Fuzzy logic controller
(FLC) is connected in series with the PID controller for the effective speed control of widely used direct field oriented
induction motors (DFOIM). The FLC is developed based on the output of the PID controller, and the output of the FLC is
the torque command of the DFOIM. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed hybrid controller can lead to
desirable robust speed tracking performance under load torque disturbances.
Keywords:Induction motor, robust speed control, fuzzy logic controller, Ziegler-Nichols PID controller.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The field oriented induction machine (FOIM) [2]
is one of the most widely used machines in industrial
applications due to its reliability, relatively low cost
and modest maintenance requirement. Usage of
induction motors reminds us to develop a better
control over it. These induction motors have the
advantage of decoupling of the torque and flux
control, which makes high servo quality achievable.
However,the decoupling control feature can be
adverselyaffected by load disturbances and parameter
variations in the motor. This instinctly lowers the
desired
speed.
Sothat
the
variable-speed
trackingperformance of an Induction motor
isdegraded. In order to attain the rated speedthere are
many controllers likeconventional PI and PID
controllers.But,these have the difficulty in making
themotor closely followa reference speedtrajectory
under torque disturbances. Inthis regard, an effective
and robust speedcontroller design is needed.
Advanced control based on artificial intelligence
techniqueis called intelligent control. Every system
with artificialintelligence is called self-organizing
system. The production of electronic circuits
andmicroprocessors with high computation ability and
operatingspeed has grown very fast. The high power,
high speed andlow cost modern processors like DSP
and IC’salong with power technique switches like
IGBT made theintelligent control to be used widely in
electrical drives.These Intelligent controls, act better
than conventional adaptivecontrols. One of those
intelligent techniques is fuzzy-logic. Fuzzy-logicbased intelligent controllers have been proposed for
speed control of FOIM drives. Those intelligent
controllers are associated with adaptive gains due to
fuzzy inference and knowledge base. As a result, they
can improve torque disturbance rejections in
comparison with best trial-and-error PI or PID
controllers. Nonetheless, no performance advantages

of intelligent controllers in combination with a PI or
PID controller are investigated.
Motivated by the successful development and
application in[3]-[9]we propose a PID plus fuzzy
controller consisting of a PID controller and a fuzzy
logic controller (FLC) in a serial arrangement for
speed control of FOIM drives, more specifically,
direct field-oriented IM (DFOIM) drives. The ZieglerNichols (Z-N) method [8] is adopted for designing a
PID controller (denoted as “the Z-N PID”) because its
design rule is simple and systematic. We next design a
FLC carrying out fuzzy tuning of the output of the ZN PID controller to issue adequate torque commands.
Based on a simulation model of the DFOIM drives
incorporating the proposed controller, experiments are
set up in a Matlab/Simulink environment. The results
show that the incorporation of the proposed controller
into the DFOIM drives can yield superior and robust
variable-speed tracking performance.
II. INDUCTION MOTOR AND
CONTROLSTRUCTURE
Field oriented control (FOC) technique is intended
tocontrol the motor flux, and thereby be able to
decompose theAC motor current into “flux
producing” and “torqueproducing” components. These
current components can betreated separately, and then
recombined to create the actualmotor phase currents.
This gives a solution to the boostadjustment problem,
and also provides much better control ofthe motor
torque, which allows higher dynamic performance.
Field orientatedcontrolled machines need two
constants
asinput
references:
the
torque
component(aligned with the q co-ordinate) and theflux
component (aligned with d coordinate).
As Field Orientated Control issimply based on
projections the controlstructure handles instantaneous
electricalquantities. This makes the control accuratein
every working operation (steady stateand transient)
and independent of the limited bandwidth
mathematical model.We introduce the DFOIM drive
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shown inFig. 1. The dynamics of an inductionmotor
can be described by synchronouslyrotating reference
frame direct-quadrature(d-q) equations [2] as

ensure that

,

III.
THE
PROPOSED
FUZZYCONTROL
where the notational superscript “e” stands for the
synchronous reference frame;
,
,
,
,and
stand for the d-axis stator voltage, q-axis stator
voltage, d-axis stator current, q-axis stator current and
the q-axis rotor currents respectively; Rs , Rr , Ls and
Lr denote the stator resistances, rotor resistances,
stator self-inductances and rotor self-inductances. Lm
denotes the mutual inductance; Te and TL represent
the electromagnetic torque and external force load
torque respectively; Jm and Bm are the rotor inertia and
the coefficient of viscous damping, respectively; ωr
and ωrm denote the rotor and motor mechanical
speeds; ωe stands for electrical angular velocity; N is
the number of poles of the motor mechanical speed; p
stands for the differential operator (d/dt). The
notational superscript “s” in Fig.1 stands for stationary
reference frame.
For a DFOIM drive, the flux has to fall entirely on
d-axis. Therefore, the q- axis rotor flux
is set to
zero. The controllers PI-1, PI-2, and PI-3 are chosen to

and the flux

PID

PLUS

The structure of the proposed controller is shown
in Fig. 2.This hybridcontroller comprises of PID
controller inseries with the fuzzy logiccontroller.
Fuzzy logic is developed basedon the output of the
PID controller.
PID Controller:
The steps to acquire the Z-N PID [8] for speed
control of the DFOIM in Fig. 1 are given as follows.
First, we use a fixed step input ω
and a linear
proportional speed controller. The proportional gain of
the speed controller is increased until the DFOIM
reaches its stability limit. As a result, we obtain the
period Tu of the critical oscillation at the stability
limit of the DFOIM with the critical proportional gain
Ku. Next, the values of the parameters KP, TI , TD are
given by
KP= Ku/1.7
TI=Tu/2
TD=TI/4

…. (5)
…. (6)
…. (7)
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where KP is the proportional gain; TI is the
integral time andTD is the derivative time.
Fuzzy Logic Controller:
The output of the PID controller [9] is given as the
input to the fuzzy controller. This fuzzy logic involves
computing using knowledge base and rule base. In
fuzzy systems, input variables are assigned with a
membership function. Each membership function is
assigned with specified values. Fuzzy logic comprises
of three stages.
In the fuzzification process, we only employ three
input membership functions μN(x), μZ(x) and
μP(x)shown in Fig. 3 to map a crisp inputto a fuzzy
set with a degree of certaintywhere x = g(t) or Δg(t)
with g(t) = K1f (t)and Δg(t) = K2Δf (t). Those
threemembership functions are chosen becauseof
their simplicity for computation since alarge number
of membership functions andrules can cause high
computational burdenfor a fuzzy controller. For any
x
N whereN denotes the interval (−∞,0],
itscorresponding linguistic value is ‘N’.Moreover, for
any x P where P denotesthe interval (0,∞) , its
correspondinglinguistic value is ‘P’. For any x Z
whereZ denotes the interval [−b, b], itscorresponding
linguistic value is ‘Z’. Themembership functions
μN(x), μZ(x) and μP(x)are given by

The fuzzy inference engine, based on the
input fuzzy sets in combination with the expert’s
experience, uses adequate IF-THEN rules in
theknowledge base to make decisions and produces
an implied output fuzzy set u. For this particular
application, the proposed IF-THEN fuzzy rule base is
shown in Table 1 and is described as follows:
If Δg(t) N, then u(g(t), Δg(t)) = b .
If Δg(t) P, then u(g(t ), Δg(t)) = −b .
If Δg(t) Z and g(t) N, then u ( g (t), Δ
g (t )) = − b .
If Δg(t) Z and g(t) P, then u ( g (t),
Δg (t )) = b .
If Δg(t) Z and g(t) Z, then u ( g (t),
Δg (t )) = 0 .

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Moreover, the Mamdani-type min operation for
fuzzy inference is employed in this study. In this
mamdani type fuzzy inference, membership functions
like trapezoidal, triangular, are applied to the input
variables.
g(t)

N

Z

P

N

b

b

B

Z

-b

0

B

P

-b

-b

-b

Δg(t)

u

Table 1: Fuzzy rule base
In the defuzzification process, we employ the
‘center of mass’ defuzzification method for
transforming the implied output fuzzy set into a crisp
output, and obtain
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objectives of the PI controllers in Fig. 1, we obtain
.
PI-1
as
220.4162(1+
),
PI-2
as
.

Figure 3.Membership functions with

g(t) or Δg(t)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A computer simulation model of Fig. 1 is
developed using the Matlab/Simulink software. The
parameter values of the 0.14-hp squirrel-cage
induction motor are given as follows:
Rs (Ω) =17 , Rr (Ω) = 11, Ls (H) = 0.196 , Lr (H)
= 0.196 ,Lm (H) =1.88×10-3 , N = 4 , Jm (Kg-cm–s2)
= 2.4×10-4 , Bm (kg − cm) = 9.2×10-3 .
Based on the root-locus method and the control

S

.

) and PI-3 as 15.80574(1+
).
370.0613(1+
S
S
Given a fixed step input ωrm rpm, weobtain the
critical gain Ku = 2.2 and the critical oscillation
period Tu = 0.049 of the DFOIM. From [10], we get
the Z-N PID as 1.29(1+
0.006125 ). To
.
S
design the fuzzy control part of the proposed
controller in Fig. 2, we first set b = 9 and K2 =1 .Then
gains K1 and K3 are varied until the desired system
response under no torque disturbance is achieved.
Inthis regard, we get K1 = 2 and K3 = 3. The Simulink
Fuzzy Logic Toolbox [5] is employed for fuzzy
control simulations.
Fig. 4 shows that the proposed controller performs
better than the Z-N PID under thecondition that the
command speed is increased from 0 to 900 r.p.m and
a load disturbance 1.1Nm is suddenly applied to the
shaft at 4.2 sec. When we use only PID controller the
speed of the induction motor decreased to 877 r.pm
and when we use hybrid controller the speed was 898
r.p.m.
In Fig. 5, the command speed is increased from 0
r.p.m. and reaches 900 r.p.m at 4.25 sec, and then
starts decreasing from 900r.p.m at 8.25 sec. In
addition, no torque disturbance is applied to the shaft.
It shows that the proposed controlleroutperforms
the conventional PID. The speed tracking response of
the PID controller yields large fluctuations when
thespeed command is 900 r.p.m. The tracking
response of the PID controller cannot follow the
command speed properly when the speed command is
decreased from 900 to 0 r.p.m.
In Fig. 6, the command speed is the same as that
in Fig. 5, and a load torque disturbance of 1.1N-m is
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Figure.5 Response of DFOIM using Z-N PID and Z-N PID plus Fuzzy logic controllers under no load disturbance

Figure.6 Response DFOIM using Z-N PID and Z-N PID plus Fuzzy logic controllers under a load
disturbance of 1.1 N-m occurring at the 6th second

V. CONCLUSION
applied to the shaft at the 6th second. It is noted that
the proposed controller yields much smaller tracking
errors than the PID controller. In addition, the
proposed controller takes shorter time to resume the
command speed following than PID controller when
the load disturbance takes place. Accordingly, it is
suggested that the proposed controller has a robust
performance.

In this paper, a novel hybrid Z-N PID plus FLC
based speed control of a DFOIM has been presented.
The proposed controller has exhibited the combined
advantages of a PID controller and a FLC.
Specifically, it can improve the stability, the transient
response and load disturbance rejection of speed
control of a DFOIM. The fuzzy logic and only with
three membership functions are used for each input
and output for low computational burden, which can
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achieve satisfactory results. Simulation and
experiment results have illustrated that the proposed
controller scheme has a good and robust tracking
performance. As suggested in [15] that a modified ZN PID can perform better than a Z-N PID, our future
effort will focus on how to further improve the
performance of the proposed controller herein by
incorporating a modified Z-N PID.
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DESIGN OF DIFFERENT CONTROL STRATEGIES FOR A DIGITAL
EXCITATION CONTROL SYSTEMS
T.HEMANTH KUMAR, P.BARAT KUMA & K.S.R. ANJANEYULU
EEE Department, JNTUA College of Engineering, Anantapur.
Abstract‐ This paper proposes the design of an indirect method for self tuning of the PID controller. The proportionalintegral derivative (PID) controllers are the most popular controllers used in industry because of their remarkable
effectiveness, simplicity of implementation and broad applicability. However, manual tuning of these controllers is time
consuming, tedious and generally lead to poor performance. This tuning which is application specific also deteriorates with
time as a result of plant parameter changes. This paper presents an artificial intelligence (AI) method of Recursive Least
Square method (RLS) algorithm for tuning the optimal proportional-integral derivative (PID) controller parameters for
industrial processes. This approach has superior features, including easy implementation, stable convergence characteristic
and good computational efficiency over the conventional methods. Ziegler- Nichols, tuning method was applied in the PID
tuning and results were compared with the RLS-Based PID for optimum control. Simulation results are presented to show
that the RLS-Based optimized PID controller is capable of providing an improved closed-loop performance over the ZieglerNichols tuned PID controller Parameters. Compared to the heuristic PID tuning method of Ziegler-Nichols, the proposed
method was more efficient in improving the step response characteristics such as, reducing the commissioning time and cost,
with self-tuned PID gains, commissioning is accomplished very quickly with excellent performance results.
Index Terms—Digital voltage regulator, Ziegler- Nichols method, Simulation, generator excitation, recursive least square,
self-tuning of the PID controller.

I. INTRODUCTION
An optimally-tuned excitation system offers
benefits in overall operating performance during
transient conditions caused by the following: 1)
system faults; 2) disturbances; or 3) motor starting.
During motor starting, a fast excitation system will
minimize the generator voltage dip and reduce the
I2R heating losses of the motor. After a fault, a fast
excitation system will improve transient stability by
holding up the system and providing positive
damping to system oscillations. Additional
advantages include the following: 1) improved relay
coordination; and 2) first swing transient stability. A
well tuned excitation system will minimize voltage
overshoot after a disturbance and avoid the nuisance
tripping of the generator protection relays
Modern excitation control systems are
constructed using either static or rotary excitation.
The voltage source of an excitation control system is
derived from the generator terminals (shunt
configuration) or from a separate external power
source. Illustrating generator gain. A linear model is
applicable to the excitation control system with an
external power input. For a shunt configuration, it is
modeled as a bilinear system. A rotary excitation
system with a shunt power input is considered here.
The controller gains are determined using several
excitation system parameters, such as the voltage
loop gain, open-circuit time constants, etc. [1]. These
parameters vary not only with the system loading
conditions as illustrated by Fig. 1.

Fig.1 Generator saturation curve illustrating generator gain

but also with the system configuration-dependent
gains such as the power input voltage. The
calculation of loop gain requires several excitation
system parameters that are generally not available
during comissioning time [2].
Many times, there is no access to the actual
equipment but only to a manufacturer’s data sheet, or
some typical data set. For this case, the only available
Measurement to verify the excitation system
performance as shown in fig.2 is the combined
response
of
the
exciter
and
generator.

Fig.2 phase shift of exciter,generator and combined system
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Table.1 Ziegler-Nichols open-loop tuning rule

Under these conditions, commissioning of a
new voltage regulator becomes a challenging task.
One solution to reduce the commissioning time and
cost is to automatically tune the PID controller. The
simplified block diagram is illustrated in Fig.3 and
the self-tuning controller was introduced in [6]. It
continuously
identifies
time-varying
system
parameters and adjusts controller gains to minimize a
properly selected performance index. Application to
the automatic voltage regulators (AVRs) is reported.

III.SELF-EXCITED EXCITATION CONTROL
SYSTEM
The basic block diagram of a self-exciting
excitation control system with the PID block utilized
in the AVR control loop is shown in Fig. 4. In
addition to the PID block, the system loop gain (KG)
provides an adjustable term to compensate for the
variations in the system input voltage to the powerconverting bridge. The transfer function Gc(s) of the
conventional PID controller may be expressed as
GC(S)=KG(Kp
+
)
..(1)

VREF is the generator voltage reference
VT is sensed generator voltage
VN is noise in terminal voltage sensing
VP is power input voltage
VR is voltage regulator output
Fig.3 simplified block diagram of excitation control with AVR

Where
KG is the loop gain
KP is the proportional gain
KI is the integral gain
KD is the derivative gain
TD is the derivative filter time constant
s is the Laplace operator

Recently, several Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO)-based algorithms have been successfully
implemented to determine the PID controller gains,
[4] and [5]. These were developed for the linear
system. Furthermore, these methods are not
applicable if the time constants of the generator and
exciter are not available.

As shown in Fig. 3, the PID controller output is
multiplied by the power input voltage (VP ). For the
external power input Fig. 3. simplified excitation
control system with AVR. VP becomes a constant.
Thus, linear system theory can be applied for smallsignal stability. If the power input is derived from the
generator voltage for the self excitation application,
i.e., VP = KTVT where KT is a gain that represents a
power transformer, the exciter field voltage is the PID
control output multiplied by a factor of the generator
terminal voltage and the excitation control system
becomes a bilinear system.

II. TUNING OF PID CONTROLLER USING
ZIEGLER NICHOLS METHOD
The first method of Z-N tuning is based on
the open-loop step response of the system. The open
loop system’s S shaped response is characterized by
the parameters, namely the process time constant T
and L. These parameters are used to determine the
controller’s tuning parameters. The second method of
Z-N tuning is closed-loop tuning method that requires
the determination of the ultimate gain and ultimate
period. The method can be interpreted as a technique
of positioning one point on the Nyquist curve
(Astrom and Hagglund, 1995). This can be achieved
by adjusting the controller gain (Ku) till the system
undergoes sustained oscillations (at the ultimate gain
or critical gain), whilst maintaining the integral time
constant (Ti) at infinity and the derivative time
constant (Td) at zero. This paper uses the second
method as shown in table 1.

1) Calculation of the RMS Value of generator voltage
Generator Voltage
The generator voltage (VT) in the above
figure is expressed as the rms value, which may be
calculated based on the number of samples per period
of the nominal generator frequency. If the system
frequency varies, the sampling interval should be
changed in order to calculate accurate rms and phasor
information. A variable interval sampling scheme is
utilized in some digital regulators.
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(2). Consideration of Noise in Generator Voltage

combination of the following: 1) the power amplifier;
2) exciter; and 3) generator gains. The gain KG in Fig.
3 is used for compensating variations in the system
configuration-dependent gains such as power input
voltage (VP ) and saturation effects, i.e., KGKS =1.
The gain KG is estimated based on a steady-state
condition near rated generator voltage. This is
accomplished using a robust controller that includes a
soft start feature. The soft start feature is designed to
avoid a large voltage overshoot during voltage
buildup. The PI controller is utilized to achieve a
steady-state condition, at which the regulator output
and terminal voltage are measured. The steady-state
condition is determined when the generator voltage
variation is less than 0.005 p.u. for more than 10 s.
The regulator output and generator voltage are
utilized to determine the system loop gain KG. The
steps for calculating the loop gain are as follows.
1) Check the residual voltage with zero regulator
output.
2) Find the open-loop output corresponding to the
residual voltage.
3) Find the regulator output corresponding to the
nominal generator voltage using a PI controller.
4) Calculate the loop gain, KG = VR/VT where VR
and VT are the PI controller output and generator
voltage used in the PI controller, respectively.

Today’s digital voltage regulators are
designed to achieve about 0.25% regulation accuracy
at rated voltage. Accuracy is mostly determined by
the truncation error in the A/D converter and thermal
noise in the interface circuits. In general, the
calculation error is negligible since all calculations
are achieved by a floating-point arithmetic. IEEE Std.
421.5 recommends a 2% step response for testing or
analyzing performance of an excitation control loop.
Thus, generator voltages due to small perturbation in
excitation are measured with a very poor signal-tonoise ratio. For example, the relative accuracy of a
2% step response test may exhibit a 10% error in
measurement, which makes it difficult to identify the
exciter and generator time constants. This results in
very slow convergence which is not compatible with
today’s fast excitation system requirements.
IV. SELF-TUNING STRATEGY
In order to make the self-exciting control
system a linear system, a simple feedback
linearization loop is implemented as shown in Fig. 4.
The power input voltage is estimated every 50 ms
based on the generator rms voltage scaled by the
transformer ratio and rated exciter field voltage at no
load. The controller output is scaled by the power
input voltage to eliminate the bilinear effect.

Fig. 5 Identification using RLS
Fig. 4 Feedback linearization of self excited control system

B. Estimation of the Time Constants

As the sampling time (TSI) of the inner loop
decreases, the bilinear characteristic disappears in the
system response. The selection of 50 ms has been
determined based on the simulation results with time
constants of the industrial excitation control system
under practical noise environment. With inner loop
control implemented, a linear estimation algorithm
can be utilized. Thus, the plant transfer function G(s)
is approximated as

RLS with linearization via feedback is
depicted in Fig. 5. A closed-loop control system with
proportional gain is used, which makes the system
stable as well as it operates continuously in a linear
region, i.e., not in the saturation region. The white
noise disturbance is added to the P-controller output
(VC). The variance of the white noise is automatically
adjusted to maintain the terminal voltage within 0.6–
1.0 p.u. The resultant regulator output and generator
terminal voltage are sampled every 400 ms and are
utilized for estimating the time constants. The closedloop reference is selected to regulate at 80% of the
rated voltage. The actual input to the exciter field
is the controller output scaled with an estimate of the
power input voltage. Thus, the bilinear characteristic
caused by a shunt configuration is canceled and the
exciter and generator can be modeled as a linear
system.

Where Ks ,TE and ′ are the system gains, exciter
and generator time constants respectively
A. Estimation of the System Gain
As shown in Fig. 1, the system gain varies with the
operating conditions. Note that the system gain is the
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Using the zero-order hold method to convert from
continuous to discrete form, the generator output at
the kth sample time (k = 1, . . . , N) is expressed in
terms of the regulator output, uk and the generator
output yk as
yk = a0+a1yk−1+ a2yk−2 +buk−1+ b2uk−2

approach is considered. The PID controller design
using pole-zero cancellation method forces the two
zeros resulting from the PID controller to cancel the
two poles of the plant. The placement of zeros is
achieved via appropriate choice of controller gains.
The open-loop transfer function of the system
becomes

..(3)

G(s).GC(s)=

where a0 is used to account for any bias error in the
control system. In least square estimation, unknown
parameters of a linear model are chosen in such a way
that the sum of the squared errors between the
actually observed and computed generator voltage is
minimum

..(12)

′

′

For the pole-zero cancellation, we set
′

Ø α

E(α,N)=∑

2

′

..(4)

′

where αT = [a1 a2 b1 b2 a0] and φTk= [yk−1 yk−2 uk−1
uk−2 1]. Solving for the system parameter α, we
develop the closed-form solution as follows:
It is possible to manipulate the above equation into a
recursive form, which is more efficient for real-time
estimation [3]. The recursive form is given by

Thus, the transfer function gets reduced to

α

The closed-loop transfer function then becomes

∑

Ø Ø

LK=PK-1-PK-1Ø [Ø P

∑

Ø

PK= (I-LKØ )PK-1

λ]-1

..(5)

G

..(6)
..(7)

λ

α =α

Ø

G(s).GC(s)=

+LK[YK-Ø α

]
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To simplify the design of the PID controller,
we assume that KS = 1, and TD = 0. Thus, the plant
transfer function G(s) is given as
′

)

..(15)
′

′

..(16)

.

..(17)

At first, the idea of pole-zero cancellation
might seem academic since the exact pole zero
cancellation is virtually impossible. The root locus
plots for cases where the actual and estimated time
constants are off by ±20% appear significantly
different. Experiment shows that in spite of these
differences, the designed controller parameters result
in performance that is acceptable for most generator
sets with the exciter time constant about one-tenth of
the generator time constant. Secondly, the PID
controller is designed via a variation of pole

C. Calculation of PID Gains

)(

.

=

It can be seen that KD depends on the plant
parameters and the desired rise time. Once we
establish KD, we can calculate KI and KP from the
equations discussed above.

where Ts is the sampling time

G(s)= (

′

.

If tr is the specified rise time which is defined as the
time required for the response to rise from 10%–90%
of its final value, the value of KD is obtained by
′

=-TS/log(

..(14)

′

The time response of the closed-loop system to a unit
step input is as follows:

..(8)

Where λ is a forgetting factor between zero and one.
The forgetting factor of 0.9 is utilized based on
experiments with various generators and the initial
value of 30 is used for the diagonal element of the
covariance matrix. With the estimated values α, the
time constants of the generator and the exciter are
calculated as follows
′

G

..(13)

..(11)

Two methods are suggested for designing PID
controllers [1]. First, the pole-zero cancellation
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3) Estimation of the generator and exciter time
constants using RLS;
4) Calculation of the PID controller gains using
estimated time constants (TE and Tdo);
5) Step response with real-time monitoring. The field
engineer activates the self-tuning mode using this PC
program. The system parameters (system gain and
exciter/ generator time constants) are then estimated
and the PID gains are calculated using either polezero cancellation or pole placement design methods.

placement method. In this method, the desired closed
loop pole locations are decided on the basis of
meeting a transient response specification. In one
possible approach, the design forces the overall
closed-loop system to be a dominantly second-order
system. Specifically, we force the two dominant
closed-loop poles to be a complex conjugate pair, say
s = −a ± jb, resulting in an under damped response.
The third pole is chosen to be a real pole, say s = −c,
and is placed so that the natural mode of response
from it is five times faster than the dominant poles.
The open-loop transfer function Gc(s)G(s) is given as

VI. TEST RESULTS
The performance of the proposed self-tuning
algorithm was verified using a implified first-order
exciter and generator simulation models. Estimation
results of the proposed method are shown in Table II
& III

The PID controller gains, KI, and KD are then
analytically determined by solving the characteristic
equation

For s = −a + jb, resulting in two equations,
and s = −c giving the third equation. We thus have
three equations with three unknown controller gains
which are solved to get these three gains. The
controller also results in two zeros. The effect of the
zeros on the transient response is compensated by the
overdesign and involves a ziegler nichols method.
The root locus of each method to see the effect of
zeros is discussed in [1].
V. DESIGN OF SELF-TUNING DIGITAL
VOLTAGE REGULATOR
The self-tuning method of a PID controller
described in the previous section was derived for a
rotary excitation system with the voltage source from
the generator terminals (shunt configuration). This
technique is also applicable to other types of
excitation control systems with some modifications.
In order to show its effectiveness and applicability to
industrial environment, the proposed algorithm was
implemented into an available commercial voltage
regulator developed for a small size generator set
(less than 10 MVA). In general, this type of regulator
has been designed cost-effectively and the size of
memory and computation power is limited. The rms
calculation of the generator voltage is calculated
every half cycle (8.3 ms for 60-Hz system). The selftuning algorithm is updated every 400 ms. During
calculation of the system gain KG, the amplitude of
the regulator output is adjusted to maintain the
voltage regulation in a linear region at about 80% of
the rated generator voltage. A MATLAB program
was developed for a simple user interface to the
digital voltage regulator with the self-tuning function.
The following features are implemented in the PC
program:
1) Basic diagnostic functions
2) Estimation of the loop gain using closed loop with
PI controller;

Fig. 6 Simulation diagram for generator output

Fig. 7 Simulation diagram for regulator output

Table II: Optimized PID Parameters
Tuning
Method
Z-N PID
RLS-PID

Kp

Ki

Kd

190
58

540
110

30
6.5

Table III: Estimation results of the proposed method
for self excited external power input
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Time constants
RLS
(0.15,2.0)

(0.16,2.0)

(0.3,3.0)

(0.29,3.0)

(0.5,4.0)

(0.49,3.98)

Fig. 7.4 the generator output with self tuned values

In Fig 7.4 the generator outputs AVR with self tuned
values and the exciter, generator time constants are
evaluated. The response of the generator values came
in less commissioning time when compared to Fig
7.2.

Fig. 7.1 the regulator output

In fig. 7.1 the regulator output by using Z-N values a
peak over shoot occur due to the improper gains,

Fig. 7.5 the regulator output with self tuned values with
proposed estimation

In Fig 7.5 the regulator outputs AVR with self tuned
values and the exciter ,generator time constants with
the proposed RLS method are commissioned .In Fig
7.1 the peak over shoot is maximum when compared
to Fig 7.3 the peak over shoot reduced due to the self
tuned gains and in Fig 7.5 the peak over shoot
reduced much compared to Fig 7.3

Fig.7.2 the generator output

In Fig 7. 2 the generator output is shown, the x-axis is
the time in seconds and y axis is termed as voltage.
the response due to the AVR response with Z-N
values

In Fig 7.6 the generator outputs AVR with self tuned
values and the exciter, generator time constants with
the proposed RLS method are commissioned.

Fig. 7.3 the regulator output with self tuned values

In Fig 7.3 the regulator outputs AVR with self tuned
values and the exciter ,generator time constants are
existed. the peak over shoot reduced due to the self
tuned gains.

Fig.7.6 the generator output with self tuned values with
proposed estimation
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estimated at a steady-state condition of the closed
loop with a PI controller. Time constants of the
exciter and generator were identified with RLS.. With
self-tuning of the PID gains, commissioning of a
generator excitation control system can be
accomplished very quickly with excellent
performance results.

The performance of the proposed self-tuning
algorithm was tested using a D-G Set, which consists
of a 75-kW, 208-Vac, 1800-r/min, 3φ synchronous
generator. The no-load excitation for this generator is
provided by a self excited 0.3-A, 7-V dc, ac exciter.,
PID gains (KP = 190, KI = 540, KD = 30, and TD =
0.0) were selected that were obtained for another
generator by a conventional method using Z-N
method. Since the factory gain for KG = 50 caused a
large overshoot, it was reduced to KG = 1.0 to
achieve a reasonable response [see Fig. 7.1]. Voltage
step response was carried out to compare the
performance of these gains to the self-tuned gains.
(KP = 58, KI = 110, and KD = 6.5). The time constant
for the derivative term was selected as TD = 0.03 to
reduce the noise effect. Significantly less
commissioning time was required to establish the
system PID constants using the self-tuning feature.
The voltage step responses of the two methods are
illustrated.Fig. 7.1 and 7.2 illustrates a large
overshoot which is caused by improper gains. A fast
step response with much less overshoot is obtained
with the self-tuned gain [Fig. 7.3 and 7.4]. In Fig. 7.1
and 7.2, the voltage steps up and down responses are
asymmetric. The large overshoot in the step up
response is caused by an asymmetric high forcing
limit. This is a typical response for a rotary excitation
control system which has no negative field forcing.
For this case, the selection of the proper controller
gains is more important.
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Abstract:-The paper presents the isolated full-bridge boost converter with active clamp and a new active-clamping
algorithm to improve the efficiency . In the proposed method, the resonance between the clamp capacitor and the leakage
inductor is utilized to reduce switching losses.The detailed analysis of a full bridge ZCS PWM converter that is suitable for
high power dc applications. Based on the features of high voltage power supplies, the converter utilizes parasitic
components, particularly for the high voltage transformer, and employs fixed frequency phase shift control to implement soft
switching commutations. The current voltage fed bidirectional DC_DC converter can realize ZVS for the switches with the
use of the phase shift technology. In order to solve the losses problems a novel phase shift plus PWM control ZVS
bidirectional DC-DC converter is proposed, which adopts active clamping branch and PWM technology. Current-fed DCDC converters like current fed full bridge converters or boost converters with autotransformer, which are appropriate
solutions in medium power fuel cell systems, The need of clamping circuits is to protect the main semiconductors against
overvoltage’s. The energy of the clamping circuits is recovered. It is called active clamping and the energy is fed to the
converter’s secondary side. A new active snubber cell that overcomes most of the drawbacks of the normal “Zero voltage
transition pulse width modulation” converter is proposed to contrive a new family of ZVT-PWM converters. Converter with
snubber cell can operate at light load also .Also the auxiliary diodes are subjected to voltage and current values at allowable
levels .Moreover the conductor has a simple structure ,low cost and ease of control. Additionally at full output power in the
proposed converter, the main switch loss is about 27% and the total circuit loss is about 36% of that in its counterpart hard
switching converter, and so the overall efficiency, which is about 91% in the hard switching case, increases to about 97%.
Keywords: Active clamp, dc-dc power conversion,pulse width modulator, soft switching, full bridge converter, zero current
switching, zero voltage switching, renewable energy system, Fuel cell system, Snubber.

I

to verify the operation principle of the proposed
converter. Been widely used in industry due to their
high power density, fast transient response and ease
of control. Higher power density and faster transient
response can be achieved by increasing switching
frequency. However, the more switching frequency
increases, the more switching losses and
electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise occur. For
this reason, the switching frequency can be increased
by decreasing the switching losses through circuits
called snubber cells. In literature, there are many
types of proposed snubber cells, such as RC/RCD,
polarized/nonpolarized, resonant/nonresonant, and
active/passive snubbers. In resonant converters,
switching losses are significantly reduced by means
of the commutations which are realized with either
zero voltage switching (ZVS) or zero current
switching (ZCS). But, in these types of converters,
excessive voltage and current stresses occur, and
power density is lower and control is harder than
normal PWM converters.

INTRODUCTION

In the high power bidirectional DC-DC converter
with an active clamp can be used to limit the
overshoot of bridge switch’s turn off voltage and
enable the energy stored in the transformer leakage
inductance to be used for ZVS. The turn off loss in
the clamp switches contributes a significant portion to
the total loss. We can minimize this loss by using a
soft switching active clamp scheme utilizing the
resonance between the clamp capacitor and the
leakage inductor. Here in our proposed work high
voltage version FB-ZCS PWM converter, including
steady state analysis, small signal
modeling,
generalizing major features of the converter and
simulation verification for a TWT(Traveling Wave
Tube) application.[2] The proposed converter makes
use of the parasitic components (capacitance and
inductance) to implement ZCS operation. Main
advantage is that, rectifier diodes at high voltage side
operate with ZVS. A current-voltage-fed PSP ZVS
BDC based on an isolated dual boost converter and a
half bridge converter is proposed. The converter with
an active clamping branch avoids the voltage spike,
and also restrains the start-inrush current. By PWM
control of the switches across the terminals are well
matched, which reduces the circulating conduction
losses, also realizes ZVS from no load to full load.
The decoupling control of Phase-shift (PS) and PWM
is realized by two independence close-loops control
circuits.3] A 22-32V / 270V 1.5kW prototype is built

Fig 1 Basic dc to dc converter
th
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lead to a significant simplification of the thermal
design of the clamp switch.
II.2 Overview ZCS PWM converter for high voltage
and high power application Here the detailed analysis
of full bridge zero current switch PWM converter that
is suitable for high voltage and high power DC
applications. Based on the features of high voltage
power supplies the converter utilizes parasitic
components, particularly for the high voltage
transformer and employs fixed frequency phase shift
control to implement switching commutations.[3]
Small signal model based on the averaging method is
created and simulated results for typical travelling
wave tube load are given

II . OVERVIEW OF A SOFT-SWITCHING
ACTIVE CLAMPING
The isolated full-bridge boost converter with active
clamp is described and a new active-clamping
algorithm to improve the efficiency is suggested.
[2]The resonance between the clamp capacitor and
the leakage inductor is utilized to reduce switching
losses. The loss analysis is performed by simulation
and the improved performance is confirmed by
experimental results is obtained.

Fig :2.1 Full bridge isolated converter with active clamp
Fig: 2.2.1 A conventional FB-ZCS toplogy.

The efficiency of the converter can be improved by
reducing the turn-off loss of the clamp switch. When
the clamp branch conducts in the clamp capacitor and
the leakage inductance resonate. By properly
designing the resonant period, the clamp switch can
be turned off at the nearly zero current switching
condition. To achieve this, the design criterion of the
clamp capacitor must be different from the previously
proposed criterion.

The simplified circuit is shown .in which capacitance
is connected both primary and secondary side of
transformer in order to reduce the harmonics

Fig:2.2.2 simplified high voltage FB-ZCS converter

The various steady state characteristics curves with
the new simplified circuit is shown .

Fig 2.2 ZCS turn-off of the clamp switch current

Once the effective duty ratio, D, is determined, the
clamp switch on-time is made to be close to threefourths of the resonance period by the following
design criterion in Eq(2).Fig. 4 shows the ZCS turnoff condition meeting the proposed criterion. A softswitching active clamp scheme for the high power
isolated full-bridge converter is proposed. Using the
resonance between the transformer leakage inductor
and the clamp capacitor during the operation of the
clamp branch, the switch turn-off loss is minimized,
and the efficiency is improved. These results also

Fig: 2.2.3 half period waveforms of FB-ZCS converter
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VCc. The current of the leakage inductor Lr is stage
[t2, t3]: At t2, S1 is turned off .Lr, C1 and Ca1 begin
to resonant, C1 is charged, Ca1 is discharged. The
current of Lr is Stage 4 [t3, t4] . At t3, the voltage
across Ca1 attempts to overshoot the negative rail.
Da1 is therefore forward biased. During this period,
Sa1 can be turned on at zero voltage. The voltage
across C1 is clamped at VCc. The current of Lr rises
to a positive value.
[t4, t5] At t4, the current of Lris positive. D3 turns
on. During this period, S3 can be turned on at zero
voltage. The current of Lr is iLr=I(0). The power
flows from V1 side to V2 side. At t5, starting the
second half cycle, which is similar to the first half
cycle.
The waveform obtained from the proposed circuit is
shown here in which it is in the boost mode

The waveforms obtained shows the feasibility of the
simplified new circuit with capacitor connected in
both primary and secondary winding of transformer
.the converter has the ability to incorporate parasitic
components and also to function with constant
frequency operations.
II.3 OVERVIEW OF ZVS BIDIRECTIONAL
CONVERTER WITH PHASE SHIFT PLUS
PWM CONVERTER
The current voltage fed bidirectional DC-DC
converter can realize ZVS for the switches with the
use of phase shift technology .the current –fed
switches suffers from high voltage spike and high
circulating conduction losses.A current voltage fed
PSP(phase shift plus) ZVS bidirectional converter
based on an dual boost converter and a half bridge
converter is proposed, in which the active clamping
branch avoids the voltage spike, achieve ZVS of the
switches and also restrains the start inrush current.[3]

Fig:2.3.1 The novel PSP ZVS bidirectional converter

The BDC has two operation modes, the energy
flowing from V1 side to V2 side is defined as Boost
mode, and the counterpart is defined as Buck mode.
Before the analysis, the following assumptions are
given: 1) All the active power devices are ideal
switches with parallel body diodes and parasitic
capacitors, 2) The inductance L1 and L2 are large
enough to be treated as two current sources with
value of 0.5I1,3) The transformer T is ideal one with
series leakage inductor Lr. hows the key waveforms
in the Boost mode. One complete switching cycle can
be divided into ten periods .Because of the similarity,
only a half switching cycle is described in detail.
Stage 0 [Before t0]. S1, Sa2 and S4 are conducting.
The current of the leakage inductor Lr isiLr=-I(0).
The power flows from V1 side to V2 side. Stage 1
[t0, t1]: At t0, Sa2 is turned off.Lr, C2 and Ca2 begin
to resonant, C2 is discharged and Ca2 is charged.
Stage 2 [t1, t2] At t1, the voltage across C2 attempts
to overshoot the negative rail. D2 is therefore forward
biased. During this period, S2 can be turned on at
zero voltage. The voltage across Ca2 is clamped at

Fig :2.3.2

Key waveform in the boosting mode

An novel ZVS bidirectional dc-dc converter with PS
plus PWM control, which has the following been
used because, The converter avoids the voltage spike
with the use of an active clamping branch Sa1, Sa2
and Cc. The PS plus PWM control reduces
circulating current and expands the ZVS range. The
decoupling control realizes the energy conversion
freely, which has the high steady and dynamic
performance.
II.4 OVERVIEW OF ACTIVE CLAMP
CURRENT FED
DC/DC CONVERTER
IN FUEL CELL INVERTER
Current-fed dc/dc converters like current-fed full
bridge converters or boost converters with
autotransformer, which are appropriate solutions in
medium power fuel cell systems, need clamping
circuits to protect the main semiconductors against
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overvoltages[4]. Depending on the stray inductances
of the inductive components the power drawn by the
clamping circuit can be up to 5-10 % of the
converter’s transferred power. The paper describes
methods to recover the energy of the clamping
circuit.
(sometimes called “active clamping”) and to feed it
directly into the converter’s secondary side.
Behaviour of the clamping circuits is shown and
analysed. Also the semiconductor losses of the
switches in the clamping circuit are derived for both
converters

Fig :2.4.3 Waveforms of a current fed full bridge converter
with internal clamping energy feedback (from simulation).

Fig :2.4.1 Current-fed dc/dc converter with galvanic isolation:
current-fed full bridge converter.

II.5 Overview of a new ZVT –PWM DC-DC
converter
The paper describes a new active snubber cell that
overcomes most of the drawbacks of the normal zero
voltage transition –pulse width modulation (ZVTPWM) converter is proposed to contrive a family of
ZVT-PWM converters .most of the semiconductor
devices in this converter are turned on or off under
exact or near zero voltage switching or zero current
switching [5].
Higher power density and faster transient response
can be increased by increasing switching frequency.
the more switching frequency ,the more switching
loses and electromagnetic interference noise occur
.the switching frequency can be increased by
decreasing the switches loses through the circuits
called the snubber cell.

Fig :2.4.2 Current-fed dc/dc converter: boost converter
with autotransformer.

For the analysis of the operating behaviour the same
assumptions as for the full bridge converter have been
made: no losses in semiconductors, capacitive and
inductive components. The tapped inductor is
modelled by the turns ratio n as defined in section
2.3, the primary leakage inductance L1 and the
secondary leakage inductance L2 . Furthermore the
short time of the switching-off commutation process
of the secondary diode D1 is neglected. The
simulated waveforms shown here are also conducive
to illustrate the operating behaviour of the converters
.shows waveforms for the current fed full bridge
converter, fig. 6 shows waveforms for the boost
converter with autotransformer both with internal
energy feedback. In both simulation models the
clamping transistor Tcl is driven using PWM. Figure
5 and show the waveforms for a clamping time
interval shorter than its maximum permissible value
(tcl < T/2 - td for the current fed full bridge converter;
tcl < T - ton for the boost converter with
autotransformer ).

Fig 2.5.1:Circuit scheme of the proposed new ZVT-PWM
converter.
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Fig : 3.1 proposed circuit

This circuit basically consists of the IGBT and have
following advantages The presence of a transformer
in the auxiliary circuit provides a path for energy that
would be trapped in the auxiliary circuit[3.1]. Energy
can be transferred to the output instead of
contributing to conduction losses. The auxiliary
circuit is adaptive as the greater the energy that would
be trapped in the circuit, the greater the energy that is
transferred to the output, since the trapped energy is
the main cause of circulating current. Soft switching
is possible in ZCS DC-DC PWM full bridge boost
converter .Thus the proposed converter is more
efficient than the existing converter. Power factor is
also improved in the proposed system.
IV. CONCLUSION

Fig 2.5.2 key waveforms concerning the operation stages in the
proposed soft switching converter.

We can conclude from the above case study base on
the different converters is that a new ZCS PWM DCDC full bridge boost converter is proposed for better
output. The proposed converter is well suited to be
used as a fuel cell converter where low input voltage
to high output voltage conversion is required .The
use of ZVS converters is preferred for applications
where MOSFETs are used where the input voltage is
high and the input current is low or medium, and
where turn-on switching losses dominate. The use of
ZCS converters is preferred in applications where
insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) are used
where the input current is high, and where conduction
losses dominate.

The proposed converter operates at light load
condition without any problems .any additional
voltage and current stresses on the main device d’nt
take place and the auxiliary devices are subjected to
allowable voltage and current values .additionally at
full output power in the proposed soft switching
converter ,the main switch loss is about 27% and the
total circuit loss is about 36%.of that in its counter
parts ,hard switching converter ,and so overall
efficiency increases to about 97% from 91%.
III. PROPOSED WORK
Conventially the circuit used are generally consists of
MOSFETS in the inverter circuit but in our proposed
work we introduce a IGBT. Some the disadvantages
in the exisisting circuits are When energy is
transferred to load ,it is getting reduced and
conduction loss also increases .Auxiliary circuit
which is connected in parallel is active for short
duration of time which produces circulating current
which contributes to significant amount of losses
.Soft switching is not possible in the existing system
.Increased peak current stresses in the full bridge
switches. An uncontrolled voltage spike and
significant voltage ringing can appear across the main
converter switches. To overcome this problem we
introduced the proposed circuit
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PLACEMENT OF SYNCHROPHASOR IN DEREGULATED POWER
SYSTEM USING MODIFIED INTENSIVE WEED ALGORITHM.
VEENA.A, KRISHAN MOHAN, RIMA BARUA & ALOK KUMAR DAS
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Abstract:- Various techniques stress on optimal placement of PMU in power system so as to increase the observability and
redundancy. The PMU is a device that helps in fault detection prior to its occurrence. Before the advent of PMU State
estimation was the method employed to detect faults. Since there were many disadvantages in it many methods of PMU
came into existence. Following are the techniques discussed in the paper:State Estimation, Intensive Weed Algorithm.

One method for the detection of bad data is the
examination of the measurements and if the
measurements deviate from expected values by some
preset threshold values or reference values.

INTRODUCTION:
The power system, in earlier days was dominated by
Investors Owned Utilities. The generation,
transmission, distribution was completely under the
(IOU). This led to various complications in regards to
protection and there was a remarkable increase in the
faults. In the due course of time, various private
owners came into existence. This gave birth to the
concept of deregulated Power Systems. The private
owners faced competitions among each other. This
led to increased efficiency, reliable power
distribution. The power quality increased many folds
and the cost effectiveness played a vital role. But, still
the problem of fault occurrence was persistent.
Several blackouts were witnessed in various parts of
the world. To prevent this various techniques came
into existence, among which the newest is the
placement of a Phasor Measurement Unit or a
Synchrophasor. This is device which helps in
detecting the fault prior to its occurrence, thus
helping in rectifying the faults and protecting the
power system. The main aim of this paper is to
reduce the number of PMUs used in IEEE 9 bus
system, so as to make most of the system observable
under one single PMU.

DISADVANTAGES:
Due to the fact that state estimators tend to not
accurately represent the system during times of use of
incorrect measurements (a condition which is flagged
by the estimator), the system operators might turn off
this function, have low confidence in the displayed
values, or ignore the displayed values.
Another problem that causes state estimators
inaccuracies is the model itself. Generally the simple
linear model
Hx=z
is used where the
H = measurement model (processing matrix),
x = state vector, and x = measurements.
If the process matrix is incorrect, the model does not
represent what is physically happening in the system.
The detection of both erroneous data and improper
formation of the process matrix may be done by
examining the residual of the equation
Hx=z.
The common technique in correcting the issue of
unobservable areas is to provide an estimate
of what the readings are in the unobservable areas to
create an entire system model.

STATE ESTIMATION:
One key element of modern energy management
systems is a state estimator: a state estimator uses
system inputs and a system model to obtain and
depict the power system states (mainly bus voltage
magnitudes and phase angles). Many utilities have
state estimators in the package of energy management
systems. Mr.Schweppe was one of the first to
formulate static state estimation for a power network
based on the power flow model. The basic idea is to
estimate the states of the power network. There is no
direct relation between the known states and the
desired unknown quantities, which becomes a major
drawback. Weighting is the practice of accounting for
the confidence in a measurement. There are cases
when we come across erroneous data. The data that
are erroneous must be identified and eliminated.

PHASOR MEASUREMENT UNIT :
Phasor measurement unit is a device which records
the phase angles between current and voltage and
notes the rate of change of frequency w.r.t. time.
PMUs are equipped with Global Positioning Systems
receivers. The GPS receivers allow for the
synchronization of the several readings taken at
distant points.
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PROBLEM FORMULATION:
A PMU placed in a certain bus must make most of
the system observable. Thus it is essential to make the
system observable using the minimum number of
PMU. Since PMU is an Expensive equipment
reducing its numbers.
The problem formulation of PMU involves inclusion
of two variables namely,
Cost variable: wi
Decision variable: xi
f(x): vector, whose value is non-zero.

PMUs were developed from the invention of the
symmetrical component distance relay (SCDR). The
SCDR development outcome was a recursive
algorithm for calculating symmetrical components of
voltage and current.
Synchronization is made
possible with the advent of the GPS satellite system.
The GPS system is a system of 36 satellites (of which
24 are used at one time) to produce time signals at the
earth’s surface. GPS receivers can resolve these
signals into {x,y,z,t} coordinates. The t coordinate is
time.

Where,

This is accomplished by solving the

IEEE 9 Bus System:

distance= (rate) (time)
Equation in three dimensions using satellite signals.
The PMU records the sequence currents and voltage
the reading with time obtained by the GPS receiver.
ADVANTAGES:
1.

2.

The PMU could measure, the once deemed
as immeasurable, phase difference between
voltage and current.
It is possible to achieve accuracy of
synchronization of 1 microsecond or 0.021°
for 60 hertz signal. This is well in the
suitable range of measuring power
frequency voltages and current. When
completing a state estimation of a power
system one of the states, which are being
determined, is the voltage angle at each bus.

DISADVANTAGES:
The major drawbacks of PMU are as follows:
1.
2.

The bus connectivity matrix is denoted by ‘A’
therefore let,

The device is very expensive.
It is very huge, making it immovable and
difficult to use.
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The matrix formed above is out of the case
constraints denoted by f(x) which is > = 1.
INTENSIVE
ALGORITHM :

WEED

OPTIMIZATION

This technique uses the example of weeds to solve
the PMU problem.

f1 = x1+ x4

When seeds are spread across a stretch of land, the
seeds bury themselves deep in the soil and start
rooting. These seeds gradually develop into plants
these plants inturn give seeds which again try to find
space to grow… In this process the weeker plants
tend to die and the stronger ones are alive. This goes
by the famous principle of SURVIVAL OF THE
FITTEST.

f2 = x2 + x8
f3 = x3 + x6
f4 = f1 + f4 + f5 + f9
f5 = f4 + f5 + f6
f6 = f5 + f6 + f4

ALGORITHM:

f7 = f5 + f6 + f7

1)A finite number of seeds is spread over the entire
search area.

f8 = f6 + f7 + f8
f9 = f2+ f7+ f8+ f9

2) Each seed will develop and grow into a flowering
plant and produce seeds depending on the fitness.
3) All the newly produced seeds are randomly
dispersed to the whole search area to produce new
plants.

f(x) > =1
Various methods have come up trying to solve the
issue of optimal PMU placement.

4) This process gets repeated until maximum number
of plants is reached; now only plants with best fitness
can survive and produce seeds and others will get
eliminated. The process will continue until maximum
number of iterations is reached and hopefully the
plant with the best fitness is closest to the optimal
solution.

Among which few are as follows:
.Ant Colony Optimization
GPS timing
Binary Integer
Genetic Algorithm
Artificial Intelligence Technique
Modified Intensive Weed Algorithm.(MIWA)
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5. All plants which is most unfit, i.e. matrix with even
one zero in any row is eliminated in the first step.

Flow Chart:

6. This step helps to eliminate all the possible chance
of unobservability of any bus.
7. Similarly, all unfit plants are selectively removed
and lastly a situation is reached in which optimal
number of PMUs is found.
8. For a nine bus system the result is PMUs placed at
4,6,8 give us complete observability.
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7 Bus System:

1. This is the first step in PMU placement problem.
After connectivity matrix is formed the next step is
initialization of seeds, i.e. a finite number of seeds is
distributed in the whole search area.

9 Bus System : (IEEE)

2. A matrix of order 9x512 is formed. The number of
entries is 512, which means 512 seeds are produced
which will now develop in a flowering plant. The
number is exactly 512 (2^ 9) as it is a 9-bus system
and there is just two possible outcomes, 0 (PMU not
placed at the respective bus) and 1 (PMU placed at
the respective bus). Each seeds now develop into a
plant, with each having different fitness values.
3. Each of 512 seeds develop into a plant, so in total,
the number of plants is 512.
4. The two initial process of Modified Weed Growth
algorithm has been already performed. The last step
is elimination.
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14 Bus System : (IEEE)

CONCLUSION:
Thus as we can see, various techniques of fault
detection has proven to be useful in solving various
faulty situations. But the most cost effective and
reliable method is the intensive weed optimization
method.
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A RELIABLE AUTOMATIC METER READING SYSTEM USING
POWER LINE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
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RAJKISHOR MAHTO
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Abstract— The development of automatic meter reader (AMR) using zigbee is presented in this paper. This system consists
of zigbee digital power meter installed in every consumer unit and electricity e-billing system at the energy provider side.
The zigbee digital power meter is a single phase digital kWh power meter with embedded zigbee modem which sends the
power usage reading using information back to the energy provider wirelessly. T the power provider side an e-billing system
is used to manage all received meter reading, compute the billing cost, update the data base and to be published billing
notification to its respective consumer through wireless. The working principle, hardware and software tools are also
explained in detail.
Keywords— AMR, zigbee, digital power meter, modem.

improper power management systems and the
conventional energy metering system. Over the past
years, metering devices have gone through much
improvement, and are expected to become even more
sophisticated, offering more and more services.
Meters in the past, and today in a few
countries, were electromechanical devices with poor
accuracy and lack of configurability. Theft detection
was also challenge. Such meters are limited to
providing the amount of energy consumption on site.
Therefore analog electro-mechanical meters are
replaced by the digital meters.
Recent developments in this direction seem to
provide opportunities in implementing energy
efficient metering technologies that are more precise
and accurate, error free, etc. The implementation of
automatic meter reading system provides with many
vital features as compared with the analog utility
meter reading with man power. Some of these
features are listed below,
Higher speed.
Improved load profile.
Automatic billing invoice.
Real time energy cost.
Load management.
Alarm warning.
Remote power switches on/off.
Tamper detection.
Bundling with water and gas.

I. INTRODUCTION
Meter reading and billing for consumption of
electricity, water and gas is done by human operator
from house to house and building to building since a
long time back. It requires huge number of labour
operators and long time working hour to achieve
complete data reading and billing of a particular area.
Reading error is a common cause of human operator
billing. Sometimes the billing job is also slowed
down due to bad weather condition. There are many
such problems in the billing system which causes
inconvenience to the power provider as well as the
consumers. And this problem is increasing with the
development of residential housing and commercial
building in the developing countries. This has, in turn,
resulted in increase of power provider billing cost. In
order to reduce billing cost and overcome the above
mentioned problems, AMR system is introduced.
Automatic meter reading system is a
technology which is used to gather data from energy,
water and gas metering devices and transfer it to
central station in order to analyze it for billing
purposes. It is an effective mean of data collection
that allow substantial saving through meter re-read,
greater data accuracy, allow frequent meter reading,
improved billing and consumer service, more timely
energy profiles and consumption trends update and
better deployment of human resource. With the
introduction of new technologies, analog electromechanical meters are being replaced by the digital
meters which are more convenient to implement the
automatic meter reading system.
To transfer the data from consumer’s meter to the
central station, various communication technologies
have been proposed, including mobile technologies,
based on radio frequency, transmission over the
power line, or telephonic platforms.

Automatic meter reading system provides a two
way communication between the electricity company
and the load by sending in a lot of power parameters
and control signal to reach the goal of load
management and power demand control. With rapid
growth of mobile communication network, future
application service will gradually concentrate on data
transmission service.
The function of the meter can be depicted in the
form of block diagram which is as follows.

II. HISTORY OF METERS
With the development of country’s economy and the
improvement of national power, the power
requirement is still ever increasing due to use of
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III. HISTORY OF AUTOMATIC METER
READING SYSTEM
In 1972, Theodore George “Ted” Paraskevakos,
while working with Boeing in Huntsville, Albama,
developed a sensor monitoring system which used
digital transmission for security, fire and medical
alarm systems as well as meter reading capabilities
for all utilities. This technology was spin off of the
automatic telephone line identification system, now
known Caller-ID.
In 1974, Mr. Paraskevakos was awarded a US
patent for this technology.
In 1977, he launched Metretek which developed
and produced the first fully automated, commercially
available remote meter reading and load management
system.
The primary driver for the automation of meter
reading is not to reduce labour cost, but to obtain data
that is difficult to obtain.
Early AMR system often consisted walk-by and
drive–by AMR for residential customers and
telephone based AMR for commercial or industrial
customers. Consequently the sales of drive-by and
telephone AMR has declined in the US, while sales of
fixed network has increased .The US Energy Policy
Act of 2005 asks that electric utility regulators
consider the support “time-based rate schedule enable
the electric consumer to manage the energy use and1.
cost through advance metering and communication2.
3.
technology”.
The trend now is to consider the use of advance
meters as part of an Advance metering infrastructure.

utilities and Westinghouse. After those successful
experiments, AT&T offered to provide phone-based
AMR services at $2 per meter. The price was four
times more than the monthly cost of a person to read
the meter. Thus, the program was considered
conomically unfeasible. However, in 1972, the
General Electric Corporate Research Center, in
conjunction with GE Meter Department in
omersworth, New Hampshire, began an R&D effort
for a remote meter reading system for centralized
TOU (Time-Of-Use) metering called AMRAC.
Meanwhile, at Rockwell International, a Utility
Communication Division had been founded in 1977
to develop distribution carrier communication stems.
In the fall of 1984, General Electric acquired from
Rockwell International an exclusive license to
commercialize their distribution line carrier product
designs, related research and technology. The modern
era of AMR began in 1985, when several major
fullscale projects were implemented. Hackensack
Water Co. and Equitable Gas Co. were the first to
commit to full-scale implementation of AMR on
water and gas meters respectively. In 1986,
Minnegasco initiated a 450,000-point radio-based
AMR system. In 1987, Philadelphia Electric Co,
faced with a large number of inaccessible meters,
installed thousands of distribution line carrier AMR
units to solve this problem.[3] Advances in solid-state
electronics, microprocessor components and low-cost
surface-mount technology assembly techniques have
naturally been the catalyst to produce reliable costeffective products capable of m providing the
economic and human benefits that justify the use of
AMR systems on a large-scale basis.
Components of Automatic Meter Reading System
The general Automatic Meter Reading System
onsists of the following four components.
Electrical meter:An electronic device that measures the amount of
electrical energy supplied to a esidence or business. It
is electrically fed and composed of electronic
controllers. It incorporates an interface which allows
data to be transmitted from the remote terminal to the
collector.

4.
5. Collector:A collector is able to store and to process received
information from many electrical meters according to
the command from the upper concentrator. It can also
forward the processing data to the concentrator. The
number of electrical meters controlled by a collector
can be determined by the specific applications.
6.
7. Concentrator:The First Commercially Available Remote Meter
On the one hand, a concentrator sends commands to
Reading and Load Management System - Metretek,
collector to receive meter readings periodically, such
Inc. (1978)
as on a monthly basis. On the other hand, it transmits
AMR was first tested about 40 years ago when T&T
conducted trials in cooperation with a group of
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we propose an effective solution for ARM combined
with zigbee, which can provide the user and the
utility with a real-time overview of consumption, thus
promoting improvements in energy management and
budget planning.

meter readings as well as load survey data to the
database of central station for further analysis.
8. Central station (Control centre):Through the layered communication network, the
large capacity computer manages every part of the
AMR system, such as reading meters periodically or
real-time, checking status of each concentrators,
making fault diagnosis and alarming. Furthermore,
tariff calculation and collection could be realized by
interconnection with the power supply system.
A.

ZIGBEE
ZigBee-style networks began to be conceived around
1998, when many installers realized that
both WiFi and Bluetooth were going to be unsuitable
for many applications. In particular, many
ngineers saw a need for self-organizing ad-hoc digital
radio networks. The IEEE 802.15.4-2003 standard
was completed in May 2003 and has been superseded
by the publication of IEEE 802.15.4-2006. In the
summer of 2003, Philips Semiconductors, a major
mesh network supporter, ceased the investment.
Philips Lighting has, however, continued Philips'
participation, and Philips remains a promoter member
on the ZigBee Alliance Board of Directors. The
ZigBee Alliance announced in October 2004 that the
membership had more than doubled in the preceding
year and had grown to more than 100 member
companies, in 22 countries. By April 2005
membership had grown to more than 150 companies,
and by December 2005 membership had passed 200
companies. The ZigBee specifications were ratified
on 14 December 2004.
The ZigBee Alliance
announced availability of Specification 1.0 on 13
June 2005, known as ZigBee 2004 Specification. In
September 2006, ZigBee 2006 Specification is
announced. In 2007, ZigBee PRO, the enhanced
ZigBee
specification
was
finalized.
The
first stack release is now called ZigBee 2004. The
second stack release is called ZigBee 2006, and
mainly replaces the MSG/KVP structure used in 2004
with a "cluster library". The 2004 stack is now more
or less obsolete. ZigBee 2007, now the current stack
release, contains two stack profiles, stack profile 1
(simply called ZigBee), for home and light
commercial use, and stack profile 2 (called ZigBee
PRO). ZigBee PRO offers more features, such as
multi-casting, many-to-one routing and high security
with Symmetric-Key Key Exchange (SKKE), while
ZigBee (stack profile 1) offers a smaller footprint in
RAM and flash. Both offer full mesh networking and
work with all ZigBee application profiles. ZigBee
2007 is fully backward compatible with ZigBee 2006
devices: A ZigBee 2007 device may join and operate
on a ZigBee 2006 network and vice versa. Due to
differences in routing options, ZigBee PRO devices
must become non-routing ZigBee End-Devices
(ZEDs) on a ZigBee 2006 network, the same as for
ZigBee 2006 devices on a ZigBee 2007 network must
become ZEDs on a ZigBee PRO network. The
applications running on those devices work the same,
regardless of the stack profile beneath them.The
ZigBee 1.0 specification was ratified on 14 December
2004 and is available to members of the ZigBee
Alliance. Most recently, the ZigBee 2007

Selection of communication technology
Apart from the four components of the AMR system ,
communication media is also present to establish the
connection between collector and the concentrator.
Various communication technologies in AMR have
been proposed recently, including Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), telephone
modem, internet, Ethernet, embedded RF module,
WiFi, bluetooth, zigbee, mobile technologies, based
on radio frequency, transmission over the power line,
or telephonic platforms (wired or wireless),PLC,
GSM etc. The inherent communication infrastructure
presented by Power Line Carrier (PLC), which
significantly reduces the cost of building a new
communication network, makes PLC a favourable
solution for AMR systems. However, since the lowvoltage power supply networks are not designed for
communications and bandwidth is limited, PLC alone
can hardly scale to support a large network in
addition to other shortcomings.

With the rapid development of Global System Mobile
(GSM) infrastructure and information communication
technology (ICT) in the past few decades have made
wireless automatic meter reading system more
reliable and possible. But GSM signals are also
effected by poor weather conditions. The availability
of wireless communication method such as zigbee
will play an important role in future for transmitting
data at a favourable price from residential buildings
to central billing centres and providing extra services
for the user. With the advantages of high–speed,
unlimited transmission range, zigbee is very suitable
for the power applications. Therefore, in this paper
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specification was posted on 30 October 2007. The
first ZigBee Application Profile, Home Automation,
was announced 2 November 2007.

metering and smart appliance purposes. Because
ZigBee nodes can go from sleep to active mode in 30
ms or less, the latency can be low and devices can be
responsive, particularly compared to Bluetooth wakeup delays, which are typically around three
seconds. [3] Because ZigBee nodes can sleep most of
the time, average power consumption can be low,
resulting in long battery life.

ZigBee is a low-cost, low-power, wireless mesh
network standard. The low cost allows the technology
to be widely deployed in wireless control and
monitoring applications. Low power-usage allows
longer life with smaller batteries. Mesh networking
provides high reliability and more extensive range.
ZigBee chip vendors typically sell integrated radios
and microcontrollers with between 60 KB and
256 KB flash memory. ZigBee operates in the
industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) radio bands;
868 MHz in Europe, 915 MHz in the USA and
Australia, and 2.4 GHz in most jurisdictions
worldwide. Data transmission rates vary from 20 to
900 kilobits/second. The ZigBee network layer
natively supports both star and tree typical networks,
and generic mesh networks. Every network must have
one coordinator device, tasked with its creation, the
control of its parameters and basic maintenance.
Within star networks, the coordinator must be the
central node. Both trees and meshes allows the use of
ZigBee routers to extend communication at the
network level. ZigBee builds upon the physical
layer and medium access control defined in IEEE
standard 802.15.4 (2003 version) for lowrate WPANs. The specification goes on to complete
the standard by adding four main components:
network layer, application layer, ZigBee device
objects (ZDOs) and manufacturer-defined application
objects which allow for customization and favor total
integration. Besides adding two high-level network
layers to the underlying structure, the most significant
improvement is the introduction of ZDOs. These are
responsible for a number of tasks, which include
keeping of device roles, management of requests to
join a network, device discovery and security.

Market needs
The utilities and Electric Metering companies
continually look for improved methods to support
their day to operations, which include: Providing
flexible billing dates for customers, Performing
Monthly/Cycle billing reads, Implementing Time-ofUse billing, Capturing Peak Demand, Supporting
Critical Peak Pricing events, Forecasting energy
usage, Positive outage and restoration detection and
notification., Theft detection, Remote connect and
validation, Market advanced Electric Metering and
billing programs
Market analysis
Within the typical ZigBee network there is a single
“owner” or “stakeholder.” This owner can determine
which devices are allowed on the PAN by only
sharing network keys with trusted devices. There may
be two stakeholders for a single network: the utility
and the end customer. Neither of these stakeholders
necessarily trusts the other. The utility wants to be
sure that the end customer cannot use ZigBee to
inappropriately manipulate a load control or demand
response system, or attack an energy service portal.
The customers want to be sure that the energy service
portal does not allow the utility to take liberties with
their equipment or compromise their privacy. This
results in four primary network ownership /
deployment scenarios: utility-private, customerprivate, shared, and bridged. Each of these scenarios
has different implications. All of these scenarios are
valid for EMI deployments, though their use may be
specific to particular use cases or markets .
E.1. Utility private
Utility Private HAN might include an in-home
display, or a load control device working in
conjunction with energy service portal, but it would
not include any customer controlled devices.

ZigBee protocol stack
ZigBee is not intended to support powerline
networking but to interface with it at least for smart
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E.2. Customer-private
In the most extreme form, a customer private
network might not even include an ESP on the
ZigBee network, instead relying on some sort of
customer provided device with non-ZigBee access to
usage, consumption, and price data. Control messages
in these examples would be one determined by the
end customer, not the utility, and programmed into a
home energy management console.
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E.4. Aplication- Llinked
As an example, in the scenario below, the Utility
HAN is made available strictly to utility controlled •
devices. The Home Energy Management Console is a •
utility approved device that also lives on a customer •
provided HAN. It can respond to EMI commands, as •
well as sending out HA commands to devices within
the home.
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HARDWARE:- The hardware tools that are used in
the system are as follows.
Power supply[5v]
PIC16F877A microcontroller
Zigbee Module
Current Transformer
Voltage Transformer
Display unit(LCD)
Relay
Max232 – serial communication
SOFTWARE:- Following software tools are
recommended for the system proposed in this paper.
MPLAB IDE
Hitech c compiler
Win pic programmer
ORCAD design

IV. CONCLUSIONS

System architecture
Based upon the above proposed idea of the automatic
meter reading system following block diagram is
prepared.

ZigBee technology is a new wireless protocol that
widely used various areas for it excellent
performance in reliability, capability, flexibility and
cost. ZigBee corresponds to a large market. This
paper provides an application in the field of automatic
Electric Meter Reading System. With the
developments of the ZigBee technology and the
communication network technology of computer,
wireless Electric Meter Reading System will grow up
and practical mostly.
The automatic meter reading system presented in
this paper absorbed many advanced study results in
computer technology and communication technology.
The meter-reading task can be finished at the
management department of residence area by using
this system. Meantime, the energy resources
management departments can monitor the
consumption of power in order to improve the utility
of power. It's the basic to realize automatic deliver of
energy resources. The system has many significant
excellences, such as wireless, low-workload, great
quantity of data transmission high-veracity and lowexpenses.

T
he power supply circuit required for this system is
given below.
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DATAMINING USED IN SMALL BUSINESS THROUGH
NEURAL NETWORK
MAZIDUL AHMED & JAYA CHOUDHARY
IT Department, CMJ University, Shillong, Meghalaya
Abstract:- The field of data mining through neural network has been developed past several years. Data mining technology
provides a powerful tools set to generate various data- driven classification system. The applications of data mining through
has been used to business. Several new algorithms has been commonly developed in terms of data mining through neural
network. In terms of data mining through neural network used for business , there has always been comparison of methods in
which very new methods are applied. This study mainly focuses on how data mining technique will be used for handling
small business for finding out meaningful pattern from the database.
Key terms:- Data mining, Neural network, Time series analysis, Stopping rules,
visualization.

4.

INTRODUCTION
In every business, each new step has been taken built
upon the previous one . While taking each new step,
data has to be collected , accessed and need decision
support than can guide decisions in conditions of
limited certainly. In this paper, I would be applying
neural method to small business lending decisions.
This study will drill through in data navigation from a
small business to explore data in search of consistent
patterns and or systematic relationships between
variables and then to validate the findings by
applying the detected patterns to new subsets of data.
From data analysis, preparation of data , modeling,
evaluation will be conducted and then neural network
datamining concept is focused to use decision tree
algorithm to segment customers as a point of
reference to make prediction . Neural network as a
device in small business can be a very useful tool for
enhancing small business lending decisions and
reducing loan processing time and cost.

5.

2.

3.

This study will also identify to integrated into
complex modeling which would be checking for
making decision process.
The study shall also check whether the
organization can use it to solve combinatorial
optimization problem to filter noise from
measurement data to control ill-defined problems
in summary to estimate sampled functions.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A review of literature of datamining technique had
been used such as association rule, rule introduction
technique , A priori algorithm and neural network .
Leonid churilov , A lyl lagirov, Daniel schwartg,
kate smith and Michael dally had already studied
about combined use of self organizing maps & nonsmooth, non-convex optimization techniques in order
to produce a working case of a data driven risk
classification system. The optimization approach
strengthens the validity of self organizing map
results. This study will be applied to business data.
Business data are partitioned into homogenous groups
to support future business decisions.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1.

Decision trees, Rule induction and Data

The main goal of the study is to identify
customer who are likely to respond positively to
a product and to target any advertising or
solicitation towards these customers. For this
neural networks is used to monitor customer
behavior patterns over time and to learn to detect
when a customer is about to switch to a
competitor .
The study will check for forecasting sales. Here
time series analysis will be used to take data
from past and provide a look to the future even
when there are seasonal increases or declines.
This study is to predict levels of risk for
identifying credit ratings in business. It will
analyse to detect anomalies in the business. Here
market-based analysis will be used through data
to let retailers know what products are being
purchased together.

METHODOLOGY USED
Here data have been collected the five selected
samples of data from a water purifier N.E. based ISO
certified company situated at beltola. Observation has
been done through direct communication with the
respondents and collection of data has been done
through questionnaires and direct communication
with the staff working in that organisation. From the
statistical statement and reports of the company , An
analysis has been done from monthly statement and
reports and had been put to Back propagation
algorithm, Network predictive model.
Backprogation algorithm:-This is a common methods
of teaching artificial neural networks how to perform
a given task.It is used in layered feed forward
artificial neural networks.This means that the
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Here training data’s are taken as input to artificial
neural network and then determines how the neural
interconnection weights are corrected due to
differences in the actual and desired output for a
member of the training set. Datas taken from the
company are used for network training and
verification which is composed of monthy figures for
individual equities listed from Apr 2011 to Mar 2012.
We used the rate of turn over as our output by
training network with 1,2,3,4, and 5 hidden layers by
using back propagation algorithm. Normalisation is
the key part of neural network and would enable us to
predict more accurate rate of turn over. Normalised
data is used for training neural network with
backpropagation algorithm. We normalize inputs so
that input value lies between 0 and 1. We have
developed three modules:-First module is used for
calculating weights by using backpropagation
algorithm. Secondly module is used for predicting
rates of turn over in every months by denormalizing
by using weights. We got from first module.Third
module is used for getting sale of products and then
we get predicted turn over every month from trained
network with different hidden layers. We generate
signals to know whether that ordered products should
be sold and then compare it with the actual turn over
of monthly target. By this comparision we got
correction of our prediction.

artificial neurons are organized in layers and send
their signals “ forward” and then the errors are
propagated backwards. This algorithm is to reduce
this errors.
Feed forward neural network:It consists of three layers:- an input layer, hidden
layer (H)and output layer. In each layer there are one
or more processing elements(P.Es). PEs is meant to
simulate the neurons is the brain and this is why they
are often referred to as neurons or nodes. A PE
receives inputs from either the outside world or
information on associations, classifications, clusters
and forecasting .
Network Predictive Model:Classification and prediction is a predictive model.
The most common action in datamining is
classification. It recognizes patterns that describe the
group to which an item belongs. It does this by
examining existing items that already have been
classified and inferring a set of rules. Prediction is the
construction and use of a model to assess the class of
an unlabeled object or to assess the value or value
ranges of a given object is likely to have. The next
application is forecasting . This is different from
predictions because it estimates the future value of
continous variable based on patterns within the data.
Data Analysis and Findings
MONTHLY SALES REPORT:SNO.
SAMPLE PERIOD
1.
30/04/2011
2
1/06/2011
3
31/06/2011
4
30/07/2011
5
1/08/2011
6
31/08/2011
7
30/09/2011
8
30/10/2011
9
30/11/2011
10
31/12/2011
11
31/01/2013
12
28/02/2013
13
31/03/2013
PREDICTIVE MODEL OF SALES REPORT

ACTUAL SALE(%)
42
45
67
56
48
89
53
69
47
34
36
47
57

100
80
60
40
20
0

PREDICTED SALE(%)
68
68
79
78
57
86
59
70
59
47
49
50
59

ACTUAL SALE
PREDICTED SALE
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c)

For each neuron, calculate what the output
should have been and a scaling factor, how
much lower or higher the output must be
adjusted to match the desired output. This is
the local error.
d) Adjust the weights of each neuron to lower
the logical error.

The simplified process for training a FFNN is a
as follows:1.

2.

3.

4.

Input data is presented to the network and
propagated to the network until it reaches
the output layer . This forward process
produces a predicted output.
The predicted output is substracted from the
actual output and an error value for the
networks is calculated.
The neural network then uses supervised
learning, which in most case is back
propagation to train the network. Back
propagation is a learning algorithm for
adjusting the weights. It starts with the
weights between the output layer PE’s and
the last hidden layer PE’s and works
backwards through the network.
Once back propagation has finished, the
forward process starts again and this cycle is
continued until the error between predicted
and actual output is minimized. The back
propagation algorithm performs learnings on
a feed – forward neural network.

Algorithm used
1.
2.

Initialize the weights in the network.
Repeat:For each example e in the training set
do
a) O=neural-net-output(network,e);
Forward pass
b) T=Teacher output for e
c) Calculate error(T-O) at the output units.
The below graph of figure shows the turnover of sales report of different periods

There are connections between the PE’s in each layer
that have a weight(parameter) associated with them.
This neuron has three weights feeding into it, wH,1
wH,2 and w H,3 . This weight is adjusted during
training. Information only travels in the forward
direction through network:- There are no feedback
loops.

CONCLUSION
This paper presents
technical analysis and
fundamental analysis to create a feed forward
multilayer perceptron neural network predictive
model trained with backprogation algorithm for
improved accuracy of sales prediction. To determine
the performance of our model, an empirical study was
carried out with the companys sales data obtained
from different companys, where the turn over of
different period was compared with the use of only
technical analysis. The empirical results obtained
showed high level of accuracy for monthly sales
prediction with different approach performing better
.Therefore, these approaches has the potential to
enhance the quality of decision making of company
in the sales market by offering more accurate sales
prediction compared to existing technical analysis
based approach. In future work, we intend to
determine the critical impact of specific fundamental
analysis on quality of sales and turn-over prediction.

In the back propagation, the artificial neurons are
organized in layers and send their signals “forward”
and then the errors are propagated backwards. The
back propagation algorithm uses supervised learning,
which means that we provide the algorithm with
examples of the inputs and outputs .we want the
network to compute, and then the error(difference
between actual and expected results) is calculated.
The idea of back propagation algorithm is to reduce
the error until ANN learns the training data.
The technique used in back propagation algorithm is:a)

Present a training sample to the neural
network.
b) Compare the networks output to the desired
output from that sample. Calculate the error
in each output neurons.
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A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH ON SCRAP REDUCTION USING
OPTIMIZATION TOOL
B.GOPINATH, RAMKUMAR.K, SUDHARSHAN & SAI RANJITH.K
Dept. of Mechanical Engg, Easwari Engg,College, Chennai-600089,India
Abstract:-In today’s scenario the scrap materials or the wastage in every industry, across the globe have resulted in major
depreciation in the total company costs and revenue, so industries emphasize on the concept of optimization to reduce the
unwanted scrap that is being produced during various manufacturing processes. In order to reduce these side effects, the
fundamental requirement is to reduce the scrap discharge before the manufacturing process is completely done and bring an
optimized method which has been case studied in this paper in a a tubular components manufacturing industry near
Chennai which is collaboration with a UK based industry.

I. INTRODUCTION:

II METHODOLOGY USED

In this journal paper we have found a new technique
to reduce the scrap, which is the algorithm being used
as a input to the software LINGO 9.0, gives the
accurate amount of scrap that is being reduced. Based
on observation made in the industry, we have
identified a problem in the slitter section by using
cause & effect diagram. The main objective of the
case study is to minimize trim losses and to increase
the yield .Also necessary tabulations and graphs are
made which represents the scrap details and the
customer requirements.

CAUSE & EFFECT RELATIONSHIP:
The cause & effect diagram is the brainchild
of Kaoru Ishikawa, who pioneered quality
management processes in the Kawasaki shipyards and
in the process, became one of the founding fathers of
modern management. The cause and effect diagram is
used to explore all the potential or real causes (or
inputs) that result in a single effect (or output).
Causes are arranged according to their level of
importance or detail, resulting in a depiction of
relationships and hierarchy of events. This can help
you search for root causes, identify areas where there
may be problems, and compare the relative
importance of different causes.

The following section contains (ii) Methodology
being used for optimization (iii) Software used to
solve the analysis (iv) Results that emerges from the
given input from the software (v) conclusions and
future descriptions.
Causes in a cause & effect diagram are frequently
arranged into four major categories. While these
categories can be anything, you will often see:
•
•

MAN POWER:

manpower,
methods,
materials,
and
machinery
(recommended
for
manufacturing)
Equipment, policies, procedures, and people
(recommended for administration and
service).

•

Excess shear cutting in slit.

•

Cutting to maintain equal slit length.

MACHINE:
•

Coil bits

•

Maintenance
Uneven length of strips.

CAUSES
•

MATERIAL:
•

Indefinite shapes at coil ends.

•

Coil bending.

•

Uneven coil width.

•

Rust.

Excess raw
vendor.

material

supply

from

MEASUREMENT:
•

Sample cuts in strips and coils.
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EFFECT MODELLING PROCEDURE:

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION:
Based on observation made in the industry, we have identified a problem in the slitter section by using cause &
effect diagram.
PROBLEM DEFINITION:
Object is to minimize trim losses and to increase the yield.
DATA COLLECTION:
SLITTERS
TYPE OF SLITTERS
¾

1500mm

¾ 1800mm
1500mm
THICKNESS

CUSTOMER

SLIT WIDTH

CUSTOMER 1

49
68
78
84
89
99
110
120
140
140
141
223

CUSTOMER 2

58.5
84

1.6
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114
194
234
114
134
154
194
233.5
114
154
194

CUSTOMER 1

CUSTOMER 2

CUSTOMER 3

3.9

CUSTOMER 4

54

70.5
90.5
100.5
184

CUSTOMER 3
CUSTOMER 4

III SOFTWARE

Objective function:

The software that is being used here for the
optimization is LINGO 9.0 version where it requires
some basic initial boundary conditions and modal
assumptions. They are defined as follows:

To minimize trim losses;
MIN = 6250 -(( 622 * K1) + (194 * K2) + (68 * K3)
+ (90.5 * K4) + (99 * K5) + (290 * K6) + (140 * K7)
+ (483 * K8) + (58.5 * K9) + (622 * K10) + (194 *
K11) + (68 * K12) + (90.5 * K13) + (99 * K14) +
(290 * K15) + (140 * K16) + (483 * K17) + (58.5 *
K18)+ (622 * K19) + (194 * K20) + (68 * K21) +
(90.5 * K22) + (99 * K23) + (290 * K24) + (140 *
K25) + (483 * K26) + (58.5 * K27) + (622 * K28) +
(194 * K29) + (68 * K30) + (90.5 * K31) + (99 *
K32) + (290 * K33) + (140 * K34) + (483 * K35) +
(58.5 * K36)+ (622 * K37) + (194 * K38) + (68 *
K39) + (90.5 * K40) + (99 * K41) + (290 * K42) +
(140 * K43) + (483 * K44) + (58.5 * K45));

MODEL ASSUMPTIONS:
 Coil thickness is constant.
 Various customer requirement (slit or Roll)
with same thickness, and Coil width
constant.
Decision Variable:
xi – Required no of setups , i = 1,2,3 ……..5.
kj - Slit or Roll width required by the customer , j =
1,2,3……45Inputs given to the software as per the
requirements:

Objective value:
Extended solver steps:
Total solver iterations:

IV . RESULT
LINGO OUTPUT:

39.00000
398
17699

Feasible solution found.
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Variable

Value
Reduced Cost
K1
0.000000
-622.0000
K2
0.000000
-194.0000
K3
2.000000
-68.00000
K4
5.000000
-90.50000
K5
0.000000
-99.00000
K6
0.000000
-290.0000
K7
0.000000
-140.0000
K8
0.000000
-483.0000
K9
11.00000
-58.50000
K10
0.000000
-622.0000
K11
0.000000
-194.0000
K12
3.000000
-68.00000
K13
1.000000
-90.50000
K14
0.000000
-99.00000
K15
1.000000
-290.0000
K16
0.000000
-140.0000
K17
1.000000
-483.0000
K18
3.000000
-58.50000
K19
2.000000
-622.0000
K20
0.000000
-194.0000
K21
0.000000
-68.00000
K22
0.000000
-90.50000
K23
0.000000
-99.00000
K24
0.000000
-290.0000
K25
0.000000
-140.0000
Thus the above model has been solved using LINGO
package. The minimum amount of trim losses is
39mm.

have optimized the scrap losses or the trim
losses for a width of 1250mm coil and slitter type
of 1500mm and 1800mm with respect to the
customer requirements.
Our future works includes:
• Width of the coil can be changed from
1250mm to 1500mm and also use of
different slitter type.
• Instead of using LINGO 9.0 software
other software packages like LINDO,
etc., can be used.
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Thus, getting a precise solution from the LINGO
9.0 software a minimum trim losses of about
39mm has been reduced considerably , also we
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Abstract— Renewable ennergy sources suuch as Fuel-Ceells, Photo-Voltaaic (PV) arrayss are increasinggly being used in
automobiless, residential and
d commercial buuildings. For staand-alone system
ms energy storagge devices are reequired for backuup
power and fast dynamic reesponse. A pow
wer electronic coonverter interfacces the sources with the load along
a
with energgy
storage. Existing converterrs for such appplications use a common dc-linnk. High frequeency ac-link based systems haave
recently beeen explored duee to its advantaages of reducedd part count, redduced size and centralized con
ntrol. Such a higgh
frequency ac-link
a
based connverter is termedd as a multi-porrt converter in literature, to whoose ports are con
nnected the energgy
sources, eneergy storage deevices and the load.
l
The propoosed converter consists of threee high-frequenccy inverter stagges
operating inn a six-step mod
de, and a high-frrequency three-pport three-phase symmetrical traansformer. The converter
c
providdes
galvanic iso
olation and suppoorts bidirectionaal power flow
Keywords—
— bidirectional, galvanic
g
isolatio
on, multiport struucture, triple acctive bridge, phootovoltaic arrayss, dual –PI-loop..

I. INTROD
DUCTION
In the past decades, traditional po
ower converterr
topologies have been evvolving in various directions,
for exam
mple, from single-phase to
t multiphasee
interleavinng, and from
m two-level to multilevell.
Nowadays, most dc-dc power converrters deal withh
single-inpuut and single-output. Recentlyy, attention hass
been paidd to multiport converterrs. Multi-porrt
converter has
h several poorts to which the sources orr
loads can be
b connected sh
hown in Fig. 1.
Fuel-celll automobiless are consideered to be ann
option forr future cleann energy auto
omobiles. Thee
primary so
ource will bee fuel-cells with
w
the powerr
during accceleration and deceleration supplied from
m
batteries. Fuel-cells
F
havee slow dynamic response andd
hence eneergy storage is essential in such ann
applicationn. Batteries can
n be charged from
f
fuel-cellss
and duringg regenerative braking
b
operatiion. Three-porrt
converter fits well in
nto this fueel-cell vehiclee
applicationn. A three-portt energy manag
gement system
m
accommoddates a primarry source and a storage andd
combines their advanttages automaatically, whilee
utilizing a single power conversion staage to interfacee
the three power
p
ports. Having
H
the two energy inputss,
the instanttaneous powerr can be redisttributed in thee
system in a controlled maanner.
A seconnd advantage of
o using such a system is thaat
the primarry source only needs to be sized accordingg
to the aveerage power consumed
c
by the
t load for a
specific appplication, not necessarily
n
to the
t peak powerr.
Such operaation would av
void oversizing of the primaryy
source andd is economiically beneficiial. Moreoverr,
with the auxiliary
a
storagge, not only can
c the system
m
dynamics be
b improved, but
b also the sto
orage acts as a
backup energy source inn the event of a main sourcee
failure.

Multiport Structu
ure
Fig. 1 M

Rooftop solar panels arre being widely used to pow
wer
residentiaal and commerrcial buildings. Energy storagge
will be used
u
to store excess powerr and also as a
backup unit
u to supply vital equipmeent. Due to coost
reasons energy
e
storage is applicable more
m
in off-grrid
applicatioons. A three-pport converter with one of thhe
ports connnected to thee solar panel or
o the front-ennd
converterr of the solar paanel, another port
p connected to
the batterry and the thirrd port to the load can be useed
for such an application. It is also possible
p
for thhe
utility to use energy stoorage in these buildings
b
to meeet
peak pow
wer demands. The converrter is a direect
extensionn of the single--phase version of the three poort
converterr. The three-pphase configurration enhancces
the curreent rating of thhe system and thus the pow
wer
rating. The
T
converter is promising
g for electriccal
vehicles (e.g., fuel celll/battery cars)) and electriciity
generatioon system. Thhe transformer design, systeem
modellingg, operation principle, prrinciple, contrrol
strategy, and simulatioon results are presented
p
in thhe
following
g sections
.
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Hybrid Pow
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Three Phase Bidireectional Converterrs

II. THREE
E PORT CON
NVERTER CIR
RCUIT
Earlier the three-porrt triple-active--bridge (TAB))
topology has been proposed for small powerr
applicationns .To extend the topology towards high-power applications, the standard
s
way iss to replace thee
single-phasse bridge withh a three phasee bridge, whichh
enables higgher current haandling abilityy. The resultingg
converter topology
t
is shoown in Fig. 2.

is significcantly reducedd compared to the single-phaase
version. As the curreent through the
t
transform
mer
windings is much moree sinusoidal than in the singllephase sittuation (this is shown in the simulatioon
section), there are less high frequency losses in thhe
transform
mer. The proposed converter has
h the potentiial
for high--power applicaations (say, tenns of kilowattss).
The operrating principlee is very simillar to the singllephase veersion. In adddition to galvaanic isolation, a
major addvantage of thhis converter is the ease of
matchingg the different voltage levells in the overaall
system. The
T leakage innductances of the transform
mer
are an inntegral part of the circuit. With
W reference to
the prim
mary side, eacch bridge gen
nerates a higghfrequency
y six-step moode voltage with a controlleed
phase anggle. The controol scheme aim
ms to regulate thhe
output voltage
v
and poower of the primary source
simultaneeously, using two phase shhifts as contrrol
variables. The storage supplies/absorrbs the transieent
a the primaary
power diifference between the load and
source. This
T
is an auttomatic system
m, matching thhe
variationss of the powerr drawn by thee load while thhe
power off the primary soource is kept att constant.
III. MODELING
M
O TRANSFO
OF
ORMER

Fig. 2 Topoology of the propo
osed high-power three-port
t
threephase triple--active-bridge (TAB) bidirectional dc-dc converterr

The concept
c
of dual-active-brridge (DAB))
converter for three ph
hase is appliedd to the TAB
B
converter in
i this paper. As
A shown, the circuit consistss
of three innverter stages operating
o
in a six step modee
with phasee shifts being controlled.
c
Thee three bridgess
are intercconnected by a three-porrt three-phasee
symmetrical transformerr, and the indductors in thee
circuit reppresent the ind
ductance of th
he transformerr.
The transfformer can bee either in Y-Y
Y
or in Δ-Δ
Δ
connectionn. Note that coupling
c
of thhe windings iss
between thhe ports and theere is no interpphase couplingg.
As indicateed in the figurre, windings marked
m
with thee
same symb
bol are coupledd. The major addvantage of thee
three-phasee version is thhe much lowerr VA rating off
the filter capacitors. Thhanks to the nature of thee
symmetry, the current sttress of the sw
witching devicee

In thiis section, the effect of the non-idealities
n
of
the thrree-winding transformer is discusseed.
Specificaally, the effect of the magnetiizing inductance
and the three leakage inductances Llk1, Llk2 annd
Llk3, as shown in Fig. 2. The main challenge of thhe
proposedd high-power thhree phase threee-port convertter
is the design of thhe three-phasse symmetriccal
transform
mer. It is imporrtant to keep the
t symmetry of
the leak
kage inductances. Otherwisse, the curreent
(transferrred power) wiill not be equual for the three
phases. The transforrmer construcction may be
b
necessary
y to be physiccally symmetrrical in order to
have an identical leakaage inductancee in each phasse.
b
Otherwise, the exterrnal inductancces should be
adjusted to achieve an equal perr-phase leakagge
inductancce.
Basicaally, there aare two wayys to wind a
transform
mer: conventionnally and coaxiially. The spatiial
three-phaase symmetrical transformerr can easily be
b
extended to the three-poort version as illustrated
i
in Fig.
F
3.

Fig. 3. Con
nventionally wou
und three-port thrree-phase spatiallly
symmetriical transformerr
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Howeveer high-frequuency core shapes aree
unavailablee. For a sim
mple solution it would bee
possible too design the transformer as three
t
separatedd
sub-transfoormers since thhere is no interp
phase couplingg;
however thhis results in a higher transformer core loss,
because thhe flux cancelinng effect does not apply (thee
sum of thee three phase fluxes equals zero). Coaxiaal
winding techniques are commonnly used inn
radiofrequeency transforrmers. Fig. 4 shows thee
structure of a coaxially wound
w
transform
mer.

Fig. 4. Coaaxially wound thrree-port three-phaase symmetrical
tran
nsformer.

This tecchnique offers a feasible soluution to containn
the leakage flux within the inter-wind
ding space andd
thus preveents the core from
f
being satturated locallyy.
As a resultt, the core and copper losses are lower, andd
localized heating
h
is avo
oided. Coaxial windings cann
lead to loow loss, low leakage induuctance powerr
transformeers in high-freequency soft-sswitched dc-dcc
and resonaant converters.
The prim
mary of each phase consistts of a straighht
tube of circular
c
cross section. The star point iss
realized byy shorting thee tubes at one end. Toroidaal
cores are slipped over eaach tube to form
m the magneticc
T secondary and tertiary wires
w
can now
w
medium. The
be wound inside the prim
mary tube. For the proposedd
converter, the windingss can be arraanged as: thee
primary ussing a tube an
nd the secondaary and tertiaryy
using twissted litz wiress. With the cooaxial windingg
techniquess, the leakage innductance can be minimizedd.
Hence extternal inductorrs should thenn be designedd
according to
t the desired amount
a
of pow
wer flow.
IV. THRE
EE PORT SYS
STEM MODE
ELING
The pow
wer flow in thee three-port syystem has beenn
extensively
y investigateed. Since no
n
interphasee
coupling exists
e
in the system,
s
one caan analyse thee
circuit bassed on the perr-phase model.. For phase A
A,
the circuit model shown in Fig. 5(a) cann be viewed ass
a network of inductors driven
d
by con
ntrolled voltagee
sources th
hat are phase-sshifted with reespect to eachh
other. The controlled phaase displacemeents impose thee

power flo
ow between thee ports. Fig. 5((b) illustrates thhe
modeling
g approach based on a Δ-m
model equivaleent
transform
mer representattion. The Δ-m
model facilitattes
the systeem’s analysis, and simple formulas alloow
convertin
ng the parametters from a T-model to the Δ
Δmodel deescription.

Fig. 5 T-m
model (a) and Δ-m
model (b) represen
ntation of the threeeport tra
ansformer and ind
ductors network (per-phase modeel:
p
phase
A).

Fig. 6 Idealized operating w
waveforms (phasee A) of the propossed
three-portt three-phase TAB
B converter at 12
1 = π/3 and 13 =
π/6.

Accordding to the ddefinitions in Fig.
F
5(b), for a
lossless system
s
the pow
wer flow in the system can be
b
describedd as
P1A = P12A - P31A
P2A = P23A− P12A
P3A = P31A− P23A
P1A + P2A + P3A = 0
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The three-port converter can be modeled, using an
averaging method, as three controlled dc current
sources whose amplitudes are determined by the two
phase shifts [9]. The current at each port (iP1, iP2 and
iP3, see Fig. 2) can be averaged over one switching
cycle, being a function of the two phase shifts. We
can assume that the voltages at the ports are kept
constant. Then the average current is the power
divided by the port voltage. Thereby, the current
source functions can be obtained. They are nonlinear
functions of the two phase shifts and should be
linearized at the operating point for a control oriented
model .

where P1A, P2A, P3A are the powers delivered by the
primary source, load and storage through phase A,
respectively. A positive value means supplying the
power and a negative value suggests consuming the
power. Note that for a lossless system, we have P3A =
−P1A−P2A; therefore P3A is redundant. The same
model can be applied to phase B and C. Obviously,
the total power of the port is the sum of the power
through each phase:
P1 = P1A + P1B + P1C
P2 = P2A + P2B + P2C
P3 = P3A + P3B + P3C.
Again, P3 is redundant because P3 = −P1 − P2. The
average power consumed by the load over a typical
operating cycle shall be equal to the power delivered
by the primary source. The storage port thereby
functions as an external leveling device, smoothing
out the fluctuation in the instantaneous power drawn
by the load port.
V. CONTROL STRATEGY
The control scheme aims to regulate the output
voltage and the power of the primary source
simultaneously by using the two phase shifts as
control variables. An arbitrary power flow profile in
the system can be achieved by phase shifting the
three inverter stages as in the single-phase version .
The storage supplies/absorbs the transient power
difference between the load and the primary source.
Since the three-port converter can be viewed as a
two-input two-output first-order system, the control
system can be implemented with PI regulators based
on the dual-PI-loop control strategy .

Fig. 8 Small signal control loop block diagram of the threeport TAB converter

The control variables are 12 and 13. Fig. 8
shows the small signal control loop block diagram of
the TAB converter, where Gc1(s) and Gc2(s) are the
transfer functions of the PI controllers. G11, G12,
G21 and G22 are the small signal linearized gain of
the converter, which can be derived from the power
flow equations . The block with gain “-1” is due to
the definition of the direction of iP2 . The block with
gain “V1” is needed because the power is equal to the
average current times the port voltage. KM is the gain
of the phase shift modulator. H1(s) is transfer
function of the load port formed by the filter
capacitor C2 and the equivalent load resistance RL.
The two PI control loops are coupled and influence
each other . The bandwidth of the voltage control
loop ( 12) is tuned higher (5 to 10 times higher) than
that of the power control loop ( 13) so that the
interaction is reduced.

Fig. 7 Control scheme employing two PI compensators.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 7. Control scheme employing two PI
compensators being employed to regulate the output
voltage and the other controlling the power of the
primary source, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Also
incorporated in the control scheme is a state-of charge
(SOC) manager for the storage .

To investigate the performance of the proposed
topology, the converter and control scheme were
simulated with MATLAB under a variety of
operating conditions. Table I gives a list of
parameters used for simulation including the
controller parameters. A standard voltage set, 48 V
primary sources, 48 V storage and 800 V dc output, is
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assumed. Because of the high switching frequency
(100 kHz), high power (10 kW) and the low voltage
(48 V), the required inductances are very small for
the source and storage sides in this simulated case.
Suppose that the system is symmetrical; that is, all the
inductances are equal when referred to the primary.
Then the power rating of each port is identical. For
the situation that the average power of the storage
port over one switching cycle is zero, the phase shifts
should obey 13 = 0.5 12. Simulation results in
Fig.9 illustrate the operating waveforms of the
converter, i.e., the voltages applied to the transformer
and inductors network and the corresponding currents
through the windings at 12 = π/6 and 13 = π/3. In
this operating point the average power of the storage
port equals zero.
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR THREE PORT
SYSTEM

Fig. 15 Simulation results of power flow control with an
inverter-type load.

Suppose that the power flow of the primary source is
unidirectional, i.e., P1 > 0 under all situations. The
maximum power flow to the load port occurs when
12 = π/2 and 13 = 0. For this particular operating
point, results from simulation are shown in Fig. 9. As
can be seen, the currents are close to sinusoidal waves.
Due to the fact that the converter is symmetrical in
three phase, the only possible control variable is the
phase shift between the bridges. Therefore, other
control methods such as duty ratio control to extend
soft-switching region cannot be implemented in this
topology straightforwardly. This converter will be
soft-switched under the condition that all the dc
voltages at the ports remain near constant. The
converter suffers from a limited soft-switched
operating region if one or more ports have a wide
operating voltage.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a high-power three-port three-phase
bidirectional dc-dc converter has been proposed. The
converter comprises a high-frequency three-port
transformer and three inverter stages operating in a
high-frequency six-step mode. The circuit interfaces a
primary source and storage to load and manages the
power flow in the system. With the external leveling
system the operation of the primary source can be
optimized, for instance, operating it at a constant
power. The converter provides galvanic isolation and
supports bidirectional power flow for all the power
ports. The advantage of the three-phase version
compared to the single-phase one is the higher current
handling capability and much lower current ripple at
the dc side, thereby lower VA rating of filter
capacitors owing to the interleaving effect of the three
phase. Promising for power generation systems
utilising multiple sustainable energy sources, a family
of multiport bidirectional DC–DC converters has
been presented in this paper, based on a general

Fig. 9 Simulation results showing the voltages generated by the
three-phase bridges
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Abstract—In this paper,we describe a system offering a solution to the problem of ambulancemanagement and emergency incident
handling in the prefecture of Attica in Greece. It is based on a Geographic Information System (GIS) coupled with Global
Positioning System (GPS) and Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) technologies.EMS ambulance is designed to provide
medical care or treatments to patient at the emergency site. If intensive care is needed, the patient will be send to the nearest
hospital. Quick response and comprehensive care is vital in this case. Paper describes the application of A* Algorithm and road
network as parts of the development for the ambulance routing system. we developed the vehicle collision warning system that
detects car crash and warns the danger to drivers in advance. This vehicle collision warning system is implemented by using sensors
and GPS system. The proposed system contacts the ambulance emergency system, locates the correct and nearest available
ambulance, accesses a Smart Online Electronic Health Record (SOEHR) that can critically assist in pre-hospital treatments; and
identifies availability of the nearest available specialized hospital all through communication with the Hospital Emergency
Department System (HEDS) which provides early and continuous information about the incoming patient to the hospital.
Keywords--GPS, GSM,GIS,AARS,collision warning, vehicle collision

I.

INTRODUCTION

The efficient management of ambulances in order to achieve
fast transportation of patients to the appropriate hospital is a
vital aspect of the quality of health services offered to
citizens. Accomplishing an effective routing and districting of
ambulances will minimize their response time. Therefore, the
introduction of computer-based systems can drastically
improve the way emergency incidents are being handled. In
this paper, we describe a system offering a solution to the
problem of ambulance management and emergency incident.
It is based on a Geographic Information System (GIS)
coupled with Global Positioning System (GPS) and Global
System for Mobile Communication (GSM) technologies. The
design of the system was the result of a project funded by the
Greek Secretariat of Research and Technology. The system
will operate in the National Centre of Immediate Assistance
which deals with emergency medical incidents by
coordinating and routing ambulances to appropriate hospitals
as well as offering medical care to patients during their
transport to hospitals.There are various means of
transportation including car, motorcycle and bicycle. The
number of tourists who are notaccustomed to theroads using
the transportation is increasing and the rate of traffic
accidents is also growing. Therefore, the ways to prevent
traffic accidents and reduce the accident rate are required.
This project describes the vehicle collision warning system
that detects the car crash in advance and warns the danger to
drivers. The system uses GPS to locate one’s car and others.
In addition, the types of transportation are recognized by
identification device in GPS. This data helps to predict
vehicle collision and warns drivers to prepare for the accident.
The Emergency Medical Services (EMS) ambulance is
designed to give medical care or treatments to patient at
theemergency sites and/or directly send the patients to
hospitalwhere intensive care by doctors can be given. The

EMSambulance provided is equipped with basic life
supportequipment to help whenever an emergency occurs.
The main problem in this is the hectic situation during peak
hour, where most vehicles are trapped and gradually move.
The peak hours identified is from 7 a.m. to 10 a.m., from 12
p.m. to 2 p.m., and from 4 p.m. and above. This is the time
where people busy to go to school or work, lunch and go back
home, respectively. There are also traffic light, toll and
roundabout. The objective of this system is to respond to the
needs of an efficient and error free emergency system which,
in cases of emergency (e.g. car accidents) can quickly and
accurately find the right ambulance and send it to the place of
accident without or minimal human intervention in order to
reduce human errors and to accelerate the response process.
All of the current ambulance systems rely on calls from
people who give information about the accident and the
accidents approximate location. Most human operators use a
traditional or computer aided dispatching system to find an
ambulance. These types of systems might record mistaken
information from the caller, or transfer and enter wrong data
into the dispatch system. As a consequence, patients might
risk substantial harms to their health or may even lose their
lives because of human errors or late arrival of an ambulance
or wrong information or treatment.

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. An information system for effective management of
ambulance.
1. General function of GIS
GIS technology integrates common database operations such
as query and statistical analysis with the unique visualization
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and geographic analysis
a
benefi
fits offered byy maps. A GIIS
faciilitates the modelling
m
of spatial netw
works offerinng
algo
orithms to queery and analy
yse them. It usually providees
toolls to find thee shortest or minimum im
mpedance routte
thro
ough a networkk and heuristicc procedures to
o find the mosst
efficcient route to a series of loocations comm
monly called thhe
travveling salesmaan problem. Allocation fuunctions assiggn
porttions of the network
n
to a resource
r
supplly location annd
traccing tools proovide a meanss to determin
ne whether onne
locaation in a network is connecteed to another. Distance
D
matriix
calcculation can bee used to calcuulate distances between sets oof
orig
gins and destinnations whereass location-alloccation functionns
deteermine site loccations and asssign demand to sites. Finallyy,
street addresses caan be converted to map coorddinates (addresss
geocoding). Thesse capabilities of GISs to analyse spatiaal
netw
works enable them to be used as Deecision Support
Systtems for the diistricting and roouting of vehiccles.
2.

pt of GPS techn
nology
Basic concep

Thee Global Posiitioning Systeem (GPS) is a world radiio
navigation system
m funded andcontrolled
a
by the U.S
S.
Deppartment of Deefence. It is ussed for the deetermination oof
the exactposition
ns of various objects
o
located
d anywhere on
o
G
consists of twenty-fouur
the Earth's surrface. The GPS
sateellites that orbit
o
the Eaarth in twelvve hours, thhe
grou
undstations an
nd the receiverrs. The satelliites function aas
refeerence points th
hat determine anobject's possition with greaat
accu
uracy. The GPS receiver, insttalled on the ob
bject, calculatees
itsdistance from three
t
different satellites by using
u
the traveel
d fromeach saatellite. Due tto
timee of the signaals transmitted
atm
mospheric distorrtions, errors are
a introduced into
i
the satellitte
signnals affecting the
t determinattion of the obj
bjects' positions.
How
wever, with various techniques theseeerrors can b
be
effeectively dealt with.Due to the advancess in integrateed
circcuits technollogy, the GPS
G
receiverrs are smaall
and
dinexpensive. Therefore, alm
most every orrganization caan
affo
ord to pay for the use of thee GPStechnoloogy. Nowadays,
the GPS is used
d in vehicles,, ships, airplaanes, and eveen
lapttopcomputers.
3.

Basic concep
pts of GSM Tecchnology

Durring the early 1980s, analog cellular teleephone system
ms
werre experiencinng rapid grow
wthin Europe. Each countrry
developed its ow
wn system, whhich was incoompatible witth
everryoneelse's in equipment and
d operation. To
o deal with thiis
und
desirable situatiion, the GSM, apan-Europeann public mobille
systtem, was deveeloped and sttandardized byy the Europeaan
Teleecommunicatioon Standards Institute in the
t
late 1980s.
Durring the 1990ss the GSMstanndard was exppanded in everry
continent.The priimary service supported byy the GSM is
i
telep
phony. Speechh is transmitted
d through theG
GSM network aas
a digital
d
stream. An emergenccy service is also availablee,
wheerethe nearest emergency seervice providerr is notified bby
diallling three digiits (similar to 911).GSM
9
users can send annd
receeive data, at rates up to
o 9600 bps, to users oon
thep
plaintelephone service, ISD
DN, Packet Sw
witched Publiic
Data Networks, and
a Circuit Sw
witched Public Data Networkks

.In additioon, the GSM offers a Short Message
M
Servicce (SMS),
a bi-directtional service forshort alphaanumeric messages. For
point-to-ppoint SMS, a message can be sent to
anothersubbscriber to thee service, and an
a acknowledggement of
receipt is provided to thhe sender. SMS
S can also be used in a
cell-broaddcastmode, forr sending messages such as
a traffic
updates.
B. The Vehicle
V
Collisiion Warning System
S
based on GPS
The vehicle collision waarning system proceeds
p
with ttwo
steps. Firsst step is the AIS
A which obtaains the locatioon data of
vehicle. The
T second steep is the collission warning uusing the
vehicle waarning algorithhm. The figure 1 explains the scenario.
In this sceenario, the drivver receives thee collision warnning from
GPS data collected in A
AIS when the system detectts vehicle
collision.
Every veh
hicle sends its location data to the AIS anndcollects
the other vehicle’s locattion data from
m the AIS. By using the
w
system
m in each
collected location data, the collision warning
vehicle warns
w
the vehicle collision to
t the driver based on
speed, dirrection, and distance. This will
w help driverrs predict
the vehiclee collision andd prevent them from traffic acccidents.

This vehiccle collision waarning system consists:
1.

The sensor
s
and GPS
PS data collectiion module

The senso
or and GPS module collect thee sensor and loocation
data in a device
d
of the veehicle and sendd the data to thhe
managemeent system.
2.

The algorithm
a
for ssensing the colllision

The distannce that the sennsor detects is measured bassed on the
vehicle’s course. This distance increeases in propportion to
speed. The direction of the vehicle is used for meassuring the
point of intersection
i
inn order to preevent any acciidents. In
addition, if person or a bicycle iss within the vehicle’s
direction, the driver receeives the warniing sign.
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3.

This process repeats until the goal node reached. The
algorithm choose their node based on the cost from the start
node plus an estimated of the goal node.

Warning module

When the collision is detected through the collision
algorithm, the warning module gives warning sign to the
driver.
4.

3.

The A* algorithm is applied to determine the shortest path
from KKSA to incident site. The shortest paths are based on
incident site and current ambulance station. A preliminary
study was done manually to calculate the shortest path for the
ambulances. The distances are given in kilometres (km).

The transportation distinguish module

Every vehicle has its own identification ID to transmit it to
the management system.
5.

Computing the data

The management for collision warning system
D. Mobile emergency system and integration

The GPS reception module, the sensor reception module and
the vehicle identification module are retrieved in this process.
Based on the retrieved data the collision algorithm is
executed. If it detects collision, the warning module sends the
warning sign.

The new system is also intelligent when it comes to finding
the right ambulance, hospital and doctor that are suitable for
the conditions and location of the accident.
1. System component and architecture
The system consists of 5 components:
i.
The Emergency requester device (Emergency
application for mobile devices): This is a mobile
phone equipped with a Geographical Positioning
System (GPS).
ii.
The Main Central System (MCS): This is the main
server for the whole system.
iii.
The Ambulance system: Each ambulance system is
equipped with a GPS and navigation system. The
system has a touch screen (specifying availability
and reaction).
iv.
The Online Electronic Health Record (OEHR): This
is the patient’s Smart Online Health Record.
v.
The Hospital Emergency Department System
(HEDS).

C. An Application of the A*Algorithm on the Ambulance
Routing
This only focuses on the application of A*algorithm in
finding the shortest distance of the ambulances. In this paper,
the shortest distance for ambulances for the area serviced by
ambulance located at the KKSA is projected by using A*
Algorithm and road network for ambulance routing system.
The objectives of this project are to develop an ambulance
road network in 5 kilometres for the area under study and to
apply a suitable mathematical model to minimize ambulance
travelling distance.
1. Data Collection
The data on ambulance services are collected from the
KKSA. Data includes information about the location and
information related to the routing of ambulances. Road
network developed involved all major roads which connected
to the designated hospital. The road network consists of nodes
and edges, which will be the directional links that connects
the two nodes between them. The route with the shortest total
distance is determined by applying the A*algorithm.
2. A* Algorithm Model

2. System processes
a) Reporting an accident
The start of the system will be triggered by the Emergency
requester device reporting an accident. With a simple
mobile application installed on the device, the caller can
quickly and easily enter information about the accident such
as the number of injured people and number of cars
involved in the accident. The application will automatically
send the coordinates of the mobile phone to MCS.

Here, the A* algorithm will be applied to determine the
shortest path of ambulance distance from KKSA to other
locations.
The models are:
f(n) = g(n) + h(n)

b) Finding an ambulance
MCS receives the emergency request from the requester and
without human intervention; sends a request to all available
ambulances to report their GPS coordinates (other
algorithms are also available where the ambulance
continually reports coordinates to the MCS. The selection of
specific algorithms depends on how busy the environment
is).MCS will then compare accident and ambulance
coordinates and send a job request to the nearest ambulance
based on the navigation system map rather than direct

where,
n : A node on the network
f(n) : The estimated cost of the least-cost path to a goal
node through n
g(n) : The cost of reaching node n from the start node
h(n) : An estimated cost of getting from node n to a goal
node.
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distance. The Ambulance
A
offficer has 10seec to accept oor
rejject. In the eveent of acceptinng the job, MC
CS will send thhe
acccident’s coorddinates to the ambulance and automaticallly
th
he ambulance system
s
outliness the road mapp to the accidennt
location. If the ambulance
a
offiicer rejects the job or does noot
reply within 10 seconds, the MCS
M
will pick
k up the seconnd
neearest ambulaance to the accident, assu
uming that iin
10
0seconds posittions of ambullances don’t chhange much. IIn
caase of a longerr delay the MC
CS will start th
he process from
m
th
he beginning.
c)

Ambulance system processses
i.

Settiing up availabiility and comm
municating witth
MCS
S

Thee ambulance offficer can setupp the status off the ambulancce
to available
a
or no
ot available. They can also accept
a
or rejecct
jobss. In case of rejjection, the dettails with reaso
ons for rejectioon
shou
uld be entereed into the sy
ystem. When the ambulancce
acceepts the job, th
heir status will show as “in miission”.
ii.

Acceessing SOEHR
R

Afteer picking up the patiient or the injured, thhe
amb
bulancesystem can access th
he SOEHR usin
ng the patient’’s
fing
gerprint.The am
mbulance officeer can then quickly and easilly
enteer thepatient’s current medical conditions such
s
as injuries,
brok
ken bones, and
d unconscioussness. The SOEHR, based oon
the patient’s mediical history andd their current conditions wiill
reco
ommend urgennt and pre-hosppital treatment.
iii.

HEDS, staaff can updatee the availabiliity of beds or operation
theatres baased on the disscharge or transsfer of patientss.
I.

R
RESULTS
AN
ND DISCUSSIION

In this papper, we describbe a system offfering a solutiion to the
problem of
o ambulancem
management and
a emergencyy incident
handling in
i the prefectuure of Attica inn Greece. It is based on
the integrration of GIS, GPS and GSM
G
technologgies. The
design of the system waas the result of a project fundded by the
Greek Seccretariat of Reesearch and Teechnology. Thhe system
will operaate in the Natioonal Centre off Immediate Assistance.
The descrribed system w
will improve th
he services proovided to
citizens.
This systeem will help tto reduce trafffic accidents of
o tourists
and will enable drivers to
t predict possiible accidents as
a well as
to preparee for them.
The propoose algorithm iis hoped to inccrease the efficiiency and
to enhancee the quality off the EMS ambbulance managgement.

II.

PROPOSED WORK

Our systeem consists off four main units,
u
whichcooordinates
with eachh other and makes sure thattambulance reaaches the
hospital without
w
any tim
melag. Thus ouur system is divvided into
following fourunits,
• THE VEHIICLE UNIT
• THE MAIN
N SERVER UN
NIT
• THE AMB
BULANCE UN
NIT
• THE NO
ODE UNIT(T
TRAFFIC JU
UNCTION
UNIT)

Findding a Hospital

Thee ambulance neeeds to find thee right hospitaal for the patiennt
on-b
board. The prroposed ambu
ulance system,, based on thhe
patiient’s conditioons, distance, availability annd specialty oof
hosp
pitals, will seelect the right hospital and the navigatioon
systtem will autom
matically show the route to thhe hospital. Thhe
iden
ntity of the paatient will be communicated
d to HEDS. All
A
hosp
pitals GPS cooordinates will already be in the database oof
the ambulance sysstem.
d)) Preparing for incoming
g patient annd monitorinng
incoming am
mbulances
Oncce the ambulannce selects a ho
ospital, the Hosspital
Emeergency Deparrtment System (HEDS) bookks a bed or placce
for the incoming patient and accesses the patient’s
p
healtth
reco
ord. The am
mbulance systeem starts too communicatte
continuously the ambulance coordinates to HEDS so thhe
department’s meedical staff can
c
monitor the incominng
amb
bulance on the HEDS. HEDS
S will show in real-time
r
all thhe
inco
oming ambulaances on a maap with a list of informatioon
abou
ut distances annd time. Deparrtment staff wiill prepare whaat
they
y plan to do fo
or the incominng patient incluuding operatioon
theaatre, medicatio
ons, and conssultants if reqquired. By thhe

Fig.2.AAR
RS system

1
1.

Vehicle un
nit

According
g to our system
m, every vehiclle should have a vehicle
unit. Thee vehicle uniit consists of a vibrationn sensor,
controller,, siren, a userr interface, GP
PS system andd a GSM
module. The vibrationn sensor usedd in the vehhicle will
continuouusly sense for any
a large scale vibration in the vehicle.
The sensed data is givenn to the controlller.
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Fig.4.ambulancee unit

Fig.3.vehiicle unit
Thee controller com
mpares it with a threshold vaalue which is an
a
emp
pirical value and
a
ifit equalls or exceeds that, then thhe
controller automattically switches on a siren insside the vehiclee.
A programmed
p
tiimer is also trriggered. In case of a minoor
acciident, the passsenger probably would not need
n
the servicce
of the
t ambulancee, and can thherefore switch
h off the sireen
befo
ore the timer counts to zero, by resetting th
he entire vehiclle
unitt through the user interfacee, which is coonnected to thhe
controller. Or elsee, if he is uncconscious or fatally
f
woundeed
and needs an amb
bulance, then the
t siren is left
ft ON and wheen
w
trigger both the GSM
M
the timer counts to zero, it would
MO
ODULE and thhe GPS SYST
TEM inside thhe vehicle. Thhe
GPS
S SYSTEM finds out the cuurrent positionn of the vehiclle
(latiitude and the longitude) which
w
is the location
l
of thhe
acciident spot and gives that dataa to the GSM MODULE.
M
Thhe
GSM
M MODULE sends this data
d
to the MAIN
M
SERVER
R
who
ose GSM num
mber is alreadyy there in thee module as aan
emeergency numbeer.
1.

Main server unit

Thee main serveer is the cen
ntral brain of our ITS. It
com
mmunicates as well as controols every partt of the system
m.
Thee server objectiives can be maiinly classified into:
• FINDING TH
HE NEAREST AMBULAN
NCE TO THE
ACCIDENT SPOT
S
O-ORDINATE
ES TO THE AM
MBULANCE
• SENDING CO
• CONTROLLIING THE NO
ODES IN TH
HE SHORTEST
PATH
2.

Ambulance unit
u

Thee ambulance unit has a GPS
G
SYSTEM
M and a GSM
M
MO
ODEM for trannsmitting GPS data to the Main Server. Thhe
servver receives thee GPS data sennt by the ambuulance at regulaar
inteervals of time. The server sen
nds the co-ordinates of all thhe
nod
des’ in the pathh to the ambullance. The amb
bulance unit oon
receeiving the co-oordinates plots them
t
on to a map
m with the lasst
two coordinates as the accident spot and the hospital
h
locatioon
to get
g the shortest path to the hosspital.

3.Node un
nit
A node caan possibly opeerate in two moodes namely,thhe normal
mode andd the ambulance mode. Norm
mal mode is usuual traffic
control byy a micro conttroller in a jun
nction. In norm
mal mode,
traffic flow
w in each direction of the mode will be givven equal
importancce. In the ambbulance mode, the direction in which
the ambullance heads is given importaance and is keept in the
ON state, till the ambulaance leaves the junction (nodee).
• The node
n
will receiive a START SIGNAL
S
from the main
serverr as an control message whicch contains the direction
that must
m be kept inn ON state so that the ambulance can
pass through
t
the junnction without waiting.
• The direction
d
retrievved from the control
c
messagee is given
to thee micro controlller.
• That particular
p
direcction is kept in
n the ON state as
a long as
anoth
her message (S
STOP SIGNAL
L) is received from the
main server.
• GPS co-ordinates
c
off the ambulancce and the nodee matches
i.e. when
w
the ambuulance crossess then node. The
T node
then will
w return to itts normal modee of operation.
a)
•
•
•
•
•

INT
TERRUPT SER
RVICE ROUTINE ALGORIT
THM
Waiit for the reception START
T message along with
dataa.
Retrrieve the data of
o the signal too be made greenn.
Mak
ke the correspoonding signal to be green.
Waiit for the recepption of next message or stop signal.
If thhe message is received
r
return
n to normal mode.

b) NOD
DE ACCESS A
AND CONTROL
The noddes in the shorttest path are accessed
a
and coontrolled
only wh
hen the ambulance reachess a distance of around
say 1km
m from the noode. These locations are storred as the
1km maarkings. Since the signal shoould not be keept in ON
state forr a long time, the
t node accesss control is doone in the
followinng steps:
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•
•

•

•
•

•

IV.

The server first plots a map with the nodesneeded for the
shortest path and makes 1kmmarkings for each node.
The locations of 1km markings’ (latitude and longitude)
are taken from the map and stored in the NODES
database.
When the ambulance’s GPS location and location of any
one of the 1km markings matches, the corresponding
GSM ID with the signal direction from the map is taken
by the server and is compared with the shortest path
nodes’ GSM IDs.
If that node is present in the path, the START SIGNAL
is sent to that GSM ID.
Now, the node is kept in ON state till the ambulance
crosses the node. Once it crosses the node, the server
sends a STOP SIGNAL to the node which brings the
node to normal mode of operation.
The resolution of the GPS coordinates is that 1
second represents a 101.2ft in latitude and 61.6ft in
longitude. Thus in every comparison with respect to
ambulance unit, it is enough to note the GPS co-ordinate
till the accuracy of second’s.

III.
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